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Summary
Ionic liquids, defined as salts composed solely of ions that can be found in
the liquid state under ambient conditions, have been known for about a cen-
tury. However, although their discovery dates back to 1914 (when Walden
described ethylammonium nitrate as an ionic liquid with a melting point of
287.6 K), it was not until the last decades that the interest and activity in the
field of ionic liquids has experienced an exponential growth, far surpassing
mere scientific or academic curiosity to become potential candidates to vari-
ous industrial applications (in electrochemical devices, as thermal storage flu-
ids, as lubricants or in the area of separation). Moreover, ionic liquids have
many fascinating properties that characterize them as “green solvents”, such
as low vapor pressure, thermal stability up to high temperatures, high elec-
trical and thermal conductivity and very good solvents properties for a wide
variety of compounds. Thus, the possibility of customizing ionic liquids for
many specific demands, making use of the nearly infinite combinations of suit-
able cations and anions, makes them to be termed “designer solvents”.
This extent of tunability makes computational models to be of fundamental
importance to systematically explain and predict the properties of ionic li-
quids. Due to the huge number of ionic liquids that can be produced, and also
to the fact that small variations of the ions composing an ionic liquid lead to a
substantial alteration of its characteristics, computer simulations can be used
with the aim of knowing their properties a priori instead of through trial-and-
error tests. Not only is this approach less time consuming but it also allows
researchers to reduce a lot the money involved in the process. This can be ob-
served in the increase in the number of computational works published along
the last decades, as well as in the more and more numerous efforts devoted to
the development of new potentials and more powerful computational tools.
Concerning the computational methods that are more commonly employed
for analyzing the properties of ionic liquids, the more accurate technique must
be chosen taking into account the specific issues that we need to overcome
(such as the high viscosity of the ionic liquids, the liquid state, the size of the
ions or the description of the electronic structure) and trying to find a balance
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between detail and efficiency. For example, ab initio quantum chemical meth-
ods include electronic effects such as polarization and charge transfer and are
able of accurately describing the electronic structure. However, they are not
suitable to study a great number of molecules due to their high computational
cost. In the opposite corner are molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo meth-
ods, since although they are both useful for simulating a large number of ions
interacting with each other and, thus, adequately describing the liquid phase,
none of them can achieve a good model of the motion of the electrons within
this type of systems. Halfway between the previous techniques, ab initio mo-
lecular dynamics methods provide reliable information about the electronic
structure but are not capable of investigating a great number of molecules.
In the present thesis we present a computational study of structural and
transport properties of ionic liquids. By means of molecular dynamics simu-
lations we investigated the effect of several solutes (water, alcohols and salts of
electrochemical interest) on the behaviour of these dense ionic solvents. Des-
pite the increasing interest that ionic liquids have been generating, the solva-
tion mechanism of diverse molecules and ions in these novel compounds is
still scarcely comprehended. Additionally, the vast majority of the huge num-
ber of studies of ionic liquids and their mixtures reported up to now has been
performed using experimental techniques, whereas the computational efforts
have remained more little in spite of being an essential tool for getting a de-
tailed knowledge of ionic liquids at the atomic level. By that means, the main
goal of this research is to provide a deeper knowledge of how molecular level
properties of ionic liquids are affected by the addition of the former solutes to
the mixture. The whole set of simulations included in this thesis was carried
out using the open source and free software Gromacs 4.5.4 package, whose
features (extremely high performance and cost efficiency, massively parallel
simulations, accuracy of compression and user friendly interface) make it one
of the most used packages for molecular simulations. The potential energy
functions of the force fields integrated in Gromacs include the non-bonded in-
teractions (a repulsion term, a dispersion term and a Coulomb term), the bon-
ded interactions (bond stretching, bond angle and dihedral angle interactions)
and some restraints that can be necessary in some special cases. In addition,
although the employed force fields were non-polarizable they provide very
accurate structural predictions and qualitatively correct dynamic results.
Due to their high hygroscopic character, water is an omnipresent impur-
ity in ionic liquids. The presence of water in these solvents can be a problem
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or a benefit depending on the application, but in all cases its influence on the
physicochemical properties of the ionic liquid should be well known. Chapter
2.1 contains the analysis of the structure and dynamics of bulk mixtures of wa-
ter with 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium based ionic liquids. Several structural
properties, such as, radial radial distribution functions, coordination numbers,
hydrogen bonds, and also single-particle dynamics (self-diffusion coefficients,
mean square displacements andvelocity autocorrelation functions) were stud-
ied under the influence of the length of the cation alkyl chain (ethyl, butyl,
hexyl and octyl), of the hydrophobic nature of the anion (hexafluorophos-
phate, chloride and bromide) and of water concentration. We observed the
formation of water clusters, whose size was strongly dependent on the hy-
drophobicity of the anion and nearly independent on the cation chain length.
A notable clustering tendency at low amounts of water was found for both
halogenated anions and, above all, for the hydrophobic one; which eventu-
ally leads to bigger water clusters the greater the water concentration up to
a point where they form a percolating network. These clusters of water mo-
lecules are mainly located in the polar regions of the bulk mixtures, since they
preferentially interact with the anions. The analysis of the velocity autocor-
relation functions showed a rattling motion of water molecules in the polar
nanoregions of the hydrophilic mixtures, whereas the presence of the more
hydrophobic anion leads to a rapid cancellation of the correlations. Another
evidence of water molecules being more strongly clusterized in the polar re-
gions of the mixtures the more hydrophobic the anion was provided by the
evolution of the three regimes of the mean-square displacements (a ballistic
behavior of the ions that dominates at short times, a diffusive motion at long
times and a long subdiffusive regime characteristic of glass formers in the su-
percooled region at intermediate times). In this case, the diffusive dynamics
was sooner reached when the hexafluorophosphate anion was present in the
system, due to a more similar water motion to that registered in pure water.
Thus, all the results support the picture of water molecules being solvated in
the polar nanodomains of bulk mixtures with aprotic ionic liquids, in which
they form clusters whose size grows up until a percolating network is reached.
Since having a detailed knowledge on the properties of not only pure ionic
liquids but also their mixtures is of fundamental importance for their poten-
tial use in a number of industrial applications, in Chapter 2.2 we tried to shed
some light on the solvation process of molecular solvents when mixed with
ionic liquids. More specifically, we investigated the structural properties of
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bulk mixtures of two alcohols of different chain length (methanol and ethanol)
with ionic liquids composed of the 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium cation and
three anions with a different level of hydrophobicity (hexafluorophosphate,
tetrafluoroborate and chloride). The solvation mechanism that takes place in
these systems was compared to that found in mixtures with water by studying
how densities, coordination numbers, radial distribution functions and num-
ber of hydrogen bonds change upon mixing. As a result, we found an struc-
tural picture that largely differs from the one reported for mixtures with water
in Chapter 2.1. In particular, there is no cluster formation of alcohol molecules,
which are, instead, almost homogeneously distributed in the bulk and are loc-
ated at approximately the same distance from all other species in the mixture.
It must be noted that in those mixtures with the more solvophobic anion the
existence of some kind of network could be stated, but its size is not even com-
parable to that formed in mixtures with water. This different behaviour is due
to the amphiphilic character of alcohol molecules, which allows them to be in-
serted in the polar and apolar regions of the bulk. This process in which the
nanoseggregated structure of the ionic liquids accommodates the similar parts
of the alcohols is named as nanotructured solvation.
In Chapter 2.3 we expanded the analysis started in Chapter 2.2 and con-
firmed that the differences found in structural properties of water and alco-
hols when mixed with ionic liquids have also a deep impact on the single-
particle dynamics behaviour of these systems. Contrarily to what happens in
aqueous mixtures, the rattling motion related to a caging effect was not seen
for alcohol molecules due to their lack of cluster formation and their greater
ability to diffuse in the bulk mixtures. This reinforces the picture of alcohol
molecules being nearly homogeneously solvated in the polar and apolar areas
of the mixture, as opposed to the greater lipophobicity of water molecules that
constraints them to be placed in the polar domains of the mixture where they
form clusters. The only aspect that alcohol molecules share with their water
counterparts is the nanotructured solvation. That is, these solutes are not able
to destroy the nanoseggregated structure of the ionic liquids, but rather adapt
to it and place themselves in the most favorable areas of the mixture, which
undoubtedly has a big effect on the structural and dynamic properties of the
resultant systems. In addition, the anion nature was confirmed to have a dom-
inant role on the structural and dynamic properties of mixtures of ionic liquids
with molecular solvents.
The importance of ionic liquids in electrochemistry is such that the devel-
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opment of efficient electrochemical devices involves the use of ionic liquids for
improving the ion trasport properties. Many ionic liquids offer a range of prop-
erties (conductivity, viscosity, and wide electrochemical potential windows)
that makes them very attractive to be used in various electrochemical devices,
such as solar cells, fuel cells, lithium batteries and supercapacitors. With the
aim of better understanding the role of ionic liquids in these devices, a detailed
picture of the structural and ion transport properties of lithium salt-doped
ionic liquids is included in Chapter 2.4. For this purpose, we considered ionic
liquids based on the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium cation and three different
anions (hexafluorophosphate, tetrafluoroborate and bis(trifluoromethylsulf-
onyl)imide) mixed with lithium and sodium salts with a common anion. As
in mixtures with molecular solvents, the basis of nanotructured solvation were
also found in mixtures with alkali salts. In this regard, salt cations are mainly
restricted to be located in the polar regions of the mixtures, in which they
are strongly coordinated with the anions adopting two possible conformations
(monodentate and bidentate) in the first solvation layer that are sensitive to the
amount of salt present in the mixture. This leads to the formation of long-lived
aggregates that act as stable kinetics entities inside which a marked rattling
motion of salt ions was registered. This structure was probed to be extraordin-
arily resilient and survive during tens of nanoseconds. The first solvation shell
of anions is followed by a second layer of lithium/sodium molecules and a
third shell of imidazolium cations, which resembles a pseudolattice structure
according to the structural model on the basis of Bahe−Varela theory. The ana-
lysis of the self-diffusion coefficients allowed us to calculate the values of the
ionic conductivity; however, the need of employing polarizable force fields for
obtaining accurate dynamic properties provided us with slightly underestim-
ated data.
Although lithium-battery research has been usually focused on the use of
aprotic ionic liquids as electrolytes, protic ionic liquids must be also considered
as an alternative to conventional electrolytes, since the cost and difficulty of
synthesizing protic ionic liquids are lower than that of aprotic ionic liquids
and they have been experimentally confirmed as usable electrolytes for these
devices. Thus, in Chapter 2.5 we extended the study to the structural fea-
tures of solutions of lithium nitrate in a protic ionic liquid, ethylammonium
nitrate. The analysis of densities, radial distribution functions, spatial dis-
tribution functions, hydrogen bonds and coordination numbers showed the
same structural picture as the one described in Chapter 2.4, in which cation
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salts form anionic aggregates with the anions of their first coordination shell in
pseudolattice-like ordered polar nanoregions. The study of the center-of-mass
velocity autocorrelation functions of lithium cations confirmed the presence of
surrounding cages formed by their nearest anions, as it was observed in solu-
tions of lithium salt in aprotic ionic liquids. The well-known hydrogen bond
network that takes place in protic ionic liquids is slightly disrupted by the ad-
dition of salt to the mixture, due to the presence of lithium cations in the polar
regions of the bulk and their strong coordination with nitrate anions, which
leads to the transference of nitrate anions to the inner regions of the polar nan-
odomains where lithium cations are mainly placed. Furthermore, even though
this mixture could be expected to behave like a molten salt, its behaviour is
more similar to a solid-like structure, with intermediate range ordering and
double peaks in the lithium-anion radial distribution functions that mimic the
calcite-type structure characteristic of solid lithium nitrate. This formation of
solid-like aggregates leads to phase separation with increasing the amount of
salt.
Chapter 2.6 includes an analysis of the influence of the chain length of
the alkylammonium cation on the structural properties of protic ionic liquids
when doped with lithium salts. On this occasion we studied mixtures of pro-
pylammonium nitrate and butylammonium nitrate with a salt with a common
anion, lithium nitrate. Thus, the increase in the alkyl chain length causes an in-
crease in the segregation of the mixtures, with better defined polar and apolar
domains and less densely packed and less resilient structures. However, des-
pite the better defined polar and apolar regions the longer the alkyl chains,
the polar domains of propylammonium nitrate and butylammonium nitrate
mixtures seem to be, on average, less ordered than those in ethylammonium
nitrate mixtures. This increment of the orientational disorder in the nanor-
egions could be associated to the collapse of the directional hydrogen bond
network inside the polar nanoregions. In addition, the disruption of the net-
work of hydrogen bonds was found to be more pronounced the longer the
alkyl chain of the cation, which is due to the lower degree of hydrogen bond-
ing of these mixtures. It must be highlighted that the structure of both protic
and aprotic ionic liquids is very resilient to the addition of any type of ad-
ditive, including water, alcohols and salts. The polar regions were found to
experience a compaction as the alkyl chain length of the ionic liquid cation
was increased, associated to a decrease in their volume fraction via a “dilution
effect”. At the same time, this polar domains show an expansion as increasing
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the amount of salt in the system, which is due to the increase in the number
of ions in these regions associated to a decrease of the number of hydrogen
bonds. In spite of everything, the polar and apolar domains of the bulk mix-
tures are only slightly eroded by the presence of the solutes, whose solvation
takes place accommodating the molecular moieties of the solute molecules in
the nanoregions of the amphiphilically nanostructured ionic liquids that are
more similar to their molecular entities.
The simulation of more realist systems is a required step for a deeper com-
prehension of the potential use of ionic liquids in electrochemistry. Chapter
2.7 closes the research project of this thesis with the study of mixtures of ionic
liquids with alkali salts confined between graphene walls. The studied sys-
tems were 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate mixed with lithium
tetrafluoroborate and with potassium tetrafluoroborate between two charged
and uncharged parallel graphene electrodes. These simulations were carried
out at 450 K in order to avoid the system being “trapped” in a local minimum
due to the well-known high viscosity of ionic liquids, but the results are expec-
ted to be representative of the behaviour of these systems at somewhat lower
temperatures. The analysis of the structure confirmed that the ionic liquid
adopts a highly inhomogeneous structure in the proximities of the surface, in
which cation and anion layers whose ion densities are greater than in the bulk
are formed due to overscreening in the charge distribution of ionic liquids.
This behaviour was also obtained in the presence of uncharged graphene walls
and leads to electroneutrality at long distances from the electrodes, where the
values of the bulk densities are reached. When the charge of the walls increases
the ions experienced a systematic rearrangement, in which anions are segreg-
ated towards the positive electrode and cations toward the negative one. In
addition, the average orientation of imidazolium rings varied from an angle
of 36° with respect to the normal vector of the surface to a more perpendicular
fashion as the electrode potential increases. As seen in previous chapters, the
addition of salt to the mixture has little effect on the organization of the ions of
the ionic liquid near the graphene walls. Hence, the nanostructure solvation
could be considered as a sort of universal solvation mechanism in these am-
phiphilically nanostructured dense ionic solvents. Although the distribution
of lithium and potassium cations could be expected to be governed by the elec-
trode potential, the truth is that it is mainly detemined by the structure that
the ionic liquid adopts and by the formation of the ionic aggregates that salt
cations arrange with the anions in their first coordination shell. Thus, lithium
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and potassium cations are able to be adsorved on the negative surface only
for high concentrations of salt due to the occurrence of very high free energy
barriers that they must overcome for getting to the wall.
This thesis ends with a brief summary of the main conclusions.
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Resumen
Los líquidos iónicos, los cuáles se definen como sales compuestas única-
mente de iones y que se pueden encontrar en estado líquido bajo condiciones
ambientales, se conocen desde hace aproximadamente un siglo. Sin embargo,
aunque su descubrimiento data de 1914 (cuando Walden identificó el nitra-
to de etilamonio como un líquido iónico con un punto de fusión de 287,6 K),
no fue hasta las últimas décadas que el interés y la actividad en el campo de
los líquidos iónicos han experimentado un crecimiento exponencial, superan-
do ampliamente el simple interés académico o científico para convertirse en
candidatos potenciales para diversas aplicaciones industriales (en dispositivos
electroquímicos, como fluidos de almacenamiento térmico, como lubricantes
o en el área de separación). Además, los líquidos iónicos poseen muchas pro-
piedades fascinantes que los convierten en “disolventes verdes”, tales como
baja presión de vapor, estabilidad térmica hasta temperaturas elevadas, alta
conductividad térmica y eléctrica y muy buenas propiedades como disolven-
tes para una amplia variedad de compuestos. De este modo, la posibilizar de
crear líquidos iónicos para muchas demandas específicas utilizando las infini-
tas combinaciones de cationes y aniones disponibles hace que sean calificados
como “disolventes de diseño”.
Este grado de adaptación hace que los modelos computacionales tengan
una gran importancia a la hora de explicar de manera sistemática y predecir las
propiedades de los líquidos iónicos. Debido al enorme número de líquidos ió-
nicos que se pueden obtener, y también al hecho de que pequeñas variaciones
en los iones que componen un líquido iónico conducen a cambios sustancia-
les en sus características, las simulaciones por computadora pueden utilizarse
con el objetivo de conocer sus propiedades a priori en lugar de usar métodos
de prueba y error. Este enfoque no sólo es menos caro computacionalmente
hablando, sino que también permite que los investigadores reduzcan amplia-
mente el dinero involucrado en el proceso. Esto se puede observar en el aumen-
to del número de trabajos computacionales que se han publicado a lo largo de
las últimas décadas, así como en los cada vez más numerosos esfuerzos de-
dicados al desarrollo de nuevos potenciales y herramientas computacionales
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más potentes. Con respecto a los métodos computacionales que se emplean
más comunmente para analizar las propiedades de los líquidos iónicos, la téc-
nica más adecuada debe elegirse teniendo en cuenta los problemas específicos
que debemos tratar (tales como la elevada viscosidad de los líquidos iónicos,
la fase líquida, el tamaño de los iones o la descripción de la estructura elec-
trónica) y tratando de encontrar un equilibrio entre eficiencia y detalle. Por
ejemplo, los métodos de química cuántica ab initio includen efectos electróni-
cos como la polarización y la transferencia de carga y son capaces de describir
adecuadamente la estructura electrónica. Sin embargo, dichos métodos no son
adecuados para estudiar un número grande de moléculas debido a su elevado
coste computacional. En el lado opuesto se encuentran las técnicas de diná-
mica molecular y monte carlo, ya que aunque ambas son útiles para simular
un gran número de iones interaccionando entre ellos y, así, describir apropia-
damente la fase líquida; ninguna de ellas puede alcanzar un buen modelo del
movimiento de los electrones en este tipo de sistemas. A medio camino entre
las técnicas anteriores, los métodos de dinámica molecular ab initio proporcio-
nan información fiable acerca de la estructura electrónica pero no son capaces
de investigar un gran número de moléculas.
En la presente tesis se presenta un estudio computacional de las propieda-
des estructurales y de transporte de los líquidos iónicos. Mediante simulacio-
nes de dinámica molecular se investiga el efecto que tienen diversos solutos
(agua, alcoholes y sales de interés electroquímico) en el comportamiento de
estos densos disolventes iónicos. A pesar del interés creciente que los líquidos
iónicos han generado, el mecanismo de solvatación de diversas moléculas e
iones en estos nuevos compuestos se comprende aún de manera muy escasa.
Además, la gran mayoría del enorme número de estudios de líquidos iónicos
y sus mezclas que se han publicado hasta ahora han sido realizados utilizan-
do técnicas experimentales, mientras que los esfuerzos computacionales han
sido menores a pesar de ser una herramienta esencial para conseguir un co-
nocimiento detallado de los líquidos iónicos a nivel atómico. De este modo,
el objetivo principal de esta investigación es proporcionar un conocimiento
más profundo acerca de cómo las propiedades de los líquidos iónicos a nivel
molecular resultan afectadas por la agregación de los solutos anteriores a la
mezcla. Todo el conjunto de simulaciones incluídas en esta tesis se ha llevado
a cabo usando el paquete de código abierto Gromacs 4,5,4, cuyas característi-
cas (rendimiento extremadamente alto, minimización del coste maximizando
la eficiencia, simulaciones masivamente paralelizadas, compresión de datos
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adecuada e interfaz amigable y sencilla) lo convierten en uno de los paquetes
más utilizados en la simulación molecular. Las funciones de energía potencial
integradas en Gromacs incluyen las interacciones no enlazantes (un término
repulsivo, un término dispersivo y un término Coulombiano), las interaccio-
nes enlazantes (estiramiento de enlace, flexión de ángulo y ángulos diedros) y
algunas restricciones que pueden ser necesarias en casos especiales. Además,
aunque los campos de fuerzas empleados no son polarizables, proporcionan
predicciones estructurales adecuadas y resultados dinámicos cualitativamente
correctos.
Debido a su carácter higroscópico, el agua es una impureza omnipresente
en los líquidos iónicos. La presencia de agua en estos disolventes puede ser un
problema o un beneficio dependiendo de la aplicación, pero en todos los ca-
sos su influencia en las propiedades fisicoquimicas del líquido iónicos debería
ser conocida. El Capítulo 2.1 contiene el análisis de la estructura y la dinámica
del bulk de mezclas de agua con líquidos iónicos basados en el catión 1-alquil-
3-metilimidazolio. Varias propiedades estructurales, tales como las funciones
de distribución radial, los números de coordinación, los enlaces de hidrógeno,
y también la dinámica de la partícula (coeficientes de autodifusión, desplaza-
mientos cuadráticos medios y funciones de autocorrelación de velocidades) se
estudiaron bajo la influencia de la longitud de la cadena del catión (etil, butil,
hexil y octil), de la naturaleza hidrofóbica del anión (hexafluorofosfato, cloro
y bromo) y de la concentración de agua. Observamos la formación de clusters
de agua, cuyo tamaño era fuertemente dependiente de la hidrofobicidad del
anión y prácticamente independiente de la longitud de la cadena catiónica.
Se encontró una notable tendencia a la clusterización a bajas concentraciones
de agua para ambos aniones halogenados y, sobretodo, para el hidrófobo; el
cual eventualmente dio lugar a clusters de agua más grandes cuanto mayor
era la concentración de agua hasta llegar al punto de formar una red percolan-
te. Estos clusters de moléculas de agua están situados principalmente en las
regiones polares del bulk de las mezclas, ya que interactúan principalmente
con los aniones. El análisis de las funciones de autocorrelación de velocidades
mostró un movimiento vibrante de las moléculas de agua en las nanoregiones
polares de las mezclas hidrofílicas, mientras que la presencia del anión más
hidrofóbico conduce a una cancelación rápida de las correlaciones. Otra evi-
dencia de que las moléculas de agua están más clusterizadas en las regiones
polares de las mezclas cuanto más hidrofóbico es el anión fue proporcionada
por la evolución de los regímenes de los desplazamientos cuadráticos medios
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(un comportamiento balístico de los iones que predomina a tiempos cortos,
un movimiento difusivo a tiempos largos y un gran regimen subdifusivo ca-
racterístico de los formadores de vidrios en la región subenfriada a tiempos
intermedios). En este caso, la dinámica difusiva se alcanzó antes cuando el
anión hexafluorofosfato estaba presente en el sistema, debido a un movimien-
to más parecido al registrado en agua pura. De este modo, todos los resultados
apoyan la imagen de las moléculas de agua siendo solvatadas en los nanodo-
minios polares del bulk de las mezclas con líquidos iónicos apróticos, en las
cuáles forman clusters cuyo tamaño crece hasta formar una red percolante.
Ya que tener un conocimiento detallado de las propiedades, no solo de lí-
quidos iónicos, sino también de sus mezclas, es de fundamental importancia
para su potencial uso en numerosas aplicaciones industriales, en el Capítulo
2.2 intentamos aclarar el proceso de solvatación de disolventes moleculares al
ser mezclados con líquidos iónicos. De manera más específica, investigamos
las propiedades estructurales del bulk de mezclas de dos alcoholes de diferen-
te longitud de cadena (metanol y etanol) con líquidos iónicos compuestos por
el catión 1-hexil-3-metilimidazolio y tres aniones con un nivel diferente de hi-
drofobicidad (hexafluorofosfato, tetrafluoroborato y cloro). El mecanismo de
solvatación que tiene lugar en estos sistemas se comparó con el encontrado en
mezclas con agua estudiando cómo las densidades, los números de coordina-
ción, las funciones de distribución radial y el número de enlaces de hidrógeno
cambia en la mezcla. Como resultado, encontramos una imagen estructural
que difiere notablemente de la presentada para mezclas con agua en el Capí-
tulo 2.1. En particular, no hay formación de clusters de moléculas de alcohol,
las cuáles, en lugar de eso, están distribuidas de manera prácticamente homo-
génea en el bulk y están situadas aproximadamente a la misma distancia de
todas las otras especies de la mezcla. Cabe destacar que en las mezclas con el
anión más solvofóbico se puede afirmar que se forma una cierta red, pero su
tamaño no es ni siquiera comparable al encontrado en mezclas con agua. Es-
te comportamiento diferente es debido al carácter anfifílico de las moléculas
de alcohol, lo cual permite que se inserten en las zonas polares y apolares del
bulk. Este proceso en el cual la estructura nanosegregada de los líquidos ió-
nicos acomoda las partes similares de los alcoholes se denomina solvatación
nanoestructurada.
En el Capítulo 2.3 expandimos el análisis comenzado en el Capítulo 2.2 y
confirmamos que las diferencias encontradas entre las propiedades estructu-
rales entre agua y alcoholes en mezclas con líquidos iónicos también tiene un
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profundo impacto en el comportamiento de la dinámica de partícula de estos
sistemas. Al contrario de lo que sucedía en mezclas acuosas, el movimiento
vibrante relacionado con un efecto de caja no se encontró para moléculas de
alcohol debido a la ausencia de formación de clusters y a su mayor abilidad
para difundir en el bulk de las mezclas. Esto refuerza la imagen de las molé-
culas de alcohol solvatadas casi de manera homogénea en las áreas polares y
apolares de la mezcla, contrariamente a la mayor lipofobicidad de las molécu-
las de agua que las restringe a situarse en los dominios polares de la mezcla,
en los cuáles forman clusters. El único aspecto que las moléculas de alcohol
comparten con las de agua es la solvatación nanoestructurada. Es decir, estos
solutos no son capaces de destruir la estructura nanosegregada de los líquidos
iónicos, sino que se adaptan a ella y se sitúan en los lugares más favorables de
la mezcla, lo cual indudablemente tiene un gran efecto las propiedades diná-
micas y estructurales de los sistemas resultantes. Además, se confirma que la
naturaleza del anión juega un papel dominante en las propiedades dinámicas
y estructurales de las mezclas de líquidos iónicos con disolventes moleculares.
La importancia de los líquidos iónicos en electroquímica es tal que el desa-
rrollo de dispositivos electroquímicos eficientes implica el uso de líquidos ió-
nicos para mejorar las propiedades de transporte iónico. Muchos líquidos ió-
nicos ofrecen una serie de propiedades (conductividad, viscosidad, y amplia
ventana de potencial electroquímico) que los hace muy atractivos para ser uti-
lizados en numerosos dispositivos electroquímicos, tales como celdas solares,
celdas de combustible, baterías de litio y supercondensadores. Con el objeti-
vo de comprender mejor el papel de los líquidos iónicos en estos dispositivos,
en el Capítulo 2.4 se incluye una descripción detallada de las propiedades es-
tructurales y de transporte iónico de líquidos iónicos dopados con sales de
litio. Para este propósito, consideramos líquidos iónicos basados en el catión
1-butil-3-metilimidazolio y tres aniones distintos (hexafluorofosfato, tetrafluo-
roborato y bis(trifluorometilsulfonil)imida) mezclados con sales de litio y so-
dio con un anión común. Como en las mezclas con disolventes moleculares, las
bases de la solvatación nanoestructurada también se encontraron en mezclas
con sales alcalinas. En este aspecto, los cationes de la sal están principalmen-
te restringidos a situarse en las regiones polares de las mezclas, en las cuales
están fuertemente coordinados con los aniones adoptando dos posibles con-
formaciones (monodentada y bidentada) en la primera capa de solvatación que
son sensibles a la cantidad de sal presente en la mezcla. Esto conduce a la for-
mación de agregados longevos que actúan como entidades cinéticas estables
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dentro de las cuáles se registra un movimiento vibrante de los iones de la sal.
Esta estructura es extraordinariamente resistente y sobrevive durante decenas
de nanosegundos. A la primera celda de solvatación de aniones le sigue una
segunda capa de moléculas de litio/sodio y una tercera celda de cationes imi-
dazolio, lo cual recuerda a la estructura de pseudored que se corresponde con
el modelo estructural de la teoría de Bahe-Varela. El análisis de los coeficien-
tes de autodifusión nos permitieron calcular los valores de la conductividad
iónica; sin embargo, la necesidad de utilizar campos de fuerzas polarizables
para obtener propiedades dinámicas adecuadas nos llevó a obtener datos lige-
ramente subestimados.
Aunque la investigación de las baterías de litio se ha centrado normalmen-
te en el uso de líquidos iónicos apróticos como electrolitos, los líquidos iónicos
próticos también deben ser considerados como una alternativa a los electroli-
tos convencionales, ya que el coste y la dificultad de sintetizar líquidos iónicos
próticos son menores que en el caso de los líquidos iónicos apróticos y se ha
confirmado experimentalmente que se pueden utilizar como electrolitos en es-
te tipo de dispositivos. De este modo, en el Capítulo 2.5 extendemos el estudio
a las características estructurales de disoluciones de nitrato de litio en un lí-
quido iónico prótico, nitrato de etilamonio. El análisis de las densidades, las
funciones de distribución radial, las funciones de distribución espacial, los en-
laces de hidrógeno y los números de coordinación mostró la misma imagen
estructural que la que describimos en el Capítulo 2.4, en la cual los cationes de
la sal forman agregados aniónicos con los aniones de la primera capa de sol-
vatación en las nanoregiones polares que se organizan como una pseudored.
El estudio de la función de autocorrelación de velocidades de los cationes de
litio confirmó la presencia de cajas que los rodeaban y que estaban formadas
por los aniones más cercanos, tal y como se observó en disoluciones de sales
de litio en líquidos iónicos apróticos. La famosa red de enlaces de hidrógeno
que tiene lugar en líquidos iónicos próticos resulta ligeramente perturbada al
añadir sal a la mezcla, debido a la presencia de cationes de litio en las regio-
nes polares del bulk y su fuerte coordinación con los aniones nitrato, lo cual
conduce a la transferencia de los aniones nitrato a las regiones internas de los
nanodominios polares en los cuales se sitúan los cationes de litio. Además, in-
cluso aunque podríamos esperar que esta mezcla se comportase como una sal
fundida, su comportamiento es más similar al de una estructura de tipo sólido,
con ordenamiento de medio alcance y picos dobles en las funciones de distri-
bución radial litio-anion que imitan la estructura de tipo calcita característica
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del nitrato de litio sólido. Esta formación de agregados de tipo sólido conduce
a una separación de fases al aumentar la cantidad de sal.
El Capítulo 2.6 incluye un análisis de la influencia de la longitud de la ca-
dena del catión alquilamonio en las propiedades estructurales de los líquidos
iónicos próticos cuando se dopan con sales de litio. En esta ocasión estudiamos
mezclas de nitrato de propilamonio y nitrato de butilamonio con una sal con
anión común, nitrato de litio. De este modo, el aumento de la longitud de la
cadena alquílica provoca un aumento de la segregación de la mezcla, dando
lugar a dominos polares y apolares mejor definidos, menos empaquetados y
con una estructura menos resistente. Sin embargo, a pesar de las regiones po-
lares y apolares mejor definidas a mayores longitudes de cadena, los dominios
polares de las mezclas con nitrato de propilamonio y nitrato de butilamonio
parecen estar, en promedio, menos ordenados que en mezclas con nitrato de
etilamonio. Este aumento del desorden de las orientaciones en las nanoregio-
nes podría estar asociado con el colapso del enlace de hidrógeno direccional
en el interior de las nanoregiones polares. Además, la perturbación de la red
de enlaces de hidrógeno era más pronunciada a medida que aumentaba la lon-
gitud de la cadena del catión, lo cual es debido al menor grado de enlace de
hidrógeno en estas mezclas. Cabe destacar que la estructura de los líquidos
iónicos tanto próticos como apróticos es muy resistente a la incorporación de
cualquier tipo de aditivo, incluyendo agua, alcoholes y sales. Se encontró que
las regiones polares experimentaron una compresión a medida que aumenta-
ba la longitud de la cadena catiónica, lo cual se asocia a una disminución de
su fracción volúmica mediante un “efecto de dilución”. Al mismo tiempo, es-
tos dominios polares mostraron una expansión al aumentar la cantidad de sal
en el sistema, lo cual se debe al aumento del número de iones en estas regio-
nes asociado a la disminución del número de enlaces de hidrógeno. A pesar
de todo, los dominios polar y apolares del bulk de las mezclas se erosiona-
ron solo ligeramente por la presencia de solutos, cuya solvatación tiene lugar
acomodando las fracciones de las moléculas de soluto en las regiones de los
líquidos iónicos nanoestructurados anfifílicamente que son más parecidas a
sus entidades moleculares.
La simulación de sistemas más realistas es un paso necesario para una com-
prensión más profunda del uso potencial de los líquidos iónicos en electro-
química. El Capítulo 2.7 cierra el proyecto de investigación de esta tesis con
el estudio de mezclas de líquidos iónicos con sales alcalinas confinadas entre
dos paredes de grafeno. Los sistemas estudiados fueron tetrafluoroborato de
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1-butil-3-metilimidazolio mezclado con tetrafluoroborato de litio y con tetra-
fluoroborato de potasio entre dos electrodos de grafeno paralelos cargados y
descargados. Estas simulaciones se llevaron a cabo a 450 K para evitar que el
sistema quedase “atrapado” en un mínimo local debido a la elevada viscosi-
dad de los líquidos iónicos, pero es de esperar que los resultados sean repre-
sentativos del comportamiento de estos sistemas a temperaturas ligeramente
menores. El análisis de la estructura confirmó que el líquido iónico adopta una
estructura altamente inhomogénea en las proximidades de la superficie, en las
cuáles se forman capas de cationes y aniones cuyas densidades iónicas son más
elevadas que en el bulk debido al sobre apantallamiento en la distribución de
la carga de los líquidos iónicos. Este comportamiento también se obtuvo en
presencia de paredes de grafeno sin carga y conduce a la electroneutralidad
a distancias largas desde los electrodos, donde se alcanzan los valores de la
densidad del bulk. Cuando la carga de las paredes aumenta los iones expe-
rimentan una reorganización sistemática, en la cual los aniones se segregan
hacia el electrodo positivo y los cationes hacia el negativo. Además, la orien-
tación media de los anillos del catión imidazolio varía desde un ángulo de 36°
con respecto al vector normal de la superficia a una configuración más perpen-
dicular a medida que aumenta el potencial del electrodo. Como hemos visto
en capítulos anteriores, la inclusión de sal en la mezcla no tiene demasiado
impacto en la organización de los iones del líquido iónico cerca de las paredes
de grafeno. Así, la solvatación nanoestructurada podría considerarse como un
mecanismo universal de solvatación en estos disolventes iónicos nanoestruc-
turados anfifílicamente. Aunque podría esperarse que la distribución de los
cationes de litio y potasio estuviese gobernada por el potencial del electrodo,
lo cierto es que está determinada principalmente por la estructura que adopta
el líquido iónico y por la formación de los agregados iónicos que los cationes
de sal organizan con los aniones de su primera capa de solvatación. De este
modo, los cationes de litio y potasio son capaces de adsorverse en la superficie
negativa solo a altas concentraciones de sal debido a la aparición de barreras
de energía libre muy elevadas que deben superar para poder alcanzar la pared.
Esta tesis termina con un breve resumen de las conclusiones principales.
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1Introduction
In the end, scientists are lucky people: we play what we want
for life.
Lee Smolin
1.1. Motivation and purpose
Due to the search of more secure, cleaner and more efficient energy sources
and storage systems that we are experiencing nowadays, energy harvesting
and storage are considered to be among the most important scientific and tech-
nological challenges of our time. The transition to a more sustainable energy
system is unavoidable, which makes researchers devote significant efforts to
the development of new, more efficient and greener electrochemical devices.
A lot of new energy technologies and solutions rest upon devices such as bat-
teries, supercapacitors, fuel cells, thermoelectrochemical cells, actuators, solar
panels, superconductors (ionic liquid gating), electrodeposition and so on. In
order to increase the efficiency of these devices, fundamental knowledge of
all the physical processes involved in charge transport in the electrolyte, inter-
action with the device walls and electron transfer in the electrodes is needed.
However, despite many efforts done in the last decades, this is far from be-
ing attained in general. More specifically, these processes are mostly unknown
when the electrolytes are ionic liquids (ILs), nanostructured room-temperature
molten salts forming a new class of “designer solvents” whose tunable proper-
ties and green reputation make them the most promising candidates nowadays
for many electrochemical and thermoelectrochemical applications. A huge
number of theoretical, experimental and simulation results are published each
year concerning the properties of these systems, but many aspects of ionic
solvation, charge transport in ILs, and of IL interaction with surfaces remain
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largely unknown, limiting their effective applicability in electrochemical tech-
nology.
The beginning of the history of ILs dates back to the early twentieth cen-
tury, when P. Walden studied ethylammonium nitrate (EAN) in 1914 [1], which
is considered to be the first published example of an IL. However, it was not
until approximately the year 2000 that the interest and activity in ILs began
to expand at an exponential rate, with an annual number of publications go-
ing from 100 in that same year to well above 2000 in 2011 (seen by a search
performed on SciFinder using “ionic liquids”).
During the wide spread of these systems over the last 20 years, they have
found many applications in a variety of research areas. For example, a few
years ago ILs were mainly used to replace conventional molecular solvents for
catalytic and organic reactions [2–5]. Nowadays, even though this interest un-
doubtedly continues, they are also being explored in many other fields. For
example, many ILs are expected to be suitable for application in electrochem-
ical devices including batteries, fuel cells, solar cells and supercapacitors [6, 7].
Much of the scientific effort is also directed towards employing ILs as thermal
storage and heat transfer fluids [8, 9]. In addition to this, they are also being
used as lubricants and fuel additives [10, 11]. There is also a number of ways to
employ ILs in the area of separation: in gas separation, membrane separation
processes, distillation and chromatography [12, 13]; and relatively recently in
biomass processing and drug delivery [14, 15].
Due to the vast number of cations and anions that can be combined with
each other, the amount of theoretically possible ILs is estimated to be as high as
106 binary or 1018 ternary systems [16] and the full potential of these solvents
still remains unexplored. Thus, trying to increase their general understanding,
one of the main focal points in IL research is the development of methods and
techniques suitable to correlate properties and structure, not only in order to
save experimental laboratory time and funds, but also to design and optimize
ILs for many potential applications. For this purpose, computer simulations
are currently considered as an esential tool to shed some light on various as-
pects of ILs at a level that can not be reached experimentally.
So, this thesis falls in this general framework and tries to get some insight
into several structural and dynamic properties of pure ILs and their mix-
tures with organic solvents (water and alcohols) and salts of electrochemical
interest, at the level of classical MD simulations, implemented by means of
the Gromacs package. More specifically, the differences between water and
2
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alcohols when mixed with AILs is discussed through the analysis of various
properties such as density, radial distribution functions, coordination num-
bers, hydrogen bonds, mean-square displacements, ballistic and diffusive
times and velocity autocorrelation functions. Mainly, it could be pointed out
that, whereas water molecules tend to clusterize in the polar domains of the
mixtures, alcohol molecules tend to be homogeneously distributed in both
polar and apolar regions. Following the same path, the solvation process of
alkali salts in PILs and AILs is compared and reported. For this purpose,
radial distribution functions, coordination numbers, hydrogen bonds, spatial
distribution functions and velocity autocorrelation functions have been an-
alized. In both cases, the results clearly show how salt cations tend to place
themselves in the polar regions of the bulk and to form aggregates with the
anions of their first coordination shell. The main difference between these
two types of systems is the well-known network of hydrogen bonds that takes
place in PILs, which is gradually disrupted by the addition of salt to the mix-
ture. Finally, the potential applications of ILs as electrolytes in electrochemical
systems led us to simulate mixtures of AILs with lithium and potassium
salts confined between two charged and uncharged graphene walls. In this
case, the analysis of number density, free energy profiles and orientational
distributions shows a clear layering behaviour of the IL in the proximities of
the walls (even when they are uncharged) and salt ions are forced to adapt to
this inhomogeneous structure. In addition, the distribution of both lithium
and potassium cations is not mainly governed by the electrode potential but
by the formation of anionic clusters that takes place as it happens in the bulk.
All the studies carried out in this thesis clearly reveal that, regardless of the
solute with which the IL is doped, the solvation of the solute molecules takes
place by means of a nanostructured solvation; in which a resilient IL structure
forces the additives to adapt to its configuration.
The rest of this chapter deals with the main characteristics of this new class
of low-melting-point solvents and the methodology employed for the simula-
tions. Right afterwards, the results obtained are analized and discussed and,
finally, we summarize the main conclusions of this thesis.
1.2. Ionic liquids
Scientific literature uses the concept of IL to refer to compounds that are
composed exclusively of ions. However, this specification includes an ad-
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ditional characteristic that differentiates them from the classic definition of
a molten salt. Whereas the term ”molten salt” is attributed to a highly vis-
cous medium that can reach the liquid phase at elevated temperatures, ILs are
found in liquid state at moderate temperatures (they usually display a melting
point lower than 100 ℃) and its viscosity is relatively low. This apparently ar-
bitrary separation line between molten salts and ILs can be justified by taking
into account the enormous amount of industrial applications in this range of
temperatures.
As it has been mentioned in the previous section, this type of new dense
ionic solvents has been known since 1914, due to the synthesis of EAN carried
out by P. Walden [1]. Nevertheless, his study did not receive great attention at
that time and it was not until 1948 that further activity was registered in the
field, when the first detailed experimental description of an IL with chloroalu-
minate ions was reported [17]. This discovery remained a mere curiosity for
several decades until the groups of Seddon and Hussey, in the 80′𝑠, started
to use ILs as polar solvents to investigate transition metal complexes [18–20].
At about the same time, Evans et al. [21] investigated the aggregation of sur-
factants to form micelles in EAN by means of classical and quasi-elastic light
scattering. As researchers performed studies about many chemical reactions
in ILs, it was highlighted that their behaviour was different from that observed
in traditional media, either polar or apolar. After almost 80 years of exist-
ence, the concept of IL became of fundamental importance due to the work
of Wilkes and coworkers in 1992, when they described the synthesis of air and
water stable ILs based on the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ([Emim]+) cation
[22]. Since then a huge number of publications has been reported and the vast
majority of them are focused on the synthesis of new ILs [23, 24], the systematic
research of their chemical properties [25–29] and their applications as solvents
[2, 3, 30–35].
Concerning the chemical composition of ILs, it can be generally stated that
they consist of large organic cations and small organic or inorganic anions
(either monoatomic or polyatomic anions) [2, 36]. Among the most well-
known ILs we can find organic cations such as N-alkyl-pyridinium ([APyr]+)
and 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium ([Amim]+) combined with inorganic anions
(see Figure 1.1) such as chloride ([Cl]–), nitrate ([NO3]
–), bis(trifluoromethanes-
ulfonyl)imide ([NTf2]
–), hexafluorophosphate ([PF6]
–) and tetrafluoroborate
([BF4]
–). ILs are believed to be found in liquid state due to the big size and
shape asymmetry of their ions, which lead to weaker attractive forces and
4
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Figure 1.1 Structures of the most common cations and anions of ILs
(from http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/technical-documents/articles/chem-
files/ionic-liquids1.html).
smaller lattice energies between cations and anions than in the case of molten
salts preventing the formation of the compact lattice structure. Hence, even
a small energy input, like the thermal energy at temperatures close to room
temperature, can break the ionic bonds, whereas molten salts must be heated
at much higher temperatures (e.g. around 800 °C for NaCl) to be melted.
As we mentioned in the previous section, Due to the great amount of avail-
able cations and anions, there is a wide range of possibilities when it comes to
5
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select the most suitable IL for a specific application. That is the reason why ILs
are also known as “designer solvents” [37]. Thus, synthesizing a new IL can
be relatively easy, but determining its usefulness requires deep knowledge of
its physicochemical properties. This is of fundamental importance for their
industrial application, but the ideal situation of predicting the properties of a
given IL by analyzing its chemical composition has not be reached yet. how-
ever, computational simulations are an essential tool for gaining insight into
the relationship between the properties of ILs and their structure. In gen-
eral, the cation can be considered responsible for the IL chemical behaviour,
whereas the anion contributes to most of its physical properties [38].
Curiously, until recently ILs were thought to possess a homogeneous mi-
crostructure. However, in 2006 Canongia-Lopes and Pádua [39] observed, us-
ing molecular dynamics simulations, the aggregation of the alkyl chains of
ILs that belong to the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium family and whose length
is longer that or equal to C4 (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium) to form non polar
domains. This existence of nanoscale heterogeneities in ILs was experiment-
ally confirmed by Triolo et al. [40] in 2007 by means of X-ray diffraction. To
find nanoscale segregation in ILs whose alkyl chain is shorter than C4 we must
move to PILs, as pointed out by Atkin et al. [41] in 2008, when they reported
the first experimental evidence of the formation of polar and apolar domains
in EAN and propylammonoum nitrate (PAN).
Thereby, ILs are characterized by several special and unique physicochem-
ical properties that make them very attractive for being used in different areas
of research and industry. Among these characteristics, probably the most im-
portant are [42]:
Low vapor pressure: The strong Coulombic interactions between ions
within an IL results in negligible vapor pressure (almost undetectable)
at temperatures up to their thermal decomposition temperatures. This is
one of the most notorious properties of ILs, since it makes them easy to
handle, excluding overpressures and air pollution in their applications.
High viscosity: ILs are, in general, more viscous than conventional mo-
lecular solvents. As an example, their viscosities at room temperature
usually vary between 10 and 1000 cP, while that of water is 0.890 cP.
In addition, the temperature, as well as the presence of impurities, has
a dramactic impact on the viscosity of ILs. Weakly coordinating anions
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are found to lead to lower viscosities, whereas this magnitude generally
increases with increasing the cation size.
High ionic conductivity and high electrochemical stability: These two
features make ILs very appealing for being used in electrochemical pro-
cesses. Their intrinsic ionic conductivity, which is due to the fact that
they are composed solely of ions, depends on the number of mobile
charge carriers available in the system and on their mobilities. Since the
number of charge carriers that can be found in ILs is greater than in elec-
trolyte solutions and other ionic fluids, this somehow compensates their
lower mobilities, due to higher viscosity. However, the conductivity of
these liquids is usually of the order of 10−1 S/m, lower than that of con-
ventional electrolytes [43, 44]. However, their electrochemical windows,
whose size is affected by the presence of impurities, show values between
2.0 and 6.0 V and a great stability [45–47], far above that of aqueous elec-
trolytes or those with organic solvents.
Wide liquid range and high thermal stability: ILs can be found in liquid
state in a range of temperatures far wider than molecular solvents. Many
ILs employed as solvents are so stable that their short-term thermal de-
composition temperature can reach values close to 350 °C, whereas
their long-term thermal decomposition temperature can be close to
250 °C [48]. This means that there are no obtacles for using ILs in many
high-temperature applications without significant solvent degradation.
In addition, as they tipically show glass transition temperatures close to
−80 °C, they have liquid ranges of over 350 °C.
High density: Density values of most currently known ILs have been
measured, since it must be known for many applications. In general,
they are denser than water and, in contrast to other properties such as
viscosity, density of ILs is not very sensitive to changes in temperature
(e.g. Thermal expansion coefficients of ILs range between 5− 7 ⋅ 10−4 K−1
[49, 50], whereas water or ethanol show values of 2.1 ⋅ 10−4 K−1 and 2.5 ⋅
10−4 K−1, respectively).
Solubility and miscibility: Polarity is usually considered the essential
parameter that determines the ability of a solvent to dissolve a solute.
ILs are generally considered as polar solvents as a consequence of their
inherent ionic nature, but, as previously mentioned, they also usually
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have apolar parts on their molecular structures. This dual nature gives
rise to a peculiar amphiphilically induced nanostructure made of polar
and apolar nanodomains, which makes them highly versatile solvents
able to dissolve both polar and apolar substances. On the other hand,
the miscibility of ILs with other solvents depends on the dielectric con-
stant of the latter, so ILs are miscible with compounds with medium or
high dielectric constants and inmiscible with liquids with low dielectric
constant liquids.
Colour and variable pH: ILs are usually colourless in their pure state.
Sometimes they present certain colours due to the presence of impurities.
Aditionally, the acidity of ILs varies widely depending on the nature of
the anions and the cations.
Toxicity/biodegradability: Thanks to the low volatility of ILs, they
scarcely contribute to air pollution, being direct contact with the skin
or ingestion the only possible ways of contamination. Although ILs
are irritating, it is possible to design nontoxic ILs by the appropriate
selection of the cation and the anion. It can not be stated that ILs or their
synthesis processes are completely green, but it is true that they show
several environmental benefits when used in chemical processes.
Protic or aprotic in character: PILs are formed by the transfer of a pro-
ton between a Brønsted acid and a base, whereas AILs contain other sub-
stituents at the position of the labile proton. Thus, the synthesis of AILs
needs strategies different from the acid-base reactions proper to PILs.
The presence of proton-donor and proton-acceptor sites in PILs leads to
the formation of a hydrogen-bonded network that highly resembles the
three dimensional network of hydrogen bonds of water [51].
ILs as self-assembly media: Aggregation behaviour of surfactants in
ILs has attracted considerable attention due to their potential applica-
tions. The solvophobic interaction between the surfactant and the IL
leads to the formation of micelles, which is similar to the self-assembly
of amphiphilic molecules observed in aqueous solutions [52]. This form-
ation of nanostructured aggregates can be controlled by the choice of the
cation and anion of the IL. PILs are considered to be more appealing to
support amphiphilic self-assembly due to their ability to form networks
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of hydrogen bonds, but self-assembly nanostructures have also been re-
ported in AILs.
1.3. Methods and models
The experimental analysis of the properties of ILs at a microscopic level can
be complicated at times and, because of this reason, computer simulations are
considered as a fundamental tool for understanding the properties and beha-
viour of this new class of solvents at this level. Even though the slow dynamics
of ILs makes them not very easy to be investigated using computational tech-
niques, the truth is that these methods play an increasingly important role in
getting a deep knowledge of the fundamental nature of these compounds. The
physical characterization of ILs by means of simulations has been significantly
developed over the last decades and enormous progress has been achieved in
the design of new potentials and more powerful computational tools, which
was reflected in the increasing number of published computational studies in
this field [53–55].
Several are the computational techniques employed for studying the char-
acteristics of ILs, such as ab initio quantum chemical (AIQC), ab initio molecu-
lar dynamics (AIMD), Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) (see
Figure 1.2). Each of them can pose specific problems when dealing with ILs.
For example, whereas AIQC methods include polarization and charge transfer
and are very suitable to accurately describe the electronic structure, they are
computationally expensive and therefore not useful when it comes to analize
a great number of molecules. On the other hand, MC and MD methods are
appropriate for describing the liquid state, since they are capable of simulat-
ing a great number of ions interacting with each other. However, they can not
be expected to adequately model the motion of the electrons within this kind
of systems. AIMD methods fall somewhere in between, since they provide in-
formation about the electronic structure but can not be used to investigate a
large number of molecules. Thus, in order to obtain a reasonably good ana-
lysis of ILs, it is of fundamental importance to deeply understand both the
advantages and disadvantages of each and every technique and choose the
most appropriate one depending on the size and time scales of the problem.
The doors opened for the study of ILs by means of computer mod-
elling during the 2000𝑠 decade. Whereas the first MD simulation of ILs
was reported in 2001 by Hanke et al. [56], quantum computer simulations
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Figure 1.2 Modelling of ILs scheme (from B. Kirchner
http://wet.kuleuven.be/english/summerschools/ionicliquids/lec-
tures/kirchner.pdf).
had to wait a couple of years more [57, 58]. In the first case, Lynden-Bell
and coworkers [56] reported the development of intermolecular potentials for
1,3-dimethylimidazolium chloride ([dmim][Cl]), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride ([Emim][Cl]), 1,3-dimethylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
([dmim][PF6]) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
([Emim][PF6]), and included results for the structure and dynamics of these
four ILs. Only a year later, Maginn and coworkers [59] carried out for the
first time MC simulations of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophos-
phate ([Bmim][PF6]) to calculate several properties such as molar volume,
isothermal compressibility, volumetric expansion coefficient and cohesive
energy density. Again on the question of quantum methods, in 2003 Turner
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et al. [57] investigated ILs based on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium halides by
means of AIQC calculations. They analyzed the correlations between inter-
action energy and melting point, as well as between interaction energy and
alkyl chain length. Two years later the first AIMD simulations arrived to the
field of ILs, when del Pópolo et al. [58] compared the local liquid structure
of [dmim][Cl] from density functional theory with that obtained from two
classical force fields and from neutron scattering experiments.
Next we go deeper into the theory of MD simulations [60–62], since all
the studies concerning ILs that are presented in this thesis were performed
using this methodology. Without claiming to be exhaustive, since more de-
tails will be provided in each of the specific sections of the next chapter, we
would like to highlight the most remarkable contributions reported up to date
in this field. The first MD simulations applied to the comprehension of ILs
were devoted to pure ILs. As an example, Urahata and Ribeiro [63] performed
in 2004 a detailed study of the structure of ten different ILs (the anion size
as well as the length of the alkyl chain were systematically varied) and they
showed that large anions tend to place themselves in the regions above and
below the imidazolium ring of the cation. A year later they expanded their
analysis with the investigation of single-particle dynamics of the same sys-
tems [64] and found that ionic displacement of cations was larger than that
of anions. A moment with a before and an after in the study of pure ILs was
undoubtedly the publication of the aggregation of alkyl chains larger than 𝐶4
in apolar domains by Canongia-Lopes and Pádua [39] using MD simulations.
Furthermore, the knowledge of the interaction between water and ILs has been
considered to be of fundamental importance and has attracted considerable in-
terest. The first MD simulations of mixtures of 1,3-dialkylimidazolium ionic
liquids ([dmim][Cl] and [dmim][PF6]) with water were performed by Hanke
and Lynden-Bell in 2003 [65], when they reported the formation of a continous
water network at high water concentrations. Even though they are also very
relevant for industrial applications, mixtures of ILs with alcohols have attrac-
ted much less attention than those with water. Among the former we can find
the analysis carried out by Jahangiri et al. [66], in which they implemented MD
simulations of [Emim][Cl], [Emim][PF6], 1-propyl-3-methylimidazolium hex-
afluorophosphate ([Pmim][PF6]) and [Bmim][PF6] mixed with methanol and
ethanol with the aim of analyzing structural and physical properties of the
resulting mixtures. Another challenging topic in the field of ILs is their use as
electrolytes in electrochemical applications; however, despite the considerable
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amount of experimental results, the behaviour of ILs between electrodes has
remained much less explored by molecular simulations. As an example, Fe-
dorov and coworkers [67, 68] studied the interfacial layer formation provided
by [dmim][Cl] in the proximities of a charged and uncharged graphite wall.
They also investigated the free energy profiles for probes of different sizes as
a function of the distance from the wall. In order to improve the modelling
of these systems, porous electrodes have also been analized by Merlet et al.
[69] with simulations of [Bmim][PF6] confined between realistically modelled
microporous carbon electrodes.
Concerning this modelling technique, MD simulations generate informa-
tion at the microscopic level by solving Newton’s equations of motion for a
system of 𝑁 interacting atoms:
𝑚𝑖
𝜕2?⃗?𝑖
𝜕𝑡2
= ?⃗?𝑖, 𝑖 = 1...𝑁. (1.1)
The forces are also expressed as the gradient of the potential energy of the
system:
?⃗?𝑖 = −
𝜕𝑉
𝜕?⃗?𝑖
(1.2)
Integration of the equations of motion provide us with a trajectory that de-
scribes the positions, velocities and acelerations of the particles as a function
of time. After some time, the system reaches an equilibrium state from which
the average values of several properties can be determined.
All the simulations of this thesis were carried out using the open source
Gromacs 4.5.4 package [70, 71], which is one of the most popular software
packages available; not only for being one of the fastest programs but also due
to its ease of use. The velocity Verlet algorithm is implemented in Gromacs
[72], but the leap-frog algorithm [73] is used by default when it comes to in-
tegrate the equations of motion. The positions and velocities are updated em-
ploying the forces ?⃗?(𝑡) by means of these relations:
?⃗?(𝑡 +
1
2
𝛥𝑡) = ?⃗?(𝑡 −
1
2
𝛥𝑡) +
𝛥𝑡
𝑚
?⃗?(𝑡)
?⃗?(𝑡 + 𝛥𝑡) = ?⃗? + ?⃗?(𝑡 +
1
2
𝛥𝑡)𝛥𝑡 (1.3)
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On the other hand, Gromacs includes the potential functions of the most pop-
ular force fields (AMBER, CHARMM, GROMOS and OPLS). The potential en-
ergy functions are of the form:
𝑉 = 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 (1.4)
Non-bonded interactions, 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑, include a repulsion term, a dispersion
term, and a Coulomb term. Bonded interactions,𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 , contain the bond
stretching, bond angle and dihedral angle interactions. Finally, in some spe-
cial cases (due to the need of avoiding disastrous deviations or to include some
experimental data) it is necessary to impose restraints on the motion of the sys-
tem, but they are not really part of the force field.
In our case, among the force fields implemented in Gromacs we chose
GROMOS-96 [74] so as to perform the simulations reported in 2.1. This is a
united atom force field, that is to say, it does not include explicitely a repres-
entation of nonpolar hydrogen atoms. However, from paper 2.2 on, we chose
an all-atom force field, OPLS-AA [75], to carry out the simulations with the
aim of obtaining more realistic results. The explicit form of these potentials are
reported in the corresponding sections of the next chapter. It must be noted
that despite both being non-polarizable potentials they lead to very accurate
structural predictions and qualitatively correct dynamic results.
Initial arrangements of the molecules were built using PACKMOL [76]. The
molecules were randomly distributed in such a way to let atoms from different
molecules to keep safe pairwise distances of 2.5 Å, and the sides of the cubic
box were a 10% larger than those corresponding to the experimental density.
In order to avoid problems related to edge effects caused by the finite size
of our systems, we applied periodic boundary conditions, i.e. to mimic an in-
finite system the simulation box was surrounded by translated copies of itself,
which means that if any atom leaves the box by the right-hand face, it enters
the box by the left-hand face. This artifact was combined with the minimum
image convention, with which short-range non-bonded interactions only takes
into account the nearest image of each particle. Additionally, in order to get ac-
curate long-range electrostatic interactions we employed lattice sum methods
such as Particle Mesh Ewald [77].
Simulations of ILs confined between walls were slightly different from
the rest of the studies and they needed several specific requirements. The
graphene electrodes, whose carbon atoms were frozen in all three spatial
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directions, were built with the help of the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
package [78]. Due to the use of periodic boundary conditions, a slab of va-
cuum must be included outside the walls in order to avoid artificial influence
of the images. In addition, Yeh–Berkowitz corrections [79, 80] were needed for
calculating long range interacions in this kind of 3D systems periodic in 2D.
Further details of each simulation are given in the specific sections of the
next chapter.
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2Results and discussion
There is only one science, physics: everything else is social
work.
James D. Watson
This chapter includes the full description of the results obtained in the
thesis work. The common goal of all of them was to get a detailed picture of
solvation and transport mechanism in these dense ionic solvents. For that we
analyzed the structure and single-particle dynamics of mixtures of ILs (protic
and aprotic) with molecular cosolvents (water and alcohols) and with salts in
homogeneous (bulk) and inhomogeneous (interface) conditions. For all these
systems we studied the influence of the nature of the anions, of the cationic
chain length and of the solvent concentration on the behaviour of the solu-
tions. For this purpose, not only structural properties such as hydrogen bonds,
radial distribution functions or coordination numbers were investigated, but
also single-particle dynamics (self-diffusion coefficients, velocity autocorrel-
ation functions, mean square displacements or ballistic and diffusive times).
The main difference between the two types of cosolvent analyzed when mixed
with ILs is the fact that, whereas water molecules are solvated forming clusters
in the polar nanoregions of the bulk, alcohol molecules are homogeneusly solv-
ated between apolar and polar nanoregions of the mixture. Another step for-
ward in the research of ILs was given with the studies of both protic and aprotic
ILs doped with inorganic salts. Once again, the solvation process that takes
place in the bulk mixtures was evaluated as a function of the length of the IL
cation, of the nature of the anions as well as of the cations of the added salt
and of the amount of salt present in the system. The analysis of radial distri-
bution functions, hydrogen bonds, coordination numbers and spatial distri-
bution functions revealed that, in all cases, lithium and sodium cations of the
salt are strongly coordinated with the anions present in the polar regions of the
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bulk, which gives rise to the formation of stable anionic clusters that diffuse in
a bonded-like state. Interestingly, our evidences shown that these bonded-like
structures, formed by a central lithium cation and the anions within its first co-
ordination shell, lead to a solid-like short ranged-order different from the ex-
pected molten salt-like behaviour. In addition, in mixtures with PILs we found
a progressive disruption of the PIL network of hydrogen bonds due to the lith-
ium cations placing themselves in the apolar nanodomains of the system, this
effect being more pronounced for PILs whose cations have longer alkyl chains
due to the lower degree of hydrogen bonding among their constituents. Fi-
nally, we moved to simulations of ILs near the electrodes of electrochemical
devices, for which we investigated mixtures of aprotic ILs with lithium and
potasium salts confined between two charged and uncharged graphene walls.
The study of the molecular density profiles, free energy profiles and the ori-
entational distributions of imidazolium cations as a function of the salt con-
centration and electrode potential proved the formation of a layered structure
in the proximities of the surface even when they are uncharged. Salt cations
adapted themselves to this layered structured resulting from overscreening
and crowding mechanisms near walls. Moreover, imidazolium cations were
found to show a distribution of angles with respect to the electrode surface,
whose average increases with the electrode charge. On the other hand, free
energy profiles for taking a lithium or potassium cation from the bulk to the
graphene electrode revealed high free energy barries that let the salt cations
to reach the negative electrode only at high concentrations of salt. All evid-
ence seems to indicate that the IL structure is highly resilient to the addition of
any of these solutes, which leads to the solute molecules being accommodated
in the nanodomains of the amphiphilically nanostructured IL that are more
similar to their molecular entities. This solvation mechanism, which has been
called nanostructured solvation, seems to be an universal solvation mechan-
ism in these dense ionic solvents.
All these studies that were carried out are presented below in a detailed
way. For each of them we include a brief summary and the corresponding
published paper. It must be noted that the reference indicators, as well of those
of figures and tables, are integrated with the text; due to which it is possible
that the numbers do not correspond to those indicated in the papers.
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2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the Structure and
Dynamics of Water/1-Alkyl-3-methylimidazolium Ionic
Liquid Mixtures.
The presence of water in ILs is almost inevitable and plays a critical role in
many applications for which these compounds are being employed. Thus, the
analysis of IL/water interactions and of the detailed properties of their mix-
tures becomes of fundamental importance for an adequate choice or design of
ILs. In Ref.[81] we reported one of the first studies that focus on the properties
of ILs mixed with water.
In this work the influence of cation and anion natures, as well as of water
concentration, on the structure and dynamics of bulk mixtures of water with
1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium ([Amim]+) based ILs was analyzed by means
of MD simulations. All the possible combinations between three anions of
different hydrophobicities and sizes ([PF6]
–, [Cl]– and [Br]–) and four different
lengths of the cation alkyl chain ([Emim]+, [Bmim]+, [Hmim]+ and [Omim]+)
were mixed with water in order to determine the water concentration de-
pendende of numerous structural properties, such as radial distribution
functions, coordination numbers, hydrogen bonds, and also on the single-
particle dynamics (self-diffusion coefficients, mean square displacements and
velocity autocorrelation functions). The formation of water clusters, whose
size strongly depends on the hydrophobicity of the anion, was observed.
In addition, water molecules showed a rattling motion in the cavities of the
halogenated ILs, whereas in hydrophobic ILs correlations were rapidly can-
celled out. Mean-square displacements revealed three different regimes: a
ballistic motion of the molecules at short times, a long-time diffusive regime
characterized by a Brownian motion and complex non-Markovian dynamics
at intermediate times. The transition times to a diffusive dynamics was found
to be shorter the more hydrophobic the anion, since water motion is then
more similar to that in pure water.
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2.1.1. Paper I: Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the Structure and
Dynamics of Water/1-Alkyl-3-methylimidazolium Ionic
Liquid Mixtures; J. Phys. Chem. B 115 (2011) 6995-7008.
Trinidad Méndez-Morales,1 Jesús Carrete,1 Óscar Cabeza,2 Luis J. Gal-
lego1 and Luis M. Varela1
We have performed extensive molecular dynamic simulations to analyze
the influence of cation and anion natures, and of water concentration, on the
structure and dynamics of water/1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium ionic liquid
mixtures. The dependence on water concentration of the radial distribution
functions, coordination numbers, and hydrogen bonding degree between
the different species has been systematically analyzed for different lengths
of the cation alkyl chain (alkyl = ethyl, butyl, hexyl, and octyl) and several
counterions. These include two halogens of different sizes and positions in
Hoffmeister series, Cl– and Br–, and the highly hydrophobic inorganic anion
PF–6 throughout its whole solubility regime. The formation of water clusters in
the mixture has been verified, and the influences of both anion hydrophobi-
city and cation chain length on the structure and size of these clusters have
been analyzed. The water cluster size is shown to be relatively independent
of the cation chain length, but strongly dependent on the hydrophobicity of
the anion, which also determines critically the network formation of water
and therefore the miscibility of the ionic liquid. The greater influence of
the anion relative to the cation one is seen to be reflected in all the analyzed
physical properties. Finally, single-particle dynamics in IL-water mixtures
is considered, obtaining the self-diffusion coefficients and the velocity auto-
correlation functions of water molecules in the mixture, and analyzing the
effect of cation, anion, and water concentration on the duration of the ballistic
regime and on the time of transition to the diffusive regime. Complex non-
Markovian behavior was detected at intermediate times within an interval
progressively shorter as water concentration increases.
1Grupo de Nanomateriales y Materia Blanda, Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Uni-
versidad de Santiago de Compostela, E-15782 Santiago de Compostela, Spain
2Facultad de Ciencias, Universidade de A Coruña, Campus A Zapateira s/n, E-15008, A Coruña, Spain
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2.1.2. Introduction
Pure ionic liquids (ILs) are nonaqueous but polar solvents that have attrac-
ted enormous research effort for both theoretical reasons and with a view to
their potential applications. Many are the properties which confer ILs their
unique character as alternative green solvents: high cohesive energy densities
combined with melting points often below 100 °C [3, 82], nonvolatility, non-
flammability, high thermal and electrochemical stability, ability to dissolve an
enormous range of inorganic, organic, and polymeric materials at very high
concentrations, noncorrosiveness, low viscosity, negligible vapor pressure,
and so forth [22, 83–86]. These systems (whose number has been evaluated to
be around 1018) are considered to be tunable “designer” solvents, since a wide
variation in physicochemical properties such as viscosity, catalytic activity, or
solvation can be obtained by changing the anion or the lateral chains attached
to the heterocyclic unit.
The mixing of ILs with both inorganic and organic compounds, particularly
water, is extremely important in many of their applications. For example, the
immiscibility of ILs with organic compounds is used in biphasic catalysis, and
in some reactions IL/water mixtures are employed as biphasic systems. The
presence of water in ILs is almost inevitable [87, 88], and its well-known influ-
ence on the nanostructural organization of room-temperature molten salts is
a central topic in synthetic chemistry and catalysis. Many experimental stud-
ies have been performed to adequately characterize the influence of water on
IL nanostructure, ranging from small angle neutron scattering (SANS) [89]
to surface properties [90]. Turmine et al. [90] verified the existence of a sur-
face transition for aqueous solutions of imidazolium-based ionic liquids as-
sociated to the nanoaggregation of electrolytes. Moreover, the spontaneous
self-organization and the formation of a liquid-crystalline gel were shown by
Firestone and co-workers [91] adding water to 1-decyl-3-methylimidazolium
bromide, and Antonietti and co-workers [92] showed that, with the addition
of water, ILs exhibit classical surfactant self-organization with high order.
Despite all of these studies, our knowledge of the interaction between wa-
ter and ILs remains somewhat empirical, as it has been pointed out by Jiang
et al. [93]. Particularly, the role of cation and anion is not yet fully under-
stood, and its impact on magnitudes such as the hydrogen bonding degree in
bulk mixtures or the velocity autocorrelation functions has not been previously
considered in literature. Since it is normally very difficult to experimentally
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probe the properties of ILs at the atomic level, particularly the environment
experienced by a solute in an IL, and the theoretical studies reported so far
on these systems are somehow scarce, computer simulations may play an es-
sential role for understanding their behavior. In fact, several computational
studies of the properties of both pure ILs and IL/water mixtures have been
reported in the last years, dealing mainly with thermodynamic and structural
properties and single particle dynamics (for a recent review, see ref.[94] and
references therein). However, mixtures have attracted less attention. In what
the aqueous mixtures are concerned, Hanke and Lynden-Bell [65] reported a
seminal molecular dynamics (MD) study of the structure and physicochem-
ical properties of water/1,3-dialkyl-imidazolium mixtures, providing the first
molecular picture for the water structure and water-enhanced ion dynamics
in mixtures. Canongia-Lopes et al. [95] contributed to a new understanding
of the solvation mechanisms of nonpolar and polar molecules in ILs reporting
the existence of microphase separation of polar and nonpolar domains. Jiang
et al. [93] analyzed the effect of varying water concentrations on the nano-
structural organization of IL-water mixtures. These authors considered the
relative role of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions in the evolution of
the polar and water networks with water content, as well as on the turnover
point where ordered micelle (cation-cation) structure and water network are
formed. Moreover, Spickermann et al. [96] performed Carr-Parrinello simula-
tions in which they considered the structure of the hydration shells around ion
pairs, proving that water-water radial distribution functions (RDFs) differ sig-
nificantly from bulk water and that no ion pair dissociation takes place since
the solvation of both cation and anion is not complete. Recently, Porter et al.
[97] considered the size of water clusters in aqueous IL mixtures and proved
that they are hydrogen bonded to two anions with the cation playing a minor
role.
As it is well-known, the nanostructures of pure ILs and their mixtures
are highly dependent on the choice of the cation and anion. Particularly, the
length of the chains attached to the heterocyclic unit is conventionally thought
to be the main responsible for the hydrophobicity of ILs, and therefore of the
properties of their mixtures with water, and the role of the anion is not yet
well-understood. An adequate microscopic understanding of the role of both
species in the solvation of water and the rest of physicochemical properties in
IL-water mixtures is of fundamental importance. However, the role of both
cation and anion in the structure and dynamics of ILs and their mixtures has
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not received attention until recently. For pure ILs, Urahata and Ribeiro [63]
reported a systematic analysis of the matter simulating 10 different systems
at 323 K using united atom force fields, in which different anion sizes (F–,
Cl–, Br–, and PF–6) and alkyl chain lengths of 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium
cations (alkyl = methyl, ethyl, butyl, and octyl) were considered. For what
mixtures are concerned, Feng and Voth [98] reported very recently the first
(to our knowledge) MD analysis of the role of alkyl size chain of both cation
and anion on the structure and dynamics of IL/water mixtures. The authors
considered three IL/water mixtures at various water mole fractions: 1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium BMIMBF4, 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium OMIMBF4,
and OMIMCl, and they found significant influence of the alkyl chain length
on the aggregation behavior of the cation, since the longer the chain the
more extensive is micelle formation at large water proportions. On the other
hand, water-anion interactions seem to be responsible for the water structure
at low water contents. However, to the best of our knowledge, no results
have been reported for 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM+) or 1-hexyl-
3-methylimidazolium (HMIM+), and no attention seems to have been devoted
to the strongly hydrophobic anion PF–6, probably due to its very low solubility
in water (from 𝑤 = 0 to 𝑤 ≈ 26% and from 𝑤 ≈ 99.84% to 𝑤 = 100% in
BMIMPF6; from 𝑤 = 0 to 𝑤 ≈ 22% and from 𝑤 ≈ 99.95% to 𝑤 = 100% in
HMIMPF6; from 𝑤 = 0 to 𝑤 ≈ 20% and from 𝑤 ≈ 99.99% to 𝑤 = 100%
in OMIMPF6) [99–102]. Moreover, the systematic analysis of the influence
of both ionic species on the degree of hydrogen bond in the bulk—crucial
for understanding the nanostructure of these systems—or in the velocity
autocorrelation functions in IL/water mixtures have not been explicitly con-
sidered up to now, although they are essential for understanding the solvation
mechanisms and dynamics of these systems.
Although MD simulations of transport properties of pure ILs were repor-
ted for the first time in the literature at the beginning of this century [63, 65,
103], only recently single-particle dynamics in IL-water mixtures has begun to
be considered. In particular, Porter et al. [97] performed MD calculations to
obtain the diffusion coefficients and the mean square displacement (MSD) of
different species in mixtures of a water miscible (EMIMBF4) and a water im-
miscible (EMIMNTf2, NTf
–
2 bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) IL containing
very small amounts of water. These authors reported a wide range of ther-
modynamic and transport properties of mixtures of EMIMEtSO4 (EtSO
–
4, ethyl
sulfate), including rotational relaxation times, self-diffusivity, shear viscosity,
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and thermal conductivity. More recently, Feng and Voth [98] investigated the
concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients of water mixtures
of EMIM, BMIM, and OMIM tetrafluoroborates and chlorides, together with
the water rotational correlation time in these systems. However, systematic
calculations of the velocity autocorrelation functions (VACF) of aqueous mix-
tures of the first members of the imidazolium family have not been reported
yet, nor they have the roles of both ionic species and of water content in the
times of transition to both ballistic and diffusive regimes and in the duration
of the subdiffusive regime at intermediate times.
In the work described here we performed extensive MD simulations to in-
vestigate the structure and some dynamic properties of aqueous mixtures of
four members of the family of the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium (alkyl = ethyl,
butyl, hexyl, octyl) (AMIM) for three counterions, with different positions in
the Hoffmeister series (Br– and Cl–) and one hydrophobic (PF–6) with low mis-
cibility with water throughout its entire solubility region (see schemes in Fig-
ure 2.1). We analyze the influence of the chemical structure of the IL and of
the water concentration on the evolution of the microstructure of the mixtures
(radial distribution functions, hydrogen bonding degree, coordination num-
bers) and on several transport properties like the self-diffusion coefficients and
MSDs of water molecules in the mixtures, with an analysis of the ballistic and
diffusive regimes, and water-water VACFs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2.1.3 we
describe the computational methods employed in this paper; in section 2.1.4
we present and discuss the obtained results, and in section 2.1.5 we summarize
our main conclusions.
2.1.3. Simulation details
MD simulations for pure AMIM ILs and their mixtures with water
were performed using Gromacs package [70, 104]. All of the simula-
tions except those for EMIMPF6 were carried out at 298.15 K, and the
water molar percentages in the water-IL mixtures were those of the set
𝑤 = {0, 0.50, 0.95, 5.00, 10.60, 25.00, 50.00, 75.00, 80.00, 85.00, 90.00, 95.00,
99.50, 100.00%} for which the different ILs are miscible with water. These
percentages were calculated fixing the number of ion pairs at 210 (except
with 99.50 and 100.00%, which had 50 and none, respectively) and adjusting
the number of water molecules in each situation, so they are equivalent to
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Figure 2.1 Molecular structures of 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium, and hexa-
fluorophosphate ions.
the mole fractions. EMIMPF6 is solid at ambient temperature, and to our
knowledge, the highest melting temperature reported in the literature for
EMIMPF6 is 𝑇 = 333.15 K [102], so we chose 𝑇 = 340.15 K as the simulation
temperature to ensure the substance is in its liquid phase. The simulations
for AMIMCl and AMIMBr were carried out only for the two cations with the
longest chain, hexyl and octyl, since the other compounds are solid at ambient
temperature.
The parametrization of the ions was made in the framework of the
GROMOS96 43A1 FF force field [74]:
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The first four terms represent the bonded interactions, that is, bonds,
angles, and torsions, and the nonbonded interactions are described in the
last two terms, including van der Waals and Coulombic interactions. 𝑏𝑛 and
𝜃𝑛 are the actual bond between atoms 𝑖 and 𝑗 and the actual angle between
atoms 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘, respectively. Equilibrium bond lengths, 𝑟0, and angles,
𝜃0, were obtained from X-ray diffraction, while force constants (𝐾𝑟, 𝐾𝜃) were
taken from experimental spectroscopic data. In the improper and torsional
dihedral-angle interaction terms, 𝜉𝑛 and 𝜑𝑛 are the actual values of a dihed-
ral angle defined by atoms 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, and 𝑙, 𝛿𝑛 is the phase shift (restricted to 0
or 𝜋), and 𝑚𝑛 is the multiplicity of the torsional dihedral angle. 𝐶12𝑖𝑗 and
𝐶6𝑖𝑗 parameters in the Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions depend on the atoms
involved in the interaction, and they are obtained from parameters for each
type of atom using geometric combination rules, 𝐶12𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶12𝑖𝑖 ⋅ 𝐶12𝑗𝑗)1/2 and
𝐶6𝑖𝑗 = (𝐶6𝑖𝑖 ⋅ 𝐶6𝑗𝑗)1/2. For these values we used 𝐶6𝑖𝑖 = 4 𝑖𝜎6𝑖 (kJ ⋅ nm6 ⋅ mol−1)
and 𝐶12𝑖𝑖 = 4 𝑖𝜎12𝑖 (kJ ⋅ nm12 ⋅ mol−1), where 𝜎𝑖 is the distance at which the LJ
potential vanishes for species 𝑖. The electrostatic interactions include para-
meters defined as the charges on the atoms, 𝑞𝑖, the dielectric permittivity of
vacuum ( 0), and the relative permittivity of the medium in which the atoms
are embedded ( 1). The value of 1 is conventionally set to 1.
The cations were modeled using a united-atom representation of the CH2
and CH3 groups in the alkyl chain, as well as of the methyl group attached to
the imidazolium ring. Partial charges were calculated by the ab initio restrained
electrostatic potential (RESP) fitting method [105]. In what the anions are con-
cerned, both Br– and Cl– were modeled by single sites of charge −𝑒, while PF–6
was modeled as a set of seven sites with partial charges of 1.100 for the phos-
phorus atom and −0.350 for the fluorine atoms. On the other hand, water mo-
lecules were described by means of the conventional Berendsen’s SPC water
model [106], and the electrostatic interactions were treated using particle-mesh
Ewald (PME) method [77, 107] with a grid spacing of 0.12 nm and a cubic in-
terpolation. The search for neighbors was made up to a distance of 0.9 nm
from the central ion and was actualized every five simulation steps.
The SPC water model is developed in the GROMOS force field. This model
considers water as a rigid molecule with an ideal tetrahedral shape which con-
sists of a LJ interaction site with a negative partial charge (−0.82) placed on the
oxygen atom and two positive partial charges (+0.41) located at the positions
of the hydrogen atoms. Many other models for water were proposed over the
years, such as TIP3P [108] or TIP5P [109]. The former model is implemented
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in the AMBER force field [110], and it has three interaction points; this model,
as the SPC model, shows a stronger interaction of water and ions because of
the larger partial charges on the atoms compared to TIP5P water. The TIP5P
model was made for the OPLS-AA force field [75], and in addition to the LJ
center placed on the oxygen and the charges located at the hydrogen atoms,
it places two partial charges representing the lone pairs of the oxygen atom.
However, this latter water model overestimates the density more than a 5%
and does not describe some structural properties in the best manner, the SPC
model giving more accurate results [111].
None of these models is able to reproduce the immiscibility of AMIMPF6
with water, having to use some special techniques to achieve this result [99,
112]. As no water model available is able to reproduce all the water properties
with good accuracy, our justification for the choice of the SPC water model
is that this popular model describes the global structural properties of pure
liquid water in a good manner with a low computational cost.
As a check of the computational method employed, Figure 2.2.a shows
the comparison between the RDFs of BMIMPF6 mixed with a 25% of water
provided by GROMOS96 and the OPLS-AA force fields, for which the main
difference is that the former one is a united-atom representation and the latter
one is an all-atom force field. Only the anion-anion RDF exhibits significant
differences, showing a double peak in the GROMOS force field and a single
peak in the OPLS-AA one. Figure 2.2.b compares the RDF of pure water for
the SPC and TIP5P models with the experimental radial distribution function
at 298 K [113]. As can be seen, both the SPC and TIP5P models provide a good
description of the experimental RDF.
Initial configurations were energy-minimized for 1000000 steps using the
steepest descent method to remove bad contacts resulting from the initial ran-
dom configuration of cations and anions. The maximum step size and the tol-
erance were 0.01 nm and 0.1 kJ ⋅ nm−1 ⋅ mol−1, respectively. The equilibration
phase was performed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble during 100 steps to
ensure the full equilibration of all the properties of the system. The results
of an additional 2000 ps simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble were
used for analysis. Temperature control was implemented using a Berendsen
thermostat [114]. Cations and anions (and water in cases where we include
the solvent) were separated in two (three) baths with temperature coupling
constants of 0.1 ps. Pressure control was set by means of a Berendsen baro-
stat [114] with a reference pressure of 1 atm, an isothermal compressibility of
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Figure 2.2 (a) Comparison between RDFs of BMIMPF6 at 25% water concen-
tration calculated using GROMOS and OPLS-AA force fields, and (b) compar-
ison between experimental RDF of pure water with the predictions of SPC and
TIP5P models of water, used with the GROMOS and the OPLS-AA force fields,
respectively.
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4.5 × 10−5 ⋅ bar−1, and a relaxation time of 1.0 ps.
These simulations provide us a sequence of configurations, that is, posi-
tions and instantaneous velocities of all atoms of the system, which were ana-
lyzed to obtain structural, thermodynamic, and dynamical information of the
mixed IL-water systems mentioned above.
2.1.4. Results and discussion
The structure of dense fluids is usually characterized by means of the RDF
defined as
𝑔(𝑟) =
1
𝑉 􀆘
􀆩
𝑖𝑗
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗)􀆋 (2.2)
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where𝑉 stands for the system volume, 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over all the particles, and
brackets indicate the ensemble average. Calculated ion-ion RDFs of the pure
ILs analyzed in this paper are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. All RDFs were cal-
culated using the geometric center of the anions and the geometric center of the
imidazole ring of the cations. It is noteworthy that, to the best of our know-
ledge, this is the first time that the RDFs of pure HMIMPF6 and OMIMPF6
are reported at ambient temperature, while the RDF of pure BMIMPF6 was
showed for the first time by Morrow and Maginn [115]. Figure 2.3 shows the in-
fluence of the cationic chain length on the RDFs of the analyzed pure AMIMs,
and Figure 2.4 presents the influence of the anion on the structure of the sys-
tem for the ILs with a melting temperature below room temperature. As can be
seen in these representations, the calculated RDFs exhibit some of the charac-
teristic features previously reported in literature: (i) cation-cation and cation-
anion distances around 0.7 and 0.5 nm, respectively, in coincidence with pre-
viously reported results (see ref.[116] and references therein), (ii) considerably
long-ranged out-of-phase distribution of one ion around the other one as is
the case for other imidazolium-based ionic liquids containing halides and PF–6
anions. This order is preserved typically for at least three interionic distances,
thus confirming the so-called pseudolattice arrangement in the liquids, on the
basis of the Bahe-Varela model [117, 118], and (iii) very limited presence of
like-ions in the first coordination shell of ions of the other type. However, we
did not obtain the shoulders in the cation-cation RDFs recently reported by
Bowron et al. [116] representative of ring stacking; our simulations are more in
agreement with those reported by Urahata and Ribeiro [63], who did not found
such a feature. Particularly, it is visible in Figure 2.3 that the RDFs show consid-
erable clustering of PF–6 anions around the imidazolium cation (at an average
distance of 0.54 nm) and ordering up to 2 nm. The most significant effects
of the increment of the chain length of the cation on the anion-cation RDF is
the increase of the height of the first peak in the cation-anion RDF. Given this
peak, we evaluated the coordination numbers integrating numerically the ra-
dial distribution function 4𝜋𝑟2𝑔(𝑟) up to its first minimum. Our calculated co-
ordination number for the cation-anion first peak in pure BMIMPF6, 5.4, differs
from another simulation values near 7 reported in the literature [115], but one
must recall that this property is very sensitive to the choice of the position
of the minimum. It is also noteworthy that the first peak of the cation-anion
RDF exhibits a shoulder around 0.67 nm (see arrows in Figure 2.3), a feature
which has also been observed in some liquids such as Ga, Si, Sn, or Bi (see
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ref.[119] and references therein), and it has been interpreted as a signature of a
short-lived diatomic molecular unit. Contrarily to what happens with this first
peak, the impact of the variation of the cationic chain length in the distribution
of higher order neighbors seems to be relatively limited. On the other hand,
a more complex structure is observed in the case of cations, with a weak first
peak at 0.48 nm and a double second peak centered at 0.95 nm. This structure
is probably associated to the different lengths of the cation alkyl side chains of
the AMIM+ cations [97]. As can be seen in the representation, a cation-cation
RDF is very resilient to the change of the alkyl chain length. Probably, the
most notable effect of the modification of the number of carbon atoms in the
alkyl side chain of the cation one is the smoothing out of the shoulder ap-
pearing in the second peak of the cation-cation RDF at 0.95 nm, what could
indicate a more difficult ring-stacking of the cations as their chain length is in-
creased. Concerning the anion network structure, once again we see that con-
siderable long-range ordering is observed in the anion-anion RDFs and that a
double first peak centered at 0.84 nm is obtained for PF–6 anions. The influence
of the chain length of the cation is registered mainly on the first peak of the
anion-anion RDF. This peak suffers a progressive reduction of its height and
an overlapping with the second peak, which is even dominant for OMIMPF6,
reflecting a reduction of the ability of PF–6 to coordinate with the cations as the
chain length of the latter is increased. In fact, the calculated numbers of anions
coordinating our studied cations were 6.87 for EMIMPF6, 5.40 for BMIMPF6,
5.37 for HMIMPF6, and 3.48 for OMIMPF6. Similar trends were observed for
the halogenated ILs analyzed in this paper.
The effect of the anion in the RDFs of the different species in our studied ILs
can be seen in Figure 2.4. A first notable effect is that the calculated first peak
of the anion-cation RDFs for the PF–6 anion is lower and broader than those
obtained for the halogen anions (Figure 2.4.a,d), and it is a little bit displaced
to higher distances with respect to its halogen counterparts, probably due to
the greater hard sphere radius of the PF–6 anion. The shoulder in the first peak
mentioned above is more visible for the halogen anions than for PF–6 (see ar-
rows in Figure 2.4.a,d). Moreover, a first peak around 0.4 nm is registered in
the cation-cation RDF for the halogen ions, but it is almost completely smeared
out in HMIMPF6 and also OMIMPF6 (see arrows in Figure 2.4.b,e). The results
obtained with this force field are clearly comparable to both experimental and
calculated RDFs previously reported in the literature for the same or related
ILs (see for example refs.[63, 120–124]).
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Figure 2.3 RDFs of EMIMPF6 at 340.15 K (a), BMIMPF6 (b), HMIMPF6 (c), and
OMIMPF6 (d) at 298.15 K and 1 atm. The arrows indicate the shoulder in the
first peak of the RDF mentioned in the text.
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Water-water (w/w), water-cation, and water-anion RDFs in mixed systems
are represented in Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7, respectively. In the first of these
representations, w/w RDF is seen to exhibit a very strong clusterization at the
lowest water concentration, as indicated by the height of its first peak. The po-
sition of this peak (ca. 0.27 nm) indicates that the water molecules in the first
coordination shell are hydrogen bonded according to the criteria given below
for this kind of bond to exist (𝑟 < 0.35 nm, angle acceptor-H-donor below 35°).
As expected, this clusterization is much more notable in the case of the hydro-
phobic anion PF–6 (Figure 2.5.a-c), for which the height of the peaks is seen to
monotonically decrease with water concentration throughout the entire mis-
cibility regions of the different cationic chain length. This is to be attributed to
the fact that the number of water contacts increases slower than the number of
water molecules in the bulk itself [98]. Moreover, the height of this first peak of
the RDF notably increases with alkyl chain length of the cation, a similar beha-
vior to that reported for BMIMBF4 and OMIMBF4 by Feng and Voth in ref.[98].
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Figure 2.4 RDFs for cation-anion (a, d), cation-cation (b, e), and anion-anion (c,
f) of HMIM+ and OMIM+ for three different counterions (PF–6, Cl
–, and Br–) at
298.15 K and 1 atm. The arrows indicate the features of the RDFs mentioned
in the text.
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The first peaks of the ILs with the hydrophobic PF–6 are much higher than those
of their halogenated homologues with the same cationic chain length (Figure
2.5.d-g), confirming the role of the hydrophobicity of the cation in the spatial
correlation of water in bulk IL mixtures. It is also interesting to compare our
results for OMIMPF6 with that for OMIMBF4 reported by Feng and Voth in the
Figure 2b of ref.[98]. The height of the first peak of the RDF for OMIMBF4 at
a water concentration of 𝑤 = 20% is roughly 15, while in our case it is around
33 for 𝑤 = 20%, as expected given the stronger hydrophobicity of the PF–6 an-
ion as compared to BF–4. Consequently, we can conclude that water is strongly
clusterized in AMIMPF6 ILs in the very narrow miscibility regions of these
hydrophobic compounds and that the increase in the number of cations in the
alkyl side chain dramatically affects the structuring of water in the bulk.
The situation is somehow different for the mixtures with halogenated com-
pounds (Figure 2.5.d-g). While in AMIMPF6 water seems to exhibit no remark-
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Figure 2.5 Concentration dependence of water-water RDFs of BMIMPF6 (a),
HMIMPF6 (b), OMIMPF6 (c), HMIMCl (d), OMIMCl (e), HMIMBr (f), and
OMIMBr (g) at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
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able long-ranged order (no secondary peaks important enough relatively to
the first peaks are observed), this is not the case for the ILs with halogen an-
ions. In these cases, we can observe the existence of more marked long-ranged
order, particularly visible in the less studied low water concentration region.
The crucial role of the anion in water structure is strongly suggested by these
observations, and it is further reinforced comparing the RDFs of HMIMPF6
and OMIMPF6 with their hydrophilic homologues with halogenated anions
in Figure 2.5.d-g. The heights of the first peaks in the latter cases are less than
half their values for the hydrophobic compound. Moreover, as we mentioned
previously, while the intensity of the first peak of the w/w RDF for AMIMPF6
monotonically decreases as the concentration of water increases, until it finally
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Figure 2.6 Concentration dependence of cation-water RDFs of BMIMPF6 (a),
HMIMPF6 (b), OMIMPF6 (c), HMIMCl (d), OMIMCl (e), HMIMBr (f), and
OMIMBr (g) at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
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recovers the RDF of pure water, the situation is much richer in the case of the
hydrophilic halogen anions. As can be seen in the inset of Figure 2.5.d, an
inversion is registered between the heights of this peak for 50% water con-
centration and 75% water concentration in all the considered ILs, which is in-
dicative of a stronger spatial correlation of water molecules at this percent-
age of water. This behavior is in agreement with the behavior reported for
OMIMBF4 and OMIMCl by Feng and Voth [98]. This behavior was also repor-
ted by Hanke and Lynden-Bell for dMIMCl-water mixtures [65] and by Jiang
et al. [93] for OMIMNO3, and the latter authors also associated this enhance-
ment of the water-water spatial correlation to the formation of heterogeneous
water networks. Moreover, we detected a previously unreported inversion of
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Figure 2.7 Concentration dependence of anion-water RDFs of BMIMPF6 (a),
HMIMPF6 (b), OMIMPF6 (c), HMIMCl (d), OMIMCl (e), HMIMBr (f), and
OMIMBr (g) at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
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the first peak of the RDF, which exhibits an inversion at the lowest concentra-
tions analyzed, 𝑤 = 10% and 𝑤 = 25%, highly dependent on the cation and
anion nature. Interestingly enough, the inversion is detected in mixtures of the
IL with the longest cation chain length (OMIM) for Cl– and in HMIM for Br–.
This behavior suggests some kind of interplay between cation chain length and
anion size, but the actual origin of this correlation needs further study.
As stated above, a detailed analysis of the highly diluted water regime was
not previously reported for IL-water mixtures, to our knowledge. Thus, we
extended our simulations down to a water concentration of 𝑤 = 10% corres-
ponding to 25 molecules of water in our ensemble, and as can be seen in Fig-
ures 2.5.d-g, two very interesting features concerning the structure of the water
network in the mixture are observed in this regime. First, we observe in Fig-
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ures 2.5.a-c that relatively weak peaks associated to the second neighbors of the
central water molecule are registered around 0.5 nm in AMIMPF6 for all wa-
ter concentrations and that the peaks of the third neighbors can be neglected
in practice relative to the first ones of these compounds. However, strongly
marked second and third peaks are registered at 0.37 and 0.6 nm, respectively,
for aqueous mixtures of the halogenated salts of HMIM+ and OMIM+ in the
low to intermediate water concentration regime (up to𝑤 = 50%). Even a fourth
peak is registered for the lowest concentration. This reflects once more that
water in hydrophilic ILs adopt a less densely packed, more dispersed arrange-
ment of small water clusters coordinated with hydrophilic anions, while in
hydrophobic ILs water tends to adopt a highly organized network of large wa-
ter clusters even at very low concentrations. This effect will also be reflected in
the number of w/w hydrogen bonds, as it will be seen. Water molecules tend
to be strongly clusterized in dispersed clusters at the lowest concentrations co-
ordinated with hydrophilic anions, and only at high enough concentrations
continuous water regions are formed in the bulk mixture. Hence, at the low-
est analyzed concentrations, the addition of water molecules reinforces local
water clusters leading to an increase of the first peak together with a weak-
ening of longer range spatial correlations between water clusters associated to
higher order peaks of the RDF. Moreover, Cl– anions seem to perturb more
strongly the structure of added water than Br–, in agreement with the posi-
tions of these anions in the Hoffmeister series, in which Br– is two positions
above Cl–, and so the latter tends to be more strongly hydrated than Br– due
to the highly localized point charge of the former. In both cases three strongly
marked peaks (once again, relatively to the height of the first ones), and a more
diffuse fourth one, are visible in the w/w RDF for the lowest water concentra-
tions (10%, 25%), and these peaks are still visible at concentrations as high as
50% (Figures 2.5.d-g). However, in the case of Cl– (Figures 2.5.d and 2.5.e), the
heights of the peaks and the depth of the valleys are higher than those for Br–
(Figures 2.5.f and 2.5.g). Moreover, the close proximity of the first and second
peaks (less than 0.1 nm) suggests again the effect of the different lengths of the
alkyl side chains of the cation on the water shell surrounding it.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show, respectively, the RDFs of cation-water and anion-
water in the studied mixtures. In all the cases shown in Figure 2.6 one can ob-
serve a first peak around 0.45 nm which slightly increases with cationic chain
length. Moreover, it is apparent in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 that the presence of
halogen ions induces a more oscillatory behavior in the RDFs, reflecting once
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more the more long-ranged order in these cases when compared to those of
ILs with the PF–6 anion. Particularly, in this latter case, the first and second
peaks in the RDFs in Figures 2.6a-c and 2.7.a-c are separated a distance of ca.
0.5 nm, indicating that throughout the whole miscibility region water weakly
hydrates the cationic chain, probably due to the presence of a hydrophobic
anion, and prefers to form its own clusters in agreement with our previous
interpretation of w/w RDFs. This is certainly not the case for the halogen an-
ions, for which water molecules are less clusterized and more in contact with
the cations, as reflected by the positions and heights of the RDFs in Figures
2.6.d-g. The situation is similar for the anion, being the strongly hydrophobic
PF–6 (Figures 2.7a-c) much less hydrated than their halogens counterparts (Fig-
ures 2.7.d-g), as reflected both by the height of the first peaks of the RDFs of
the halogenated IL-water mixtures, essentially three times higher than in PF–6
based water-IL mixtures, and also by the oscillations around the anion at the
origin. Water around the hydrophobic PF–6 is structured in two hydration lay-
ers separated by 0.5 nm, while for the halogens this distance is only about
0.2 nm. Moreover, as can be seen in these representations, this structuring is
weakened in all the studied cases as water concentration increases. Besides,
the distance from the central anion to the first hydration layer (position of the
first peak) is greater for PF–6 than for the halogen ions, as expected due to the
greater size of the former and its more hydrophobic character.
Thus, from the analysis of the RDFs we can conclude that water tends to
clusterize in the cavities of the IL liquids, the distributions of water in the bulk
being strongly dependent on the hydrophobicity degree of the cation and, even
more strongly, of the anion. The more hydrophobic the anion, the more clus-
terized water is in the bulk mixture. Very limited hydration is detected for both
cations and hydrophobic PF–6, and water interacts more strongly with the halo-
gen anions. The influence of the cation is much weaker. These conclusions are
reinforced with the results shown in Figure 2.8 in which the average number
of hydrogen bonds per water molecule is shown for all the analyzed IL-water
mixtures. As mentioned previously, according to ref.[71] a hydrogen bond is
considered to exist if the distance between the tagged hydrogen and the ac-
ceptor is smaller than 0.35 nm and the angle of the donor-hydrogen-acceptor
bond is below 30°(according to Gromacs criterion, OH and NH groups are re-
garded as donors, and O and N are considered to be acceptors). Moreover, we
have organized the calculated information in the figure to show the effect of
the anions on the number of hydrogen bonds, since it is well-known that wa-
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Figure 2.8 Concentration dependence of the average number of water-water
hydrogen bonds per water molecule in the mixture.
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ter molecules are mainly hydrogen-bonded to anions [96, 125]. As can be seen,
the number of hydrogen bonds per molecule monotonically increases with the
amount of water in all of the studied cases, although for the halogenated ILs
this increase is notably smaller than for the PF–6 throughout all the miscibility
region of this IL. In fact, the average number of hydrogen bonds per water mo-
lecule in AMIMPF6-water mixtures is already 0.15 at 25% water content, while
that value is not reached in the halogenated compounds until a concentration
ca. 50%. This fact reinforces the picture of a dispersed network formed by
small clusters in the case of ILs with hydrophilic anions, and larger clusters in
the case of ILs with more hydrophobic ones. These clusters are more similar
to bulk water than their homologous in ILs with hydrophilic anions, thus con-
firming our interpretation of the results for the RDFs mentioned above. No
significant difference is detected in w/w hydrogen bonding degree between
the two studied halogen ions.
On the other hand, Figure 2.9 represents the water-cation hydrogen bond-
ing degree for all of the studied cases. As one can see there, the average num-
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Figure 2.9 Concentration dependence of the average number of cation-water
hydrogen bonds per water molecule in the mixture.
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ber of hydrogen bonds per molecule is greater by almost 1 order of magnitude
for AMIMPF6-water mixtures than for its halogenated counterparts, probably
due to repulsive interactions between water molecules and the hydrophobic
anion. The value 10−4 is reached at 25% water content in AMIMPF6-water mix-
tures, while this value is not reached until a water concentration of 50% for the
halogenated anions. Once again, no relevant difference is observed between
the two halogens, and only slight differences are observed between alkyl chain
lengths, leading the compounds with longer chains to the formation of less hy-
drogen bonds of cations with water in the high water concentration, as should
be expected due to its more hydrophobic nature.
On the other hand, where anion-water is concerned, the hydration num-
bers of water molecules around the anions were calculated by direct integra-
tion of the first peak of the corresponding RDFs up to their first minimum.
They show monotonous increases in all cases up to a calculated limiting value
of 7.4 for Cl– and 7.2 for Br–. This value must be compared to an experimental
value of 6.54 [126]. This overestimation is registered in many other MD force
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Figure 2.10 Snaphots of (a) BMIMPF6-water mixtures at 25% water concentra-
tion (limit of miscibility) and (b) HMIMCl-water mixtures at 75% water con-
centration. Red and gray spheres correspond to oxygen and hydrogen atoms
respectively, and for clarity they are augmented.
fields, for which values of 7 or even higher have been reported, and similar
deviations are reported in the literature [127].
A pictorial representation of water clustering in these compounds can be
observed in Figure 2.10, where we present a snapshot of the water clusters
formed in HMIMPF6 and HMIMCl at water concentrations of 25% and 75%,
respectively. In the former case it is apparent that water molecules present in
the mixture are already clusterized even at so low concentrations (it must be
taken into account that a small number of water molecules is included in the
simulation), announcing immiscibility by the formation of quasi-continuous
aqueous regions inside the mixture. However, in HMIMCl small clusters dis-
persed throughout the mixture are still observed even at such a high water
concentration.
We now discuss the results for the dynamical properties of IL-water mix-
tures, of considerable importance in many processes. In Figure 2.11 we rep-
resent the water VACF, defined as
𝐶(𝑡) = ⟨?⃗?(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩ (2.3)
where ?⃗?(𝑡) = ∑𝑗𝑚𝑗?⃗?𝑗/∑𝑗𝑚𝑗 is the velocity of the center of mass of the mo-
lecule and the scalar product is calculated in the laboratory frame. As far as
we know, these are the first reported simulations for this magnitude in water-
IL mixtures. As one can see, the mean collision time of water molecules, as
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indicated by the first zero of the function, is a little bit greater in the case of
AMIMPF6 (around 0.1 ps due to the “cage effect”) than those in the halogen-
ated compounds. As we know, water molecules are highly clusterized in these
compounds when compared to their halogenated counterparts, and thus wa-
ter motion in bulk cavities of the mixture is more similar to that in pure water
(collision time ca. 0.2 ps). On the other hand, a very limited effect of the chain
length on this collision time is registered in all of the studied cases. The correl-
ations are rapidly but nonmonotonically weakened in all mixtures, so within
0.5 ps correlations are no longer present for PF–6 and within 1 ps they are can-
celed out even for the halogenated ILs with the shortest studied chain length
(HMIM+). However, in the case of the halogenated compound, considerable
oscillatory behavior of the VACF is registered up to this latter time in all of
the studied compounds, in marked contrast with the monotonic weakening re-
gistered in pure ILs [128]. This indicates a “rattling” motion of water molecules
inside the cages formed by its heavier neighbors [61] that is more marked and
relatively more long-lived for the ILs with the shortest chain lengths. Inter-
estingly, this rattling motion is more markedly observed for Br– than for the
lightest Cl–, something to be attributable to the fact that this latter anion is
more strongly hydrated than the former. Besides, the main effect of water ad-
dition is a progressive smoothing out of the VACF until the pure water value is
recovered—in agreement to previously reported results [129, 130]. Contrarily
to what happened with the collision time, an increase in the chain length leads
to a less oscillatory behavior of the VACF in the case of the first compounds.
Another important magnitude for the characterization of the single-
particle dynamics in dense fluids is the diffusion coefficient. We evaluated
this magnitude with the procedure already implemented in the Gromacs
package. In Figure 2.12 we represent the dependence of the self-diffusion
coefficients of a water molecule in all the analyzed water-IL mixtures. As
it is well-known, two different regimes can be observed for this magnitude:
(i) a slow increase in the diffusion coefficients associated to glassy states at
low water concentrations, and (ii) a rapid increase at low IL concentrations
associated to the formation of the water network. However, as expected, a
faster diffusion is observed for AMIMPF6 than for the halogenated ILs due to
the more hydrophobic character of the PF–6 anion [97]. It is also noteworthy
that the diffusion coefficients of water molecules in pure ILs are typically
2 orders of magnitude lower than in pure water, in agreement with results
previously reported in the literature for imidazolium-based ILs [97, 131].
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Figure 2.11 Concentration dependence of the water molecules VACF in wa-
ter mixtures with BMIMPF6 (a), HMIMPF6 (b), OMIMPF6 (c), HMIMCl (d),
OMIMCl (e), HMIMBr (f), and OMIMBr (g).
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Finally, no significant effects of chain length of the IL cation are detected on
the diffusion coefficient of water molecules.
In Figure 2.13 we represent the MSDs of water molecules and of cation
and anion in BMIMPF6-water mixtures at 25% water concentration. This mag-
nitude is defined as
􀆗𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2􀆊 =
1
𝑁 􀆘
𝑁
􀆩
𝑖=1
|⃗𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − ?⃗?𝑖(0)|2􀆋 (2.4)
where the sum extends over all the molecules present, and the positions of
the molecules have been calculated from their centers of mass. Two different
regimes can be observed in Figure 2.13 corresponding to the ballistic motion
of the molecules at short times, ⟨𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2⟩ ∝ 𝑡2, and a long-time diffusive regime
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Figure 2.12 Concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficients of water
molecules in several mixtures.
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characterized by a Brownian motion, ⟨𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2⟩ ∝ 𝑡. The intermediate subdiffus-
ive plateaus can be compared to those reported for supercooled liquids near
the glass transition (see ref.[128] and references therein). We can define the
characteristic times of ballistic (𝜏𝑏) and diffusive (𝜏𝑑) times as the times corres-
ponding to the beginning and the end of the intermediate plateau, that can be
estimated as the intersection of the two straight lines corresponding to the plat-
eau and the two lines defining the ballistic and diffusive regimes themselves
(see Figure 2.13). We have calculated in this fashion the evolution of 𝜏𝑏 and 𝜏𝑑
with water concentration in our mixtures, and the results are represented in
Figure 2.14. As can be seen in this representation, both ballistic and diffusive
times decrease with water concentration, so the addition of water provokes a
faster transition to the diffusive regime. Moreover, it is noteworthy that 𝜏𝑏 is
approximately 100 to 1000 times greater than 𝜏𝑑, so the subdiffusive regime
extends over hundreds of ps, in accordance with previously reported results
[128]. According to del Popolo and Voth [128], this is indicative of long cage
escape times for the water molecules during the intermediate stage, being this
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Figure 2.13 Log-log plot of the MSDs of (a) water and (b) cation and anion in
a mixture with BMIMPF6 at 25% water concentration. Dotted lines of slope 1
and 2 have been included to identify the ballistic and diffusive regimes.
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subdiffusive dynamics (for which ⟨𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2⟩ ∝ 𝑡𝛽 with 𝛽 < 1) characteristic of
glass formers. This complex non-Markovian dynamics at intermediate times,
which indicates a slow structural relaxation of these liquids, is progressively
weakened by the addition of water. We must also mention that these times
are shorter for the more hydrophobic cation, and for the Cl– anion in the case
of the halogenated ILs, in agreement with our previous observations for the
clusterization of water in mixtures with these ILs. According to the exposed
above, water is more strongly clusterized following the series PF–6 > Cl
– > Br–,
so the opposite behavior is expected for the transition time to diffusive mo-
tion typical of pure water. Finally, let us point out that these times seem to
be maximized for HMIM+ in all of the studied cases, but the precision of our
estimations does not allow a more accurate prediction at this stage.
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Figure 2.14 Evolution of the ballistic (triangles) and diffusive (circles) charac-
teristic times with water concentration in water-IL mixtures. Lines are guides
to the eye.
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2.1.5. Conclusions
We have presented systematic computer simulations of the structure and
dynamics of water mixtures with imidazolium-based ILs of different hydro-
phobicities (including the highly hydrophobic anion PF–6 throughout its en-
tire miscibility regime), and we have analyzed the influence of both anion and
cation hydrophobicity degrees, and of water concentration on the structural
and dynamic properties. Particularly, we have analyzed RDFs, coordination
numbers, and average degree of hydrogen bonding of the ionic and molecu-
lar species present in the bulk mixtures. We have seen that water tends to
clusterize in the cavities of the IL, being the water structuring in the bulk
strongly dependent on the hydrophobicity degree of the cation and, even more
strongly, of the anion, that leads to greater clusterization of water molecules
in the bulk mixtures as its hydrophobic character increases. The average num-
ber of hydrogen bonds per molecule is greater by almost 1 order of magnitude
for AMIMPF6-water mixtures than for its halogenated counterparts, probably
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due to repulsive interactions between water molecules and the hydrophobic
anion. On the other hand, the analysis of the velocity autocorrelation function
of water molecules revealed that the correlations cancel out faster for water-
IL mixtures with more hydrophobic anions, and that rattling motion of water
molecules is registered in the cavities of the halogenated ILs, this motion being
more intense when the anion is less hydrated. Two different regimes were ob-
served for the diffusion coefficients of water molecules in IL-water mixtures:
(i) a slow increase in the diffusion coefficients associated to glassy states at low
water concentrations, and (ii) a rapid increase at low IL concentrations associ-
ated to the formation of the water network. Faster diffusion was observed for
AMIMPF6 than for the halogenated ILs due to the more hydrophobic character
of the PF–6 anion. Finally, complex non-Markovian dynamics at intermediate
times associated to slow structural relaxation of the mixtures are observed.
Ballistic and diffusive times were respectively defined as the upper and lower
bounds of the ballistic region at short times and the diffusive regime at long
times, after the molecule has undergone many collisions in the bulk. These
times were shown to be shorter for more hydrophobic cation, and for the Cl–
anion in the case of the halogenated ILs, as determined by the degree of clus-
terization of water in mixtures with these ILs. A comprehensive study of both
single-particle and collective dynamics of IL-water mixtures and of mixtures
of ILs with other molecular liquids are now in progress and will be presented
in a forthcoming paper.
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2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Structural and
Thermodynamic Properties of Imidazolium-Based Ionic
Liquid Mixtures.
In order to further analyze the solvation of molecular liquids in ILs, we per-
formed MD simulations for binary mixtures of ILs composed of the [Hmim]+
cation and three anions of different hydrophobicity degrees ([Cl]–, [BF4]
– and
[PF6]
–), with two alcohols with different chain lengths (methanol and ethanol)
[132]. Due to the importance of having a detailed knowledge of the physico-
chemical properties of this kind of mixtures for the further development of
applications of ILs as solvents, we performed a systematic study of how sev-
eral thermodynamic and structural properties change upon mixing, as well as
of the solvation of alcohols in ILs.
The analysis of densities, excess molar volumes, total and partial radial dis-
tribution functions, coordination numbers, and hydrogen bonds degrees re-
vealed that the solvation process largely differs from that found in mixtures
with water. Particularly, our results reveal that no clusters are formed that dis-
rupt the IL polar network and, instead, the alcohol molecules are almost homo-
geneously distributed in the bulk IL. This behaviour arises mainly in mixtures
with chloride-based ILs, whereas in the more solvophobic ILs the results seem
to probe the existence of some kind of network, but its size is not comparable
at all to the network found in 2.1. In this case, alcohol molecules also adapt to
the nanoseggregated structure of the ILs, whose regions (polar and apolar) ac-
commodate the similar parts of the alcohols, giving rise to a solvation process
that could be identified as nanostructural solvation.
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2.2.1. Paper II: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Structural
and Thermodynamic Properties of Imidazolium-Based Ionic
Liquid Mixtures; J. Phys. Chem. B 115 (2011) 11170-11182.
Trinidad Méndez-Morales,1 Jesús Carrete,1 Óscar Cabeza,2 Luis J. Gal-
lego1 and Luis M. Varela1
In this work, extensive molecular dynamics simulations of mixtures of al-
cohols of several chain lengths (methanol and ethanol) with the ionic liquids
(ILs) composed of the cation 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium and several anions
of different hydrophobicity degrees (Cl–, BF–4, PF–6) are reported. We analyze
the influence of the nature of the anion, the length of the molecular chain of the
alcohol, and the alcohol concentration on the thermodynamic and structural
properties of the mixtures. Densities, excess molar volumes, total and partial
radial distribution functions, coordination numbers, and hydrogen bond de-
grees are reported and analyzed for mixtures of the ILs with methanol and eth-
anol. The aggregation process is shown to be highly dependent on the nature
of the anion and the size of the alcohol, since alcohol molecules tend to inter-
act predominantly with the anionic part of the IL, especially in mixtures of the
halogenated IL with methanol. Particularly, our results suggest that the forma-
tion of an apolar network similar to that previously reported in mixtures of ILs
with water does not take place in mixtures with alcohol when the chloride an-
ion is present, the alcohol molecules being instead homogeneously distributed
in the polar network of IL. Moreover, the alcohol clusters formed in mixtures
of [HMIM][PF6] with alcohol were found to have a smaller size than in mix-
tures with water. Additionally, we provide a semiquantitative analysis of the
dependence of the hydrogen bonding degree of the mixtures on the alcohol
concentration.
2.2.2. Introduction
Room temperature ionic liquids (ILs) are novel compounds that have been
widely analyzed in the last two decades. Because of some unique properties,
such as low vapor pressure, stability of their liquid state over a large temper-
ature interval (around 300 ℃), nonflammability, nonvolatility, or solubility in
1Grupo de Nanomateriales y Materia Blanda, Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Uni-
versidad de Santiago de Compostela, Campus Vida, s/n E-15782, Santiago de Compostela, Spain
2Facultad de Ciencias, Universidade de A Coruña, Campus A Zapateira s/n, E-15008, A Coruña, Spain
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a wide range of organic solvents [10, 82, 85, 86, 133], they have many applica-
tions as “green solvents” and have been considered as an alternative to com-
mon organic solvents [3, 134, 135]. These systems are, in general, composed
of an organic cation and a monatomic or polyatomic inorganic or organic an-
ion such as PF–6, BF–4, Cl
–, Br–, NTf–2, and so forth. Physicochemical properties
(viscosity, hydrophobicity, toxicity, catalytic activity, etc.) of ILs can be made to
vary broadly by an appropriate selection of cations and anions; for this reason,
and taking into account their huge estimated [16] number (1018), they are con-
sidered “designer” solvents [83].
For the further development of applications of ILs as solvents, knowledge
of their physicochemical properties, and those of their mixtures with both in-
organic and organic compounds (mainly water and alcohols) is of crucial im-
portance. For this purpose, it is particularly relevant to understand how the
structure and properties of IL mixtures change upon mixing, as well as the
dependence of the properties of the resulting mixtures on their composition.
The interaction between ILs and polar or apolar solvents has been investig-
ated by means of molecular simulation and experimental studies before. How-
ever, contrarily to the case of IL/water mixtures, for which the number of
reported contributions has greatly increased over the last years (see, for ex-
ample, refs.[81] and [136] and references therein), studies of mixtures with
alcohol are still scarce. In this latter case, some experimental results [137–147]
have been reported during the past decade. Particularly, several works have
been done studying the factors that govern the phase behavior of imidazolium
based ILs in different systems [137–139]. For instance, Crosthwaite et al. [139]
carried out a systematic study of the effect of different characteristics of the
components on the liquid equilibrium of IL/alcohol mixtures. They reported
results similar to those of Pereiro and Rodríguez [140], whose solubility stud-
ies show that the immiscibility range of IL/alcohol binary systems decreases
with an increase in the IL alkyl chain length. These results are compatible
with those of Domańska et al. [141], who determined that the solubility of ILs
in alcohols decreases with an increase in the length of the molecular chain of
the alcohol. Moreover, Pereiro and Rodríguez’s results suggest that a replace-
ment of the hydrogen at the 𝐶2 position of the imidazolium ring with a methyl
group causes an increase in the upper critical solution temperature, whereas
the choice of the anion has a great impact on this property, and its effect is
related to the ability of the anion to form a hydrogen bond. Several experi-
mental studies have also been performed with the aim of studying thermody-
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namic properties of mixtures of imidazolium-based ILs with alcohols, such as
densities and excess molar volumes, refractive indices, speed of sound, or sur-
face tension [142–147]. As an example, Cabeza and co-workers [147] studied
the influence on surface tension and density of the alkyl chain length of the
IL family 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([AMIM][BF4]) with
water and ethanol. The results obtained show a monotonic decrease of the
density of the mixtures with increasing ethanol (or water) molar fraction, and
a decrease of the surface tension with the increase of the alkyl chain length of
the IL cation.
As it is usually very complicated to experimentally investigate the behavior
of ILs at the atomic level, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are usually
the best way to probe the properties of the mixtures. In fact, a great number of
simulation studies have been dedicated over the past years to investigate the
thermodynamic and structural properties of both pure ILs and of IL/solvent
mixtures. However, the truth is that mixtures have received much less at-
tention. Up to now, the most studied among IL mixtures have been those
with water. In 2003, Hanke and Lynden-Bell [65] reported the first, as far as
we know, MD study of both the local structure and dynamics of mixtures
of water with two ILs, 1,3-dimethylimidazolium chloride ([DMIM][Cl])
and 1,3-dimethylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([DMIM][PF6]). Ji-
ang et al. [93] investigated the influence of water concentration on the
nanostructural organization in mixtures of 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium
nitrate ([OMIM][NO3]) with water. Feng and Voth [98] reported very
recently the first (to our knowledge) MD study of the effect of both al-
kyl chain length and anion on the structure and dynamics of IL/water
mixtures. They analyzed three IL/water mixtures at several water mole
fractions: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIM][BF4]),
1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([OMIM][BF4]) and 1-octyl-
3-methylimidazolium chloride ([OMIM][Cl]). We have also recently reported
systematic MD simulations of the structure and dynamics of mixtures of water
with several imidazolium-based ILs [81]. In particular, we analyzed radial
distribution functions, coordination numbers, hydrogen bonding degrees,
mean squared displacements, self-diffusion coefficients, and, for the first time,
the velocity autocorrelation function of water molecules in the mixture.
In what IL/alcohol mixtures are concerned, the reported results are much
scarcer. Hanke et al. [148] reported a computational study of mixtures of
[DMIM][Cl] with water, methanol, dimethyl ether, and propane. They found
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that the strongest solute-solvent interactions in water and methanol mixtures
are hydrogen bonding of water and methanol with the IL anion, whereas for
dimethyl ether and propane, interactions with the imidazolium cations are
more important. In 2006, Canongia-Lopes et al. [95] analyzed the solvation
of nonpolar, polar and associating solutes in 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM][PF6]) in mixtures with n-hexane, acetonitrile,
methanol, and water. These authors confirmed the presence of segregated
polar and nonpolar domains in the bulk mixtures. Additionally, Raabe
and Köhler [149] reported a computational study of binary mixtures of
ILs of the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([AMIM][Cl]) IL family
with ethanol and 1-propanol to calculate their densities, excess energies
of mixing, and structural properties such as radial and spatial distribution
functions. On the other hand, Jahangiri et al. [66] performed MD simulations
of the mixture of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([EMIM][Cl]) and
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([EMIM][PF6]) with both
methanol and ethanol in order to investigate excess properties and some
physical and structural properties of the mixture, such as excess enthal-
pies, excess volumes, radial distribution functions, cohesive energy density,
and diffusion coefficients. More recently, Heintz et al. [150] reported MD
simulations to calculate tracer diffusion coefficients of the IL ions in mix-
tures of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
([EMIM][NTf2]) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulf-
onyl)imide ([BMIM][NTf2]), both with water and methanol.
A detailed knowledge and understanding of the physicochemical proper-
ties of alcohol/IL mixtures is of fundamental importance to further explore
the great number of potential academic, industrial, and biomedical applica-
tions of ILs. However, a systematic study of the relation between the structure
and the properties of the mixture, including the role of different parameters
such as cation length, anion, composition and alcohol chain size, is not avail-
able at this point. As it is well-known [151, 152], the length of the imidazolium
cation chain is directly related to the hydrophobicity of ILs, (the longer the
chain, the more hydrophobic the IL), and consequently it is expected to have
a deep impact on the properties of their mixtures. However, the role of the
anion is not completely understood, although the expected tendency is an in-
crease of the solvophobicity with the presence of larger anions (such as PF–6)
instead of monatomic anions (such as Cl–). In IL-water mixtures, the anion
is known to be the most influential entity on the properties of the polar net-
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Figure 2.15 Molecular structures of HMIM+, PF+6 , and BF+4 ions.
work in the bulk mixture, and it is also known to be an important factor in
determining ILs solubility in water and alcohols. Moreover, in order to ra-
tionalize the behavior of IL-alcohol mixtures it is of fundamental importance
to know how the latter compound takes part in the solvation process of ILs.
In this work we performed extensive MD simulations to investigate several
thermodynamic and structural properties of mixtures of alcohols and 1-hexyl-
3-methylimidazolium (HMIM+) with three different anions of various solvo-
philic degrees: Cl–, the one with the larger effect on water structure accord-
ing to the Hoffmeister series; the highly hydrophobic PF–6, with low miscib-
ility with water; and BF–4, with intermediate characteristics (see Figure 2.15).
The chosen alcohols were methanol and ethanol, in order to investigate and
compare the influence of the length of the molecular chain of the alcohol in
the properties of the mixtures. Moreover, we analyzed the impact of the an-
ion nature and alcohol concentration on the microstructure of the mixtures by
analyzing their densities, excess molar volumes, radial distribution functions,
coordination numbers, and degrees of hydrogen bonding.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2.2.3 we give
details of the computational procedure used in our study; in section 2.2.4 we
present and discuss the obtained results, and, in section 2.2.5 we summarize
our main conclusions.
2.2.3. Simulation details
The MD simulations for pure ILs and their mixtures with alcohols were
performed using the Gromacs package [70]. All the simulations were run at
298.15 K, and the analyzed mole fractions of alcohol in the IL/alcohol mixtures
were 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = {0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95,
0.98, and 1.00}, as both ethanol and methanol are miscible with all the selected
ILs ([HMIM][PF6], [HMIM][BF4] and [HMIM][Cl]) throughout the whole con-
centration range [140, 146, 147]. The number of IL molecules in the cubic box
was set to 300, except for 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.10, where we considered 450 IL molecules
in order to have enough alcohol to yield statistically significant trajectories,
𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.95 − 0.98, where just 50 ionic pairs were introduced so as to keep
the system size small enough, and 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 1.00, a case in which only alco-
hol molecules are present. The number of alcohol molecules was adjusted in
each situation counting each ionic pair as a single molecule in the calculation
of mole fractions.
The parametrization of the ions was carried out in the framework of the
OPLS force field developed by Jorgensen and coworkers [153] for different or-
ganic fluids. In the functional form of the OPLS force field in eq 2.5, the first
three terms represent the bonded interactions, i.e., bonds, angles, and torsions,
while the nonbonded interactions are described by the last two terms, and in-
clude van der Waals and Coulombic interactions:
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The parameters used in the above equation are the force constants 𝐾 , the
reference values 𝑟0 and 𝜃0, the Fourier coefficients 𝑉 , and the partial atomic
charges 𝑞. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝑖𝑗 represent the Lennard-Jones radii and potential well
depths, respectively, which are obtained from parameters for each type of atom
using geometric combination rules 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = (𝜎𝑖𝑖𝜎𝑗𝑗)1/2 and 𝑖𝑗 = ( 𝑖𝑖 𝑗𝑗)1/2. As it is
known, there are both united atom (OPLS-UA) and all-atom (OPLS-AA) ver-
sions of the OPLS force field. The former includes hydrogen atoms bonded
to carbon implicitly in the carbon parameters, and in the latter every hydro-
gen atom is modeled explicitly. The cations were modeled using the all-atom
representation of the CH2 and CH3 groups in the alkyl chain, as well as that
of the methyl group attached to the imidazolium ring. As for the anions, PF–6
was modeled as a set of seven sites with partial charges of 1.34 for the phos-
phorus atom and −0.39 for the fluorine atoms [154]. BF–4 was modeled as a set
of five sites with partial charges of 1.176 for the boron atom and −0.544 for the
fluorine atoms [155], while Cl– was modeled by a single site of charge −1 [156].
Among the partial charges used, those taken from the work by Acevedo and
Canongia-Lopes et al. (refs.[154] and [156], respectively) come from application
of the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) fitting method [105], while the
ones reported by Prado and Freitas in ref.[155] were computed by MP2/6-31
g(d) using the ChelpG methodology [157] implemented in the GAUSSIAN 94
package [158]. The force field parameters of HMIM+, including partial charges,
were taken from the development of OPLS-AA parameters for 68 combina-
tions of ILs reported in ref.[154]. On the other hand, ethanol and methanol mo-
lecules were represented by the molecular model proposed by Jorgensen [75].
Long-range electrostatic interactions were processed using the particle-mesh
Ewald (PME) [77] method with a grid spacing of 0.12 nm and cubic interpol-
ation. The cutoff distance for Lennard-Jones interactions was set to 1.1 nm,
and a search of neighbors was made up to this same distance from the central
ion and was updated every five simulation steps. The Linear Constraint Solver
(LINCS) algorithm [159, 160] with a fourth-order expansion of the constraint
coupling matrix was used to constrain the bonds, and long-range dispersion
corrections were used for energy and pressure.
Initial configurations were energy-minimized for 106 steps using a conjug-
ated gradients algorithm in order to remove bad contacts resulting from the
initial random configuration of ions. The maximum step size and the toler-
ance were set to 0.01 nm and 0.1 kJ ⋅ nm−1 ⋅ mol−1, respectively. The equilibra-
tion phase was performed in the isothermal-isobaric (N,p,T) ensemble during
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100 ps to ensure the full equilibration of all the properties of the system. For
any given system, an appropriate choice of equilibration time depends on the
complexity of the simulated molecules, their relative masses and the paramet-
ers of the thermostat and barostat, as well as on the temperature and density
at equilibrium. In particular, our experience shows that, in contrast with other
cases where several more conformationally complex molecules (such as pro-
teins) are involved, for imidazolium-based ILs, 100 ps is usually considered to
be enough [123]. In our simulations, as a criterion for equilibration we checked
that all thermodynamic properties (except for pressure, which shows the ex-
pected very large short-term fluctuations usually present in this kind of simu-
lations) were stable. The results of an additional 2000 − ps simulation in the
isothermal-isobaric ensemble were used for analysis. The temperature con-
trol was implemented using the V-rescale thermostat [161]. Cations and anions
(and alcohols in those cases where we include a solvent) were separated into
two (three) baths with temperature coupling constants of 0.1 ps. The pressure
control was set using a Parrinello-Rahman barostat [162] with a reference pres-
sure of 1 atm, an isothermal compressibility of 4.5×10−5𝑏𝑎𝑟−1, and a relaxation
time of 1.0 ps.
Each of these simulations provided us with a sequence of configurations,
i.e., positions and instantaneous velocities of all atoms of the system, which
was analyzed to obtain structural and thermodynamic information about the
aforementioned mixtures.
2.2.4. Results and discussion
Density of ILs is one of the most reliable sources of experimental data,
therefore comparisons between experimental and computational results for
liquid densities are usually used to estimate the accuracy of the force field em-
ployed in MD simulations [98, 149]. Densities of pure ILs and alcohols obtained
from MD simulations, as well as their comparison with experimental data and
the respective deviations, are shown in Table 2.1. The reported MD simula-
tions of pure ILs at 298.15 K show underestimations of experimental densities
[140, 146, 147] ranging from 0.6% to 1.8%. Moreover, the comparison of our
simulated densities of pure alcohols with the experimental data [75, 146] ex-
hibits an underestimation of 1.2% for methanol and an overestimation of 1.4%
for ethanol, both at 298.15 K. Thus, we could say that our presently repor-
ted MD density results for pure ILs and pure alcohols are in good agreement
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Table 2.1 Simulated and Experimental Densities and Experimental Molar
Volumes for Pure ILs and Alcohols at 298.15 K, and Deviations from Experi-
mental Data
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑚 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚3) 𝜌𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚3) 𝛥𝜌 (%) 𝑉𝑚 (𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙)
[HMIM][PF6] 1270.5 ± 4.9 1293.7 1.79 241.32
[HMIM][BF4] 1128.6 ± 4.6 1145.4 1.47 221.83
[HMIM][Cl] 1034.4 ± 3.9 1040.4 0.57 194.86
Methanol 776.7 ± 5.9 786.0 1.19 40.76
Ethanol 796.6 ± 9.5 785.4 1.42 58.66
with the experimental ones. These results allow us to be reasonably confident
in our simulation model and, consequently, in the calculated densities of the
IL/alcohol mixtures, for which (to our knowledge) no MD results have been
reported so far.
Our computational results for the density over the whole composition
range of the binary mixture [HMIM][PF6]/ethanol at 298.15 K are shown
in Figure 2.16.a together with the experimental results reported by Pereiro
and Rodríguez [140]. As can be seen there, the predictions for the density of
[HMIM][PF6]/ethanol mixtures are in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental values. All the other mixtures showed the same tendency as this one,
a monotonic decrease from the density of pure IL to that of pure alcohol with
an increase of alcohol concentration, and their predicted densities were also
in excellent agreement with the experimental values. It is noteworthy that
this behavior is in marked contrast to that previously reported on mixtures
of our halogenated IL with water, for which Gómez et al. [146, 163] reported
that its binary mixtures with water present a maximum value of the density
at 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≈ 0.5. In this sense, one must recall that water is known to be the
only molecular compound in which the existence of thermodynamic anom-
alies such as density maxima and a liquid-liquid phase transition is firmly
established [164]. Thus, the density maximum in [HMIM][Cl]/water mixtures
can be due to some structural transition in the associated to the formation of
continuous networks of water during the transition from the ionic to the polar
network, which does not take place in the case of mixtures with alcohol.
Additionally, the excess molar volumes of the mixtures were calculated
from their density values through the well-known eq 2.6:
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Figure 2.16 (a) Comparison between simulated (black dots) and experimental
(red dots) densities of a [HMIM][PF6]/ethanol mixture at 298.15 K, and (b)
comparison between simulated (black dots) and experimental (red dots) ex-
cess molar volumes calculated from densities data of a [HMIM][PF6]/ethanol
mixture at 298.15 K; both as a function of the ethanol mole fraction. Experi-
mental results were reported by Pereiro and Rodríguez [140].
𝑉𝐸𝑚 =
2
􀆩
𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖𝑀𝑖(𝜌−1 − 𝜌−1𝑖 ) (2.6)
where 𝐹 and 𝐹𝑖 stand for the density of the mixture and the density of the
pure components, respectively, 𝑥𝑖 represents the mole fraction of the ith com-
ponent of the mixture, and 𝑀𝑖 is its molar mass. Figure 2.16.b shows a com-
parison between the calculated excess molar volumes and the experimental
ones reported by Pereiro and Rodríguez in ref.[140] for the binary mixture of
[HMIM][PF6] with ethanol at 298.15 K as a function of ethanol mole fraction. It
is noteworthy that the relative reported experimental excess molar volumes for
IL/alcohol mixtures are less than 0.5% of the molar volumes of the pure com-
ponents (see Table 2.1), indicating the quasi ideal behavior of these systems
[147]. It can be seen there that our simulations overestimate the excess molar
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volume by ∼ 1 cm3/mol, but the experimental values lie within the uncer-
tainty intervals as represented by the error bars calculated by propagating the
uncertainties of the stochastic series of simulated densities, whose uncertain-
ties are given by Gromacs by calculating the dispersion of the density around
its average value. As a matter of fact, it is extremely difficult to obtain 𝑉𝐸 with
accuracy from a simulation, given that very small differences in density can
induce large differences in excess molar volume. Indeed, the same behavior
was reported by Kelkar et al. [94], who concluded that the simple point charge
(SPC) model of water overestimates excess molar volumes by ∼ 1 cm3/mol in
mixtures of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate ([EMIM][EtSO4]) with
water. Moreover, it can be seen in Figure 2.17 that the excess molar volumes
are negative over the entire composition range for the binary mixtures, both
in mixtures with ethanol and in those with methanol, in good agreement with
experimental and computational results previously reported in the literature
for IL/alcohol mixtures [140, 142, 143, 146]. Hence, all the studied compounds
show a contractive tendency upon mixing, and all of them reach a minimum
at 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 between 0.4 and 0.7. As it is well-known, the association trend on
mixtures depends on the intermolecular forces between the components of the
mixture, and the packing effect due to the different shapes and sizes of the mo-
lecules. In this case, the ion-dipole interactions between alcohol molecules and
the IL ions are stronger than the interactions between the molecules in the pure
components, so the excess molar volumes become slightly negative. Our cal-
culated absolute values of 𝑉𝐸 are larger in the case of mixtures of [HMIM][Cl]
with both alcohols (Figure 2.17.c), reaching values twice as large as those ob-
tained for PF–6 and BF–4 (Figure 2.17.a,b, respectively), which were similar to
each other. This indicates that more alcohol molecules fit into the free volume
between the ions of ILs in the case of mixtures with chloride than in the mix-
tures with the biggest anions. Thus, anions exert a deep impact on mixing,
and hydrophilic ILs seem to have greater miscibility with methanol and eth-
anol than the hydrophobic ones. Moreover, the minimum of our calculated
excess molar volume is more negative in mixtures with methanol than in mix-
tures with ethanol, showing a better packing for smaller molecular chain of
the alcohol. Considering the predictions for the densities and excess molar
volumes of the studied mixtures, we can conclude that the simulation model
predicts reasonably well the thermodynamic properties of the system. In the
following, we will apply it to the study of the microscopic structure of these
mixtures.
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Figure 2.17 Excess molar volumes calculated from our computational results
for the densities of (a) [HMIM][PF6]/alcohol, (b) [HMIM][BF4]/alcohol, and
(c) [HMIM][Cl] /alcohol (green dots correspond to methanol, and black dots
correspond to ethanol) mixtures at 298.15 K as a function of the alcohol mole
fraction.
The structure of dense fluids is usually characterized by means of the radial
distribution function (RDF) defined as
𝑔(𝑟) =
1
𝜌𝑁 􀆘
􀆩
𝑖𝑗
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗)􀆋 (2.7)
where 𝑁 is the number of particles in the system, 𝐹 stands for its number
density, 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over all system particles, and brackets indicate ensemble
average. All RDFs presented in this paper (unless otherwise noted) were cal-
culated using the center of mass of the anions and the center of mass of the
imidazolium ring of the cation. Our computational ion-ion RDFs for pure ILs
are shown in Figure 2.18, where the influence of the anion on the structure
of the system is analyzed. Most remarkably, the first peak of the cation-anion
RDF for the halogen anion is notably higher than those obtained for the PF–6
and BF–4 anions (Figure 2.18.a), and it is placed at smaller distances (0.45 nm)
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with respect to the polyatomic anions (0.53 nm for PF–6 and 0.50 nm for BF–4),
probably due to the bigger size of the fluorinated anions. For the same reason,
the maximum of the first peak of the cation-anion BF–4 RDF is registered at a
slightly lower distance than that for the PF–6 anion. Moreover, all cation-anion
RDFs show a shoulder at the end of their first peaks of the cation-anion RDF,
which is more prominent in the presence of the chloride ion (at 0.57 nm), and
much more imperceptible for the more hydrophobic anions. These features
have also been observed in some liquids such as Ga, Si, Sn, or Bi (see ref.[119]
and references therein), where it has been interpreted as a signature of a short-
lived diatomic molecular unit, and also in IL/water mixtures [81]. Contrary to
what happens with this first peak, the impact of the variation of the anion in
the distribution of higher order neighbors seems to be relatively limited. On
the other hand, the cation-cation RDF (Figure 2.18.b) for the halogen anion
shows a first peak around 0.40 nm, but similar features are almost invisible in
[HMIM][PF6] and [HMIM][BF4]. Regarding the anion network structure, we
see that a double first peak is obtained for PF–6 and BF–4 anions, centered at 0.80
and 0.75 nm, respectively; while the anion-anion RDF of [HMIM][Cl] exhibits
a single peak around 0.70 nm. These results are in agreement with the fea-
tures reported in our previous work about IL/water mixtures [81], in which
the GROMOS96 43A1 force field was used.
In order to analyze the alcohol distribution in bulk mixtures, we calcu-
lated alcohol-alcohol, cation-alcohol, and anion-alcohol RDFs in IL/alcohol
mixtures, and they are shown in Figures 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21, respectively. In
the first one, ethanol-ethanol RDFs (Figure 2.19.a,c,e) exhibit a first peak at
approximately 0.47 nm, with a maximum height of approximately 2.3 in the
[HMIM][PF6] and [HMIM][Cl] mixtures (Figure 2.19.a,e), at the lowest con-
centration of ethanol. However, the smallest quantity of ethanol in mixtures
with [HMIM][BF4] (Figure 2.19.c) shows the lowest peak of the whole concen-
tration range of that mixture, its value being less than 1.4. In general, the first
peak of ethanol-ethanol RDFs decreases with increasing ethanol mole fraction,
indicating that spatial correlation between ethanol molecules decreases when
ethanol concentration increases, but there are some exceptions that show an in-
version, such as 𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.2 in the [HMIM][PF6]/ethanol mixture, 𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.3
in the [HMIM][BF4]/ethanol one, or 𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.2 and 𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.4 in the
[HMIM][Cl]/ethanol mixture. On the other hand, methanol-methanol RDFs
(Figure 2.19.b,d,f) show a double first peak, the first one (sharper in the case
of [HMIM][PF6] in Figure 2.19.b) at 0.33 nm, and the second one (sharper
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Figure 2.18 RDFs for cation-anion (a), cation-cation (b), and anion-anion (c) of
HMIM+ with three different counterions (PF–6, BF–4, and Cl
–) at 298.15 K and
1 atm.
in the cases of [HMIM][BF4] and [HMIM][Cl] in Figure 2.19.d,f, respectively)
at 0.44 nm in all cases. It can be deduced that methanol molecules are dis-
tributed in two nearby shells around other methanol molecules, whereas eth-
anol molecules are distributed in two further shells (the center of the second
shell is placed at 0.88 nm in mixtures with ethanol) and the peaks corres-
ponding to third neighbors can be neglected. Moreover, it can be seen that
RDFs of the methanol/[HMIM][Cl] mixture only show the first peak when
𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.9 is reached, showing that the halogen anion prevents the forma-
tion of the first methanol layer. Furthermore, the second peak decreases with
increasing methanol mole fraction, showing exceptions at 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.1 and
𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.4. For methanol/[HMIM][BF4] mixtures, the spatial correlation
of methanol molecules increases with an increase of the mole fraction of alco-
hol, with an inversion at 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.3. The RDFs in Figure 2.19.b reach the
highest maximum for the lower concentration of methanol in [HMIM][PF6],
with a value of approximately 5. From this representation we can infer that
methanol molecules are more clusterized than ethanol ones when the hydro-
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Figure 2.19 Alcohol mole fraction dependence of ethanol-ethanol (a,c,e) and
methanol-methanol (b,d,f) RDFs for [HMIM][PF6] (a,b), [HMIM][BF4] (c,d),
and [HMIM][Cl] (e,f) at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
phobic anion is present, and that the height of this first peak decreases with
increasing methanol mole fraction. However, the fact that highest peaks reach
much lower values than those reported in our previous work for mixtures of
[HMIM][PF6] with water [81] allows us to deduce that the clusterization de-
gree of methanol in mixtures with [HMIM][PF6] is much lower than the clus-
terization degree of water in mixtures with the same IL. However, it is still
higher than in mixtures of methanol with [HMIM][BF4] or [HMIM][Cl]. In
this same way, Raabe and Köhler [149] concluded that in binary mixtures of
[AMIM][Cl] with ethanol and propanol, a continuous solvent network sim-
ilar to that found in water/IL mixtures (see refs.[81] and [65, 93, 98]) is not
present, and that the alcohol seems to be homogeneously distributed in the
cation-anion network of the IL.
Figure 2.20 illustrates the cation-alcohol RDFs in the studied mixtures. For
clarity, only a few of all the analyzed mole fractions are shown. In all the cases
shown in Figure 2.20, one can observe a first peak around 0.48 nm, which
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Figure 2.20 Alcohol mole fraction dependence of cation-ethanol (a,c,e) and
cation-methanol (b,d,f) RDFs for [HMIM][PF6] (a,b), [HMIM][BF4] (c,d), and
[HMIM][Cl] (e,f) at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
slightly decreases with an increase of the mole fraction of alcohol (except in
[HMIM][Cl]/ethanol mixtures, where it shows the opposite tendency). In
mixtures with both polyatomic anions (Figure 2.20.a-d), a second peak can be
identified around 0.90 nm, whereas when chloride is present, cation-alcohol
RDFs quickly converge to the ideal value for both alcohols. The fact that the
first peak height is lower than 2 and that the RDFs are quickly smoothed out
implies that there is no aggregation of alcohol molecules around the cations
of ILs. This behavior was also reported by Jahangiri et al. [66] in mixtures of
methanol with [EMIM][PF6] and [EMIM][Cl].
The situation is completely different for the anion-alcohol RDFs shown in
Figure 2.21. For the ethanol molecules around PF–6 (Figure 2.21.a) there is a
peak at 0.47 nm, whereas, in the case of methanol (Figure 2.21.b) there are
two peaks, the first one at 0.42 nm being sharper and the second one around
0.50 nm broader. In both mixtures with [HMIM][BF4] (Figure 2.21.c,d) the first
peak of anion-alcohol RDFs is placed at shorter distances than in the case with
PF–6, at 0.43 nm for the mixture with ethanol and at 0.40 nm for the system
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with methanol. In the case of methanol/[HMIM][BF4] mixtures, the second
peak found in the presence of the PF–6 anion is absent. Regarding mixtures
of alcohols with [HMIM][Cl] (Figure 2.21.e,f), both RDFs show a high and
sharp first peak, around 0.37 nm in mixtures with ethanol and at 0.33 nm
in those with methanol. The height of these two peaks is higher in the case
of the shorter alcohol, which implies that there is a stronger interaction of Cl–
with methanol than with ethanol. Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 2.21.e,f
that this first peak of the anion-alcohol RDFs remains at the same position,
but the height of the peaks increases with the increase of the mole fraction
of alcohol, as was also reported in refs.[149] and [66]. However, this behavior
is in contrast to our previous results for [HMIM][Cl]/water mixtures [81], in
which we reported that the structuring was weakened as water concentration
increased. Moreover, the height of the highest peak in methanol/[HMIM]-[Cl]
mixtures (corresponding to 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.8) is lower than the highest peak in
water/[HMIM][Cl] mixtures (corresponding to 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 0.1), their values be-
ing around 10 and 15, respectively. In [HMIM][Cl]/methanol mixtures (Fig-
ure 2.21.f), a melt second peak appears around 0.43 nm illustrating the estab-
lishment of a second solvation shell of methanol molecules placed around the
halogen anion. This peak of second neighbors around the anion was also ob-
served by Raabe and Köhler [149]. The maximum height of this second peak
belongs to the lowest concentration of methanol (𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 0.1). An analog-
ous behavior was reported by Hanke and Lynden-Bell [148] in their simulation
studies of mixtures of [DMIM][Cl] with water. In our computational simu-
lations of IL/water mixtures [81], we also found this second peak when the
halogen anions were present, but its maximum height was registered for the
highest water concentration. The different heights of the first peaks shown in
Figure 2.21 imply that the interaction between alcohol molecules and anions is
stronger in the case of the halogen anion than for the polyatomic ones, repro-
ducing the same behavior that we previously detected in mixtures with water
[81].
Thus, from analysis of the RDFs we can conclude that the alcohols interact
preferentially with the IL anion, in agreement with previous computational
studies of methanol/[BMIM][PF6] mixtures performed by Canongia-Lopes et
al. [95]. The above figures show that hydrogen bonding between the alcohol
molecules and the anions, responsible for the first peaks in the corresponding
RDF, is stronger than the hydrogen bonding between alcohol molecules when
the anion that is present in the mixture is the halogen one. Moreover, these
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Figure 2.21 Alcohol mole fraction dependence of anion-ethanol (a,c,e) and
anion-methanol (b,d,f) RDFs for [HMIM][PF6] (a,b), [HMIM][BF4] (c,d), and
[HMIM][Cl] (e,f) at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
hydrogen-bond interactions between the chloride and the alcohol are more
pronounced for the shorter alcohol chain. Although in mixtures of ILs with
water we reported the formation of a continuous water network that breaks
the ionic network, in the mixtures with alcohols of the present paper the hy-
drogen bonding between the alcohol molecules does not seem to be relevant
enough until very high alcohol molar fractions, whereas the strong interaction
between alcohols and chloride anions suggests once again that alcohol mo-
lecules are homogeneously distributed in the IL network. These conclusions
are reinforced by the analysis of the coordination numbers and average num-
ber of hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule shown in the following.
The above conclusions can be reinforced analyzing the coordination num-
bers of alcohol molecules in the mixtures. The most usual way for evaluating
coordination numbers in the literature is by numerical integration of the RDF
4𝜋𝑟2𝑔(𝑟) up to the first minimum. In order to test our results, we computed the
oxygen-hydrogen and oxygen-oxygen RDFs for liquid methanol and ethanol,
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and compared the obtained curves and the corresponding coordination num-
bers with those reported in previous computational simulations [165]. These
curves are shown in Figure 2.22. The coordination numbers calculated by in-
tegration of the corresponding first peak were for pure methanol and ethanol
2.61 and 2.08, respectively, in the case of O-O pairs and 1.13 and 0.82 when us-
ing O-H pairs. Our calculated coordination numbers differ only slightly from
the ones reported by Saiz et al. [165], which are 2 and 1 for O-O and O-H pairs,
respectively, but this property is known to be extremely sensitive to the choice
of the position of the minimum. As one can see in this representation, sharp
first peaks are registered for both alcohols both for O-H pairs and O-O pairs,
followed by second broader peaks. Any appreciable correlation vanishes for
𝑟 > 0.6 nm in both cases. Moreover, for O-O pairs, the first peaks are registered
at 0.3 nm, 0.1 nm farther than for the former, reflecting the formation of hydro-
gen bonding in these systems (recall that a hydrogen bond is formed when the
donor-acceptor distance is less than 0.35 nm, according to Gromacs criterion).
It is also apparent in Figure 2.23 that our calculations predict slightly lower
first peaks centered at larger distances of the central O atom for O-H pairs for
both ethanol and methanol, and the same happens for the second peaks. This
is also the case for O-O pairs, but in this case the maxima of our calculated
second peaks are greater than those of Saiz et al. in ref.[165], and the second
neighbors are placed at slightly smaller distances.
In Figure 2.23 we represent the coordination numbers of alcohol/IL mix-
tures over the whole range of alcohol concentrations, obtained by integration
of the first peak of the RDFs of the center of mass of the molecules, a less biased
choice of distribution function. On the other hand, the number of methanol
molecules surrounding another molecule of methanol is higher in mixtures
with the PF–6-based IL than in mixtures with [HMIM][Cl] up to high concen-
trations of alcohol (𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 ≈ 0.7). This is in agreement with our previous
statement that methanol molecules have a greater ability to coordinate with
the halogen anion than with the more solvophobic one. Furthermore, Figure
2.23 shows that the number of ethanol molecules around another molecule
of ethanol in a mixture is higher than the methanol-methanol coordination
number in the analogous mixture up to a high molefraction of alcohol, which
implies that methanol has a stronger interaction with anions than ethanol, as
we concluded from our previous analysis of Figure 2.21. Moreover, we can
compare our limiting Cl–-alcohol coordination numbers (4.2 and 3.4 for eth-
anol and methanol, respectively) with the value of 7.4 reported for water in
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Figure 2.22 RDFs for ethanol (red lines) and methanol (black lines) at 298.15 K,
and comparison with the curves reported by Saiz et al. (dashes) [165].
our previous work for IL/water mixtures [81] (by way of comparison, 6 is the
experimental value of aqueous chloride) [166]. The limiting PF–6-alcohol co-
ordination number is 11.9 and 13.2 in mixtures with ethanol and methanol,
respectively, while the value reported in our previous work in mixtures with
water is 10.3.
The above discussion shows that calculation of coordination numbers by
the usual method of integration under the first peak of an RDF involves a
number of arbitrary choices. Furthermore, the information provided by the
RDFs is limited by the fact that they lump together all the particles, so a cer-
tain degree of arbitrariness probably cannot be avoided unless a more detailed
description is used. This issue has been discussed previously in the literature
by McGreevy et al. [167]. They calculated the coordination numbers of molten
RbCl and LiI using a method based on a deconvolution of the RDFs obtained
from simulations in terms of the partial RDFs𝐺(𝑛, 𝑟) (𝑛 = 1, 2, ...) defined as the
probability density functions of finding the 𝑛th nearest neighbor of a particle at
a distance 𝑟. Many parameters of these functions, such as peak position, height,
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Figure 2.23 Coordination numbers of ethanol (a,c,e) and methanol (b,d,f) in
mixtures with [HMIM][PF6] (a,b), [HMIM][BF4] (c,d), and [HMIM][Cl] (e,f) at
298.15 K.
width at half-height, and so forth can be used in order to determine whether
a particular radial distribution curve is the last one of an inner coordination
sphere, an intermediate one, or the first one of an outer sphere. However, Mc-
Greevy et al. showed that the best way to determine the boundary between
two coordination spheres is as the distance where the ratio of the half-widths
measured to either limit of the curves from their peak position is equal to unity.
This technique has been used by subsequent authors to gain additional insight
into the neighborhood relations present in systems with complex spatial cor-
relations, such as in the study of liquid Bi by Souto et al. [119]. Accordingly,
we also analyzed the partial RDFs of nearest neighbors up to a distance of
around 0.63 nm, which is the distance of the first and second minimum of
pure ethanol and methanol, respectively. From the computed 𝐺(𝑛, 𝑟), some of
them plotted in Figure 2.24, we found that pure ethanol has 12 first neighbors,
while pure methanol has two neighbors in the first shell and 13 neighbors in
the second one, which is in agreement which the values previously plotted in
Figure 2.23. Moreover, interestingly enough, these two shells of liquid meth-
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Figure 2.24 Deconvolution of the RDFs g(r) in terms of the partial RDFs 𝐺(𝑛, 𝑟)
(𝑛 = 1, 2, ..., 40), corresponding to the first, second, third, etc., nearest neighbors
in pure ethanol (a) and pure methanol (b), and in mixtures of ethanol (c) and
methanol (d) with [HMIM][BF4] at an alcohol content of 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.50.
anol extend up to the same distance as the first shell of liquid ethanol. Some
additional results for mixtures are shown in Table 2.2; it is noteworthy that
[HMIM][Cl] in mixtures with methanol produces the disappearance of one of
the two shells found in pure methanol, which is in agreement with the fact
that RDFs of methanol/[HMIM][Cl] plotted in Figure 2.19 only show the first
peak when high amounts of methanol are reached. It is also interesting to see
the resonance of the first neighbor between the first two shells in mixtures of
methanol/[HMIM][BF4].
The criterion for defining a “hydrogen bond” in the context of computa-
tional simulations can be geometrical or energetic [168]. However, in the case
of methanol, the choice is not as crucial as in other liquids such as water, and
both criteria lead to almost identical results. According to ref.[168], a pair of
molecules are considered H-bonded if the distance between the hydrogen and
the acceptor is smaller than 0.35 nm and the angle of the donor-hydrogen-
acceptor is less than 30°. (According to the criterion implemented in Gromacs,
OH and NH groups are regarded as donors, and O and N are considered to
be acceptors.) Figure 2.25 represents the cation-alcohol hydrogen bonding de-
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Table 2.2 Alcohol-Alcohol Coordination Numbers in Mixtures with
[HMIM][PF6], [HMIM][BF4], and [HMIM][Cl] Derived from 𝐺(𝑛, 𝑟).
ethanol
𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ = 0.1 𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ = 0.5 𝑥𝑒𝑡ℎ = 1.0
1𝑠𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 1𝑠𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 1𝑠𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙
[HMIM][PF6] 1 3.5 12
[HMIM][BF4] 1 3.5 12
[HMIM][Cl] 1 3.5 12
methanol
𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡 = 0.1 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡 = 0.5 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡 = 1.0
1𝑠𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 2𝑛𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 1𝑠𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 2𝑛𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 1𝑠𝑡 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙 2𝑛𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙
[HMIM][PF6] 1 1 2 3 2 13
[HMIM][BF4] 1 1 1 3 2 13
[HMIM][Cl] 1 − 2.5 − 2 13
gree for all the analyzed mixtures together with their uncertainties calculated
as the standard deviations of the mean of the stochastic series of hydrogen
bonds in the time series of configurations. It can be seen there that the aver-
age number of hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule is approximately 1 order
of magnitude greater in mixtures with [HMIM][PF6] and with [HMIM][BF4]
than with the halogen anion, probably due to the greater interaction between
alcohol molecules and the chloride anion. On the other hand, maxima in the
number of hydrogen bonds are observed in the case of mixtures of [HMIM][Cl]
with both alcohols (Figure 2.25.c). Although at very high concentration of al-
cohol (𝑥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 0.9) the behavior of this magnitude is similar for all the stud-
ied compounds, below this concentration this number exhibits a relatively fast
decrease in the case of the chlorinated IL, reflecting that most of the alcohol
molecules in the bulk are bound to the other species in the mixture (anions or
other alcohol molecules). Taking into account the results above, we can con-
clude that they are preferentially bound to chloride anions, what reflects once
more that the affinity of Cl– to hydrogen bonded to both methanol and ethanol
molecules is much greater than those of more hydrophobic anions such as PF–6
or BF–4.
Figure 2.26 shows the variable
𝜉 =
𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑐−𝑎𝑙𝑐
𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑐−𝑎𝑙𝑐
(2.8)
that is, the average number of alcohol-alcohol hydrogen bonds per alcohol
molecule normalized to its value in pure alcohol for all the studied IL/alcohol
mixtures in order to analyze the effect of the anion on the number of alco-
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Figure 2.25 Concentration dependence of the average number of cation-
alcohol hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule for mixtures with [HMIM][PF6]
(a), [HMIM][BF4] (b), and [HMIM][Cl] (c) at 298.15 K.
holÀalcohol hydrogen bonds. The average number of alcohol-alcohol hydro-
gen bonds in the pure system that appears as the denominator of eq.2.8 was
computed to be 1.82 for both ethanol and methanol, in good agreement with
the experimental value of approximately two hydrogen bonds per ethanol and
methanol molecule [169]. This suggests the existence of linear chains of hydro-
gen bonded molecules of alcohol, a structure also reported in computational
studies of liquid alcohols [153, 165, 168, 170]. As can be seen in Figure 2.26, the
number of hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule monotonically increases with
the amount of alcohol. In the case of mixtures with water we reported in ref 11
a value of approximately 3.5 hydrogen bonds per water molecule in pure wa-
ter, which is similar to the four hydrogen bonds of most water molecules in the
liquid phase [171–173]. On the other hand, the increase of the average number
of alcohol-alcohol hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule is notably slower for
the chlorinated IL than for the other compounds throughout the whole range
of concentrations. In fact, in [HMIM][Cl]/alcohol mixtures, 𝜉 does not reach
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a value of 0.2 up to a content of alcohol around 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 ≈ 0.8, whereas that
value is reached in [HMIM][BF4]/alcohol mixtures at 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 ≈ 0.6, and in the
most solvophobic compound at 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 ≈ 0.4. This fact reinforces the notion of
the existence of strong hydrogen bonding between alcohol molecules and the
chloride anion. Hydrogen bonding between alcohol molecules is not relevant
until high alcohol mole fractions in mixtures with hydrophilic anions, while
in mixtures where the solvophobic anions are present the interaction between
alcohol molecules themselves seems to be stronger than that between alcohol
molecules and the polyatomic anions. The results in Figure 2.26.c can be com-
pared to those we previously reported for mixtures with water (Figure 8.b of
ref.[81]). This comparison shows that the increase of average hydrogen bond-
ing between solvent molecules is notably greater in mixtures of [HMIM][Cl]
with water than in its mixtures with any of the alcohols. In mixtures with wa-
ter the normalized average numberof water-water hydrogen bonds is greater
than 0.1 at 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≈ 0.5, and greater than 0.4 at a mole fraction of water of ap-
proximately 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≈ 0.75, whereas in mixtures of [HMIM][Cl] with alcohols
these values of the alcohol-alcohol hydrogen bonding degree are not reached
up to 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 ≈ 0.75 and 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 ≈ 0.9, respectively. This reflects once again
that no alcohol network similar to the water network formed with increasing
water concentration in IL/water mixtures occurs in mixtures of alcohol with
[HMIM][Cl], where the alcohol molecules seem to be homogeneously placed
in the polar network of IL. However, in mixtures where polyatomic anions are
present, alcohol molecules tend to form bigger clusters that increase in size
with increasing mole fraction of alcohol, until they percolate to form a net-
work of large alcohol clusters at high amounts of alcohol.
The behavior of 𝜉(𝑥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡) at both extremes of the concentration range can
be explained in a semiquantitative fashion using simple models. At very low
solvent concentrations, solvent molecules can be thought of as acting like in an
ideal gas with 𝑔(𝑟) ≈ 1. Thus, the frequency of two of these molecules being
close enough to form an hydrogen bond in this limit is roughly proportional to
the density of the system (which in turn can be approximated by the density
of the pure IL) and therefore linear in the mole fraction of solvent. This linear
behavior is clearly observed in Figure 2.26, and in fact extends reasonably well
up to intermediate concentrations. As expected, the slope of the correspond-
ing linear fit is higher for denser ILs, and proportional to the density of the
pure IL. At the other end of the concentration spectrum, the action of adding
an ionic pair to pure solvent is followed by a solvation process involving a
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Figure 2.26 Concentration dependence of the average number of alcohol-
alcohol hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule normalized to its value in pure
alcohol for mixtures with [HMIM][PF6] (a), [HMIM][BF4] (b), and [HMIM][Cl]
(c) at 298.15 K. Also shown are linear (exponential) fits in the low (high) con-
centration range; see the text for details.
number of solvent molecules that are thus prevented from forming hydrogen
bonds. The reduction in the total number of solvent-solvent hydrogen bonds
is therefore proportional to the number of IL molecules introduced and to 𝜉.
Using very simple approximations, this can be shown to yield a result of the
form 𝜉 = 𝑒𝛾(𝑥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡−1) valid for 𝑥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ≈ 1, with a parameter 𝛾, which should
be larger in those systems in which solvent-IL interactions are stronger. The
corresponding exponential fits are also shown in Figure 2.26, and the values of
𝛾 (2.8 for [HMIM][PF6], 4.2 for [HMIM][BF4], and 6.7 for [HMIM][Cl]) follow
the expected trend. The mismatch between the slopes of the linear and expo-
nential regions is barely noticeable for [HMIM][PF6], somewhat more marked
for [HMIM][BF4], and fairly accused for [HMIM][Cl], where two clearly differ-
ent regimes can be observed. Interesting conclusions for the degree of clus-
terization can be drawn from this contrast: the fact that the linear regime is
valid in such a wide range for [HMIM][Cl] /alcohol mixtures indicates that
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solvent molecules can be considered disaggregated up to very high concentra-
tions, whereas the much earlier onset of bulk-like behavior in alcohol mixed
with [HMIM][PF6] points to the existence of large alcohol clusters (probably
forming a network, which breaks the polar IL network) already at intermediate
concentrations.
2.2.5. Conclusions
We performed MD simulations for binary mixtures of the imidazolium-
based ILs [HMIM][PF6], [HMIM][BF4], and [HMIM][Cl] with methanol and
ethanol, and we analyzed several thermodynamic and structural properties of
the system. Moreover, we studied the influence of the anion hydrophobicity
degree, the length of the molecular chain of the alcohol, and of the concen-
tration of alcohol on the evolution of the microstructure of the mixtures. In
particular, we have analyzed densities, excess molar volumes, total and partial
RDFs, coordination numbers, and average degrees of hydrogen bonding of the
species present in the mixtures.
To check the reliability of the force field employed, we calculated the dens-
ities of pure ILs and alcohols and compared them to experimental values. Our
simulated densities show a maximum deviation from the experimental ones
of 1.79%. Additionally, the densities of the mixtures were in good agreement
with the experimental data available in the literature. In order to quantify
the nonideality of the mixtures, we determined the excess molar volumes of
mixing, which were negative for all the mixtures over the whole range of con-
centrations due to the intermolecular forces between the components of the
mixture and the packing effect due to the different shapes and sizes of the
molecules. We observed that alcohol molecules are more densely packed in
mixtures with Cl– than in mixtures with PF–6 and BF–4, and that methanol mo-
lecules show a better packing than ethanol ones.
The RDFs of the mixtures showed that the interaction between anions and
alcohols increases in the order Cl– > BF–4 > PF–6. Moreover, this interaction is
more significant for methanol than for ethanol. Additionally, there is no ag-
gregation of alcohol molecules around the cationic part of ILs. Significant hy-
drogen bonding between alcohol molecules does not come up until high con-
centrations of alcohols in the presence of the chloride anion. Thus, whereas in
mixtures with water we reported the formation of a water network that breaks
the polar network, in mixtures with alcohols the alcohol molecules are homo-
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geneously distributed in the structure of the chloride-based IL. However, in
the more solvophobic mixtures with fluorinated anions our results seem to
be compatible with the formation of some kind of network. This aggregation
trend was confirmed by the analysis of the evolution of the coordination num-
ber and the average number of hydrogen bonds per alcohol molecule with the
mole fraction of alcohols. Moreover, the study of these two properties show
that [HMIM][PF6]/alcohol mixtures form clusters of alcohol molecules whose
size increases with increasing mole fraction of alcohol and it is bigger than in
[HMIM][Cl] /alcohol mixtures but smaller than in mixtures of [HMIM][PF6]
with water.
A systematic study of the dynamic properties of these mixtures, including
their diffusion coefficients and the velocity autocorrelation functions, is now
in progress.
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2.3. Dynamical Properties of Alcohol +
1-Hexyl-3-methylimidazolium Ionic Liquid Mixtures: A
Computer Simulation Study.
With the aim of extending the structural work in 2.2, we systematically
evaluated the role of several parameters (anion nature, length of the mo-
lecular chain of the alcohol, and alcohol concentration) on the single-particle
dynamics of the species in IL/alcohol mixtures. Specifically, we analized
self-diffusion coefficients, mean square displacements (including ballistic and
diffusive regimes) and velocity autocorrelation functions [174].
The study of the self-diffusion coefficients revealed that [PF6]
– anions had
a faster diffusion than [Cl]– ones due to its higher hydrophobicity degree and
the weaker interactions between alcohol molecules and hexafluorophosphate.
Additionally, velocity autocorrelation functions of alcohol molecules were rap-
idly weakned and smaller collision times were found in mixtures with halo-
genated ILs, as determined by the clusterization degree of alcohols in these
ILs. Contrarily to what happens in aqueous mixtures, no evidence of a rattling
motion associated to a caging effect was found, which is due to the absence of
clusters of alcohol molecules and the greater abiity of alcohols to diffuse in the
apolar regions of the bulk.
The results obtained in 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 allow to state that the anion has
the dominant role on the structural and dynamic properties of ILs mixed with
molecular cosolvents.
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2.3.1. Paper III: Dynamical Properties of Alcohol +
1-Hexyl-3-methylimidazolium Ionic Liquid Mixtures: A
Computer Simulation Study; J. Phys. Chem. B 115 (2011)
15313-15322.
Trinidad Méndez-Morales,1 Jesús Carrete,1 Manuel García,1 Óscar
Cabeza,2 Luis J. Gallego1 and Luis M. Varela1
In this work, extensive molecular dynamics simulations of the dy-
namics of mixtures of ionic liquids (ILs) composed of the cation 1-hexyl-
3-methylimidazolium and several anions of different hydrophobicity degrees
(Cl–, BF–4, PF–6) with alcohols of different chain lengths (methanol and ethanol)
are reported. We evaluated the influence of the nature of the anion, the length
of the molecular chain of the alcohol, and the alcohol concentration on some
dynamical properties of the mixtures, such as self-diffusion coefficients of
all the species, mean square displacements (with an analysis of both ballistic
and diffusive regimes), and velocity autocorrelation functions of alcohol mo-
lecules. The diffusivity of the mixtures was found to be highly dependent on
the nature of the anion since the interaction between chloride and alcohols
is greater than that with fluorinated anions and leads to slower dynamics.
Additionally, our results show that self-diffusion coefficients increase with al-
cohol concentration. On the other hand, a subdiffusive regime over thousands
of picoseconds was detected at intermediate times through analysis of the
center-of-mass mean square displacements of alcohol molecules, a region that
becomes narrower as alcohol concentration increases. Finally, the study of
the role of the anion and of solvent concentration on velocity autocorrelation
functions reflects an increase in mean collision times as the amount of alcohol
increases until the value of pure alcohols is reached. These collision times are
smaller in mixtures with halogenated ILs.
2.3.2. Introduction
Room temperature ionic liquids (ILs) have attracted increasing attention
in recent years [36, 82, 83, 151, 175] from both academia and industry due
to their interesting properties and potential applications. ILs exhibit some
1Grupo de Nanomateriales y Materia Blanda, Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada, Uni-
versidad de Santiago de Compostela, E-15782, Santiago de Compostela, Spain
2Facultad de Ciencias, Universidade da Coruña, Campus A Zapateira s/n E-15008, A Coruña, Spain
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unique characteristics, such as negligible vapor pressure, high thermal and
electrochemical stability, nonvolatility, nonflammability, low viscosity, high
ionic conductivity, and miscibility, with a wide range of organic and inor-
ganic compounds [82–86, 133, 176–178], which confer them their reputation
as “green solvents” and make them a good alternative to traditional organic
solvents [2, 3, 84, 133–135, 179, 180]. Because of these properties, ILs have been
investigated for many applications in different fields of chemistry: catalysis,
synthesis, lubrication, thermal separation processes, and electrochemistry [3,
12, 36, 181–186].
As with any salt, these systems are formed entirely by ions: an organic
cation such as those based on imidazolium, pyridium, pyrrolidinium, am-
monium, phosphonium, or guanidinium and an anion like PF–6, BF–4, Cl
–, Br–,
NTf–2, NO
–
3, etc [178, 179, 187, 188]. The physicochemical properties of ILs can
be easily modified simply by a proper choice of ions [3, 179]. Because of this
potential tunability for any particular application [2, 16, 30, 36], ILs are usually
called “designer solvents” [83, 180]. In practice, however, the design and de-
velopment of ILs for a specific role requires a detailed understanding of their
molecular and thermodynamic behavior. In particular, a systematic under-
standing of the correlation between the composition of mixtures of ILs with
(organic or inorganic) solvents, their dynamical features, and their bulk physi-
cochemical properties is of extreme importance for both theoretical and prac-
tical reasons. Accordingly, extensive computational and experimental research
of the properties of ILs has been carried out during the last years (see, for ex-
ample, refs.[189] and [190] and references therein). However, the understand-
ing of the dynamical properties of ILs and their mixtures, even with water, is
still very limited, and studies devoted to quantifying the relationship between
the structure of the mixture and the dynamics of the molecules (which has a
direct influence on the physicochemical properties) have as of yet been scarce,
especially if we compare the number of ILs whose dynamical properties have
been broadly studied and the immense number of ILs synthesized so far.
As regards experimental studies of dynamical magnitudes, a number of
reports of mutual and self-diffusion coefficients of pure ILs can be found in
the literature [26–28, 36, 191–199], as well as some measurements dealing with
the diffusion of solid, liquid, and gaseous solvents in ILs [200–212]. Among
the latter, however, papers concerned with IL + alcohol mixtures have not
been abundant. As far as we know, the first measurements of mutual diffusion
coefficients of mixtures between 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluoro-
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phosphate ([BMIM][PF6]) and methanol, using digital image holography,
were published by Ritcher et al. in 2003 [211]. Another example is the study,
by Sarraute et al. [206], of the diffusion coefficients of several ILs based on the
1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium cation (AMIM+) in methanol, for temperatures
ranging from 283 to 333 K, using the Taylor dispersion method.
Unfortunately, it is usually very complicated to experimentally or theoret-
ically achieve a detailed knowledge of the correlation between structure and
molecular mobility of ILs. To overcome this lack of information, computer sim-
ulations are often used to improve the understanding about the behavior of
ILs at the molecular level. Due to the high computational cost of ab initio tech-
niques, the best simulation method to probe the dynamical behavior of these
systems is classical molecular dynamics (MD) [36, 64–66, 81, 93, 94, 98, 103,
115, 121–123, 128, 155, 189, 213–222]. So far, MD studies have concerned them-
selves mainly with pure components [64, 103, 115, 122, 123, 128, 155, 189, 216–
220], while IL + solvent mixtures have received much less attention. A notable
example of the former is the study, by del Pópolo and Voth [128], of the struc-
ture and dynamics of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate ([EMIM]-[NO3]),
including dynamical magnitudes such as the center-of-mass velocity autocor-
relation functions (VACFs) and the mean square displacements (MSDs) of the
ions. Although the most studied among IL mixtures have been those with
water [65, 81, 93, 94, 98, 215, 221, 222], a few instances of computational re-
search about mixtures with other compounds such as acetonitrile [121] or su-
percritical carbon dioxide [213] can also be found. Like for experimental stud-
ies, the number of reported MD results regarding the dynamical properties
of IL + alcohol mixtures is much lower. In 2008, Raabe and Köhler [149] per-
formed MD simulations of mixtures of 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
([AMIM][Cl]) with ethanol and 1-propanol to calculate the diffusion coeffi-
cients and some structural properties of those systems. That same year, Ja-
hangiri et al. [66] reported results of excess, dynamical, and structural prop-
erties of mixtures of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([EMIM][Cl]) and
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([EMIM][PF6]) with both
methanol and ethanol obtained by MD simulations. A larger computational
study of dynamical properties was carried out by Heintz et al. [210], who per-
formed MD simulations with the aim to investigate tracer diffusion coefficients
of the IL ions in mixtures of [EMIM][NTf2] and [BMIM][NTf2] with water or
methanol at different temperatures between 288 and 313 K.
Even though a molecular understanding of the dynamical properties of al-
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cohol + IL mixtures is of fundamental importance from both a fundamental
and a practical standpoint, a systematic study of the role of different para-
meters such as alkyl chain length, anion nature, concentration of solvent, and
alcohol chain size on the dynamical properties of this kind of mixtures is, as
far as we know, still missing. As we reported in our previous work [132], the
length of the chain of the alcohol and, above all, the nature of the anion have a
direct influence on the solvation process of ILs and on the mixture structure,
and consequently they are expected to have a deep impact on the transport
properties.
Using previously reported simulation models [132], in this work we
performed extensive MD simulations of mixtures of alcohols and 1-hexyl-
3-methylimidazolium (HMIM+) with three different anions of various solvo-
phobicity degrees to investigate several dynamical properties of the systems:
PF–6, the one with the higher level of hydrophobicity; Cl
–, with a great effect
on water structure according to the Hoffmeister series; and BF–4, with inter-
mediate characteristics. Moreover, the impact of the length of the chain in the
chosen alcohols (methanol and ethanol) on the dynamic behavior was studied
and compared. Additionally, we analyzed the influence of the anionic species
and alcohol concentration on the single-particle dynamics of the mixtures
by analyzing the self-diffusion coefficients of the involved species, MSDs
(with an analysis of the ballistic and diffusive regimes), and VACFs of alcohol
molecules.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin by giving a detailed descrip-
tion of the computational procedure used in our study. In the next section we
present and discuss the obtained results, and in the final part we summarize
our main conclusions.
2.3.3. Simulation details
The MD simulations for pure ILs and their mixtures with alcohols were
performed using the Gromacs package [70]. All the simulations were run at
298.15 K, and the analyzed mole fractions of alcohol in the IL + alcohol mix-
tures were 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = {0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95,
0.98, and 1.00} since both ethanol and methanol are miscible with all the se-
lected ILs ([HMIM][PF6], [HMIM][BF4], and [HMIM][Cl]) over the whole
concentration range [140, 146, 147]. The number of IL molecules in the cubic
box was set to 300, except for 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 1.00, a case in which only alcohol
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molecules are present, 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.95 − 0.98, where just 50 ionic pairs were
introduced to keep the system size small enough, and 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.10, where
we considered 450 IL molecules to have enough alcohol to yield statistically
significant trajectories. The number of alcohol molecules was adjusted in each
situation counting each ionic pair as a single molecule in the calculation of
mole fractions.
The parametrization of the ions was carried out in the framework of the all-
atom version of the fully flexible OPLS force field developed by Jorgensen and
co-workers [153] for different organic fluids. The details of the parametrization
used have been reported elsewhere [132], but it is important to remark, with re-
gard to our description of the ions, that we used a nonpolarizable model with
static partial charges adding up to +1 and −1 for the cation and anion, respect-
ively; i.e., full (nonreduced) charges were used. Our all-atom representation
of 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium is shown in Figure 2.27. Other relevant de-
tails of the simulation include the fact that a neighbor search was made up to
1.1 nm from the central ion and updated every five simulation steps and that
the cutoff distance for Lennard-Jones interactions was set to this same distance.
Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the Particle-Mesh
Ewald (PME) [77] method with a grid spacing of 0.12 nm and cubic interpola-
tion. When needed, the Linear Constraint Solver (LINCS) algorithm [159, 160]
with a fourth-order expansion of the constraint coupling matrix was used to
constrain the bonds, and long-range dispersion corrections were used for en-
ergy and pressure.
To remove bad contacts resulting from the initial random configuration of
ions, initial configurations were energy-minimized for 106 steps using a con-
jugated gradients algorithm. The maximum step size and the tolerance were
set to 0.01 nm and 0.1 kJ ⋅ nm−1 ⋅ mol−1, respectively. The equilibration phase
was performed in the isothermal-isobaric (𝑁, 𝑝, 𝑇) ensemble during 100 ps
to ensure the full equilibration of all the properties of the system. The ana-
lysis was carried out using the results of an additional 2 ns simulation in
the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. This very long simulation time is in keep-
ing with the findings of recent MD studies, which remark that the simulation
time used for analysis must be in the order of nanoseconds to ensure that the
particles of the ILs have reached a diffusive behavior during the simulation
since trajectories that seem to be in the linear diffusive regime are often still
subdiffusive [36, 66, 94, 189, 213–216]. The temperature control was implemen-
ted using a velocity rescaling thermostat [161]. Cations and anions (and alco-
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Figure 2.27 Molecular structure of 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium, modeled us-
ing an all-atom representation.
hols in those cases where we include a solvent) were separated in two (three)
baths with temperature coupling constants of 0.1 ps. The pressure control
was set using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [162] with a reference pressure
of 1 atm, an isothermal compressibility of 4.5×10−5bar−1, and a relaxation time
of 1.0 ps. Tests performed prior to the simulation revealed that our results are
largely insensitive to the choice of time scales of the thermostat and barostat.
Each of these simulations provided us with a sequence of configurations,
i.e., positions and instantaneous velocities of all atoms of the system, which
was analyzed to obtain dynamical information about the mixtures previously
mentioned.
2.3.4. Results and discussion
In addition to thermodynamical or structural properties, MD simulations
are an efficient method to get a molecular understanding of the dynamical be-
havior of pure ILs and their mixtures. As it is well-known, the reliability of the
properties obtained by computational studies depends on the accuracy of the
employed force field, and density is usually the magnitude used to estimate
the precision of this force-field-based simulation [98, 149]. This precision was
tested for IL + alcohol mixtures in our previous work [132], where the compar-
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ison between our simulated densities of both pure ILs and alcohols with the
experimental data showed deviations smaller than 2.0%.
Single-particle dynamics of these systems can be described by means of
the self-diffusion coefficient of species 𝑖, which is particularly amenable for
calculation with MD simulations as it can be obtained from the well-known
Einstein equation [60, 223]
𝐷𝑖 =
1
6
lim
𝑡→∞
𝑑
𝑑𝑡 􀆗
􀇻𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − ?⃗?𝑖(0)􀇾
2
􀆊 (2.9)
where ⟨[⃗𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − ?⃗?𝑖(0)]2⟩ is the ensemble-averaged MSD of component 𝑖 and
positions of molecules have been calculated from their center of mass at time
𝑡. The above equation is valid only at long simulation times, when the MSD
exhibits a linear behavior with time and a truly diffusive regime is reached,
since too short MD trajectories usually lead to overestimations of self-diffusion
coefficients [189, 216]. In particular, for this work the data between 200 and
1800 ps were fitted to a straight line to apply eq. 2.9.
An additional validation of the accuracy of our force field, and therefore of
the dynamical and transport properties of our model, can be made by calcu-
lating the self-diffusion coefficients of pure ILs and alcohols and contrasting
them with some available experimental and computational values. Table 2.3
shows the simulated self-diffusion coefficients for cation (𝐷𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) and anion
(𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛) species in each pure IL and for pure methanol and ethanol, together
with their respective uncertainties, provided bythe Gromacs package. The
computed self-diffusion coefficients for both pure methanol and ethanol are
very similar to the ones reported by Karger et al. [224] using NMR techniques,
whose measured self-diffusivities were 2.3 × 10−5 cm2/s for pure methanol at
292 K and 0.946 × 10−5 cm2/s for pure ethanol at 290 K, both with a pressure
of 0.1 MPa. These are largely due to the fact that the experimental studies of
Karger et al. were done at lower temperatures than the present simulations.
Our computational results for pure alcohols are also in good agreement with
some previous values obtained by Martí et al. [225], Haughney et al. [168], and
Guevara-Carrión et al. [226] using MD simulations. Concerning the obtained
values of pure ILs, self-diffusion coefficients for HMIM+ and PF–6 are compar-
able to those reported by Iacob et al. [204] from their NMR measurements and
the ones calculated by Liu et al. [121] from MD simulations. The values corres-
ponding to HMIM+ and BF–4 are slightly smaller than the experimental results
measured by Jin et al. [198] for [BMIM][BF4] and those simulated by Liu et al.
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Table 2.3 Simulated Self-Diffusion Coefficients and Uncertainties for Pure IL
and Alcohols at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
𝐷 (10−5 cm2/s)
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
[HMIM][PF6] 0.00463 ± 0.00035 0.00319 ± 0.00026
[HMIM][BF4] 0.00600 ± 0.00067 0.00521 ± 0.00011
[HMIM][Cl] 0.00258 ± 0.00067 0.00202 ± 0.00014
methanol 2.57 ± 0.20
ethanol 1.207 ± 0.033
[121], Andrade et al. [220], and Prado et al. [155] for the same IL, all of them at
room temperature. This is not surprising if we take into account that the self-
diffusion coefficient decreases with increasing alkyl chain length as reflected
in the increase of the viscosity [199]. Finally, our self-diffusion coefficients for
HMIM+ and Cl– agree reasonably well with the ones computed by Jahangiri
et al. [66] for [BMIM][Cl]. Interestingly, cation and anion were found to ex-
hibit similar diffusion behavior for each IL, but self-diffusion coefficients of
the cations are slightly greater than those of the anions in all cases, despite
their larger volumes and masses, in agreement with previous results reported
in the literature [28, 189, 217]. Moreover, all the self-diffusion coefficients of
pure ILs reported in this work are around 2 orders of magnitude lower than
that of pure water at 298.15 K and 1 atm, 2.6 × 10−9 m2/s [81, 115, 121], and
pure alcohols.
Figures 2.28-2.30 provide some further insight into the effect of the anion
nature, the size of the alcohols, and solvent concentration on self-diffusion
coefficients of the mixtures of imidazolium-based ILs with alcohols. In Fig-
ure 2.28 we represent self-diffusion coefficients of an alcohol molecule in all
the analyzed IL + alcohol mixtures as a function of alcohol molar fraction. In
all cases, self-diffusion coefficients of alcohol molecules increase with an in-
creasing amount of alcohol, this increase being more gradual in mixtures with
[HMIM][PF6] and [HMIM][BF4] over alcohol molar fractions of 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.7
and of 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.9 in mixtures with [HMIM][Cl]. Moreover, diffusion of meth-
anol molecules in all the studied mixtures is higher than diffusion of ethanol
molecules in IL + ethanol mixtures at the same concentration, probably due
to their smaller sizes and weights. Figure 2.28 also illustrates that the diffu-
sion of both alcohols is faster in mixtures of IL with polyatomic anions than
in mixtures of the chlorinated IL over the whole concentration range, which
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shows that alcohol molecules interact more strongly with chloride than with
polyatomic ions, as we reported in our previous work [132]. These results are
in good agreement with the ones previously published by Jahangiri et al. [66]
for mixtures of methanol with [EMIM][PF6] and [EMIM][Cl] and by Raabe and
Köhler [149] for mixtures of ethanol and 1-propanol with [AMIM][Cl]. In ad-
dition, the self-diffusion coefficients for both ethanol and methanol molecules
follow the same trend as those found in our previous work [81] for water mo-
lecules; however, their values are smaller than those of water over the entire
miscibility range studied since significant interactions similar to the ones ob-
served between water molecules were not found between alcohol molecules
[132]. Furthermore, two different regimes can be distinguished: (i) at low al-
cohol concentrations self-diffusion coefficients of alcohol molecules increase
slowly, pointing to a possible glassy state of the system and showing that no
continuous solvent region is formed in the bulk mixture up to very high alco-
hol concentrations, and (ii) at low IL concentrations self-diffusion coefficients
of alcohol molecules increase rapidly due to the percolation of alcohol regions
in the mixture. Similar behavior was reported in previous experimental [209]
and computational studies with water and alcohols [65, 66, 81, 93, 98, 149].
Figures 2.29 and 2.30 illustrate the self-diffusion coefficients of anions and
cations, respectively, as a function of alcohol concentration. In general, the
trend of these components is the same as the one observed for alcohol mo-
lecules, the diffusion of ions being very slow until the molar fraction of alco-
hol is greater than 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.8, a concentration after which the diffusion of
both species increases considerably. However, the values of the self-diffusion
coefficients of anions and cations are very similar, with the diffusion of cations
slightly faster than that of anions in the corresponding mixture, in spite of the
smaller size of the latter ones. This supports the notion that, in these systems,
the interaction between alcohol molecules and anions (above all with chloride)
is stronger than that with cations [132]. Figure 2.29 shows that, although chlor-
ide is smaller than hexafluorophosphate, the former anion has a slower diffu-
sion than the polyatomic one, which is due to the highly solvophobic character
of PF–6 and the existence of a stronger interaction between alcohol molecules
and Cl– [132]. Finally, it can be seen that the effect of solvent concentration
and of anion nature on the self-diffusion coefficient is more notable for alcohol
molecules than for any of the ions.
Thus, from the analysis of self-diffusion coefficients we can conclude that
self-diffusivities of all components of the mixtures decrease rapidly with in-
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Figure 2.28 Concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients of al-
cohol molecules in (a) [HMIM][PF6] + alcohol, (b) [HMIM][BF4] + alcohol, and
(c) [HMIM][Cl] + alcohol mixtures, calculated by the Einstein relation.
creasing amounts of IL. Moreover, both alcohols interact strongly with the an-
ion of the IL, which has an important role in the structural and dynamical
properties, and this interaction is stronger with the halogen anion than with
the polyatomic ones, confirming previously reported results [132].
With the aim of getting further insight into the influence of the amount of
alcohol on the dynamics of ILs, Figure 2.31.(a) shows the MSD of both cation
and anion as a function of time in pure [HMIM][PF6] and the MSD of PF
–
6
in mixtures with an alcohol concentration of 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.5. Likewise, in Figure
2.31.(b) we represent the MSD of pure alcohols and both methanol and ethanol
in mixtures with [HMIM][PF6] at a solvent concentration of 𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙 = 0.5. The
results for HMIM+ and PF–6 included in Figure 2.31.(a) are very similar to each
other, with a faster diffusion of the anion at short times. However, after a few
picoseconds both species diffuse approximately in the same proportion, which
shows that the diffusion of these molecules is correlated and that they do not
move separately.
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Figure 2.29 Concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients of
anions in (a) [HMIM][PF6] + alcohol, (b) [HMIM][BF4] + alcohol, and (c)
[HMIM][Cl] + alcohol mixtures, calculated by the Einstein relation.
Figures 2.31.(c) and 2.31.(d) show the logarithmic plots of Figures 2.31.(a)
and 2.31.(b), respectively. If we compare the MSDs of pure ILs with those of
pure alcohols or pure water [227], it can be seen that ILs exhibit complex and
slow dynamics, as we expected from the fact that the self-diffusion coefficients
reported in Table 2.3 for pure ILs are around 2 orders of magnitude smal-
ler than those of pure water or alcohols at the same temperature. In Figures
2.31.(a) and (b) it seems that the dynamics reaches a diffusive regime after a
few picoseconds, since then MSDs appear to have a linear dependence with
time. However, Figures 2.31.(c) and (d) prove that the situation is somehow
more complex, and we can observe the existence of three different regimes
that can be characterized by means of the dependence of the MSD with time.
This can be measured as
⟨𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2⟩ =
1
𝑁
⟨
𝑁
􀆩
𝑖=1
|⃗𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − ?⃗?𝑖(0)|2⟩ ∝ 𝑡𝛽 (2.10)
where the sum extends over all the molecules present and 𝛽 describes the
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Figure 2.30 Concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients of
cations in (a) [HMIM][PF6] + alcohol, (b) [HMIM][BF4] + alcohol, and (c)
[HMIM][Cl] + alcohol mixtures, calculated by the Einstein relation.
type of motion of the molecules of the system. As we have seen, self-diffusion
coefficients of pure ILs are on the order of 10−11 m2/s, which implies that ILs
have very slow dynamics. For this reason, it is of fundamental importance to
ensure that the system has reached the diffusive regime during the simulations
to get correct values of the self-diffusion coefficient, which as can be seen is a
long-time quantity. For this purpose
𝛽(𝑡) =
𝑑 log(𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2)
𝑑 log(𝑡)
(2.11)
can be used to analyze the regime in which the system is. First, a ballistic
behavior of the ions dominates at short times, so that 𝛽 = 2. Then, at long
times the molecules of the system exhibit a diffusive motion, and this Gaus-
sian diffusion implies 𝛽 = 1. Finally, a very long subdiffusive regime is found
at intermediate times, this non-Gaussian dynamics (for which 𝛽 < 1) being
characteristic of glass formers in the supercooled region [128]. Many research
groups have reported that, in these systems, true diffusive motion only ap-
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Figure 2.31 Concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients of
cations in (a) [HMIM][PF6] + alcohol, (b) [HMIM][BF4] + alcohol, and (c)
[HMIM][Cl] + alcohol mixtures, calculated by the Einstein relation.
pears over large time scales, which are usually on the order of nanoseconds
[94, 128, 189, 215, 216]. Looking at the log-log plot of the MSD of PF–6 represen-
ted in Figure 2.31.(c), it can be seen that the transition from a ballistic regime to
the subdiffusive one takes place at similar times in pure [HMIM][PF6] and in
its mixtures with alcohols. However, the diffusive regime is reached at lower
times when alcohol is added to the system. Thus, the subdiffusive regime at
intermediate times is progressively narrowed by the addition of alcohol to the
mixture, as also detected in water [81]. On the other hand, as can be seen in
Figure 2.31.(d), motion of alcohol molecules in mixtures with ILs is very differ-
ent from that in pure alcohols at room temperature. In this latter case, the sub-
diffusive regime at intermediate times is almost absent, while in mixtures with
IL it extends from about 0.2 ps up to hundreds or thousands of picoseconds.
This behavior can be further described by defining the characteristic times
of ballistic (𝜏𝑏) and diffusive (𝜏𝑑) regimes defined as the times corresponding
to the beginning and the end of the intermediate subdiffusive plateau that can
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be approximated as the intersection of the straight line defining the plateau
and the two lines corresponding to the ballistic and diffusive regime them-
selves, in the same way that we reported in our previous work for IL + water
mixtures [81]. The end of the ballistic regime essentially coincides with the
collision time. The calculated collision times increase monotonically with in-
creasing alcohol concentration, much more rapidly above a solvent concentra-
tion of 80%. This behavior is due to the fact that the interactions present in an
IL are stronger than the ones that exist in alcohols, so the greater the number
of alcohol molecules in the mixture, the longer collision times are. In addition,
diffusive times gradually decrease with increasing the amount of alcohol in
all cases, so the addition of alcohol causes a faster transition to the diffusive
regime. Moreover, it must be noticed that the subdiffusive regime at inter-
mediate times extends over thousands of picoseconds, since 𝜏𝑑 is around 4
orders of magnitude greater than 𝜏𝑏. Finally, let us point out that collision and
diffusive times are shorter and larger, respectively, for the halogen anion than
for the polyatomic ones, in agreement with our previous observations for the
interaction between anions and alcohol molecules and therefore for the clus-
terization of alcohols in mixtures with ILs. These observations show a greater
clusterization of alcohol molecules in the presence of hexafluorophosphate,
which implies that the motion of alcohol molecules is more similar to that in
pure alcohol.
A different way of characterizing single-particle dynamics in this kind of
system is through the center-of-mass VACFs. In general, a VACF can be defined
as
𝐶(𝑡) = ⟨?⃗?(𝑡)?⃗?(0)⟩ (2.12)
where the vector ?⃗?(𝑡) = ∑𝑗𝑚𝑗?⃗?𝑗/∑𝑗𝑚𝑗 is the velocity of the center-of-mass
of the molecule and the scalar product is calculated in the laboratory frame.
As far as we know, this is the first time that computational results are reported
for this magnitude in alcohol + IL mixtures. In Figures 2.32 and 2.33, concen-
tration dependence of normalized VACFs of ethanol and methanol molecules,
respectively, are shown. The VACFs of both pure ethanol and methanol are in
good agreement with the MD results reported previously by Saiz et al. [165]
for liquid ethanol and by Haughney et al. [168] for liquid methanol. The 𝐶(𝑡)
functions of both pure alcohols exhibit a secondary maximum at approxim-
ately 0.3 ps, which is more marked for pure methanol. The same behavior
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was found in pure water [81], with this secondary maximum placed at shorter
times (around 0.15 ps). 𝐶(𝑡) decays in a subpicosecond scale, and the first zero
of the VACFs, which indicates the mean collision time of alcohol molecules, in-
creases with the addition of alcohol to the mixture in all cases until the value of
pure alcohols (around 0.21 ps for ethanol and 0.28 ps for methanol due to the
“cage effect”) is reached. Moreover, at the same amount of alcohol, the mean
collision time is somewhat longer in mixtures with [HMIM][PF6] than that in
mixtures with [HMIM][Cl] since alcoholmolecules seem to be homogeneously
placed in the structure of the chlorinated IL [132] and alcohol motion in bulk
cavities of mixtures with solvophobic ILs is more similar to that in pure alco-
hols. Collision times manifest the same trend as in our previous studies of IL
+ water mixtures [81]. On the other hand, correlations are rapidly and mono-
tonically weakened in all the studied systems, so within 0.6 ps correlations are
no longer present for alcohol molecules. Furthermore, there is no evidence of
long-time tails in these mixtures. Finally, the oscillatory behavior of the VACFs
found in [HMIM][Cl] + water mixtures [81], which indicates a “rattling” mo-
tion of the molecules inside the cages formed by their heavier neighbors and
is related to the diffusive regime in MSD [64], is not registered in mixtures of
this chlorinated IL with alcohols.
2.3.5. Conclusions
We performed MD simulations for mixtures of three imidazolium-based
ILs, [HMIM][PF6], [HMIM][BF4], and [HMIM][Cl], with methanol and eth-
anol, and we investigated several dynamical properties of the system. Specific-
ally, we analyzed the effect of the anion hydrophobicity degree, of the length of
the molecular chain of the alcohol, and of alcohol concentration on the evolu-
tion of the dynamics of the mixtures. Furthermore, we analyzed self-diffusion
coefficients of the species present in the mixtures, MSDs (with an additional
study of both ballistic and diffusive regimes), and VACFs of alcohol molecules.
Self-diffusion coefficients were computed from the slopes of the center-
of-mass MSDs of the corresponding molecule, using data between 200 and
1800 ps. To check the accuracy of the force field employed we computed
the self-diffusion coefficients of both ions in pure ILs and of pure alcohols
and compared them with previously reported values. Our self-diffusion
coefficients for pure liquids were found to be in good agreement with the
experimental and computational values available in the literature, and self-
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Figure 2.32 Concentration dependence of the VACFs of ethanol molecules in
mixtures with (a) [HMIM][PF6], (b) [HMIM][BF4], and (c) [HMIM][Cl].
diffusivities of the ions were around 2 orders of magnitude smaller than those
of pure alcohols or pure water at room temperature. Moreover, cations have
a faster diffusion than their counterions, in spite of being heavier and larger.
In mixtures with both alcohols, self-diffusion coefficients increase with in-
creasing concentrations of alcohol, and two different regimes can be observed
for this magnitude: (i) at high IL concentrations self- diffusion coefficients
of alcohol molecules increase very slowly, which is associated to a possible
glassy state of the system, and (ii) at low IL concentrations self-diffusion
coefficients of alcohol molecules show a rapid increase with the amount of al-
cohol, which is related to percolation of alcohol regions (especially in mixtures
with [HMIM][PF6]), thus breaking the IL polar network. Faster diffusion was
observed for PF–6 than for the halogen anion in mixtures with both alcohols
due to the higher hydrophobicity degree of hexafluorophosphate and the
stronger interactions between alcohol molecules and chloride.
The analysis of the MSDs of these liquids and their mixtures confirms that
the dynamics of these systems is very slow and complex. From the repres-
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Figure 2.33 Concentration dependence of the VACFs of methanol in mixtures
with (a) [HMIM][PF6], (b) [HMIM][BF4], and (c) [HMIM][Cl].
entations of the MSDs of the center-of-mass of the alcohols we observed three
different time scales. At very short times the ballistic motion is characterized
by the quadratic dependence of the MSD with the time, while at long times
(after the alcohol molecules have undergone many collisions in the bulk) the
behavior becomes diffusive and the dependence of MSD with time becomes
linear. The subdiffusive regime observed at intermediate times within a time
scale of several thousands of picosecondss is associated with the slow struc-
tural relaxation of the studied mixtures, and this non-Markovian dynamics ex-
hibits a power-law dependence of the MSD with time with an exponent smaller
than unity. This intermediate plateau was found to be narrower as the con-
centration of alcohol increases, until the faster dynamics of pure alcohols is
reached. Moreover, the diffusive regime is reached at larger times in mixtures
with the chlorinated IL since the motion of alcohol molecules is more similar
to that in pure alcohol when the highly solvophobic hexafluorophosphate is
present in the mixture.
Finally, the analysis of the VACFs of alcohol molecules revealed that the
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correlations are rapidly and monotonically weakened in all cases and that
the mean collision time increases with the addition of alcohol to the mixture.
These collision times were shown to be longer for the more hydrophobic ILs,
as determined by the clusterization degree of alcohols in mixtures with these
ILs, which shows the dominant role of the anion on the dynamical properties
of IL + solvent mixtures.
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2.4. MD Simulations of the Formation of Stable Clusters in
Mixtures of Alkaline Salts and Imidazolium-Based Ionic
Liquids.
As previously mentioned, among the multiple applications of ILs, one of
the most relevant is as electrolytes in electrochemical devices. Current know-
ledge of the microscopic physical properties of mixtures of ILs with salts is still
very scarce, which limits the applicability of these solvents in electrochemical
devices. In order to improve the use of ILs in these devices, bulk physical
properties of salt-doped ILs require further analysis, specifically solvation of
salt ions in these dense ionic environments.
In this work we carried out MD simulations to determine the structural
and dynamical properties of ILs based on the [Bmim]+ cation combined with
three different anions ([PF6]
–, [BF4]
– and [NTf2]
–), mixed with lithium and so-
dium salts that share their anions with the IL [228]. Interestingly enough, we
found that salt cations are strongly coordinated with the anions of the mixtures
and that they adopt two possible conformations within the first solvation shell.
As a result, they form long-lived aggregates that act as stable kinetic entities,
which was not only confirmed by means of structural analysis, but also with
studying the single-particle dynamics.
In addition, we reported values of ionic conductivity for this type of mix-
tures from the self-diffusion coefficients. However, the obtained data were
slightly underestimated when compared to the experimental ones, which is
due to the need of including polarization effects.
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2.4.1. Paper IV: MD Simulations of the Formation of Stable
Clusters in Mixtures of Alkaline Salts and
Imidazolium-Based Ionic Liquids; J. Phys. Chem. B 117
(2013) 3207-3220.
Trinidad Méndez-Morales,1 Jesús Carrete,1 Silvia Bouzón-Capelo,1
Martín Pérez-Rodríguez,2 Óscar Cabeza,3 Luis J. Gallego1 and Luis M.
Varela1
Structural and dynamical properties of room-temperature ionic liquids
containing the cation 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ([BMIM]+) and three
different anions (hexafluorophosphate, [PF6]
–, tetrafluoroborate, [BF4]
– and
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, [NTf2]
–) doped with several molar frac-
tions of lithium salts with a common anion at 298.15 K and 1 atm were
investigated by means of molecular dynamics simulations. The effect of the
size of the salt cation was also analyzed by comparing these results with
those for mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with NaPF6. Lithium/sodium solvation
and ionic mobilities were analyzed via the study of radial distribution func-
tions, coordination numbers, cage autocorrelation functions, mean square
displacements (including the analysis of both ballistic and diffusive regimes),
self-diffusion coefficients of all the ionic species, velocity and current autocor-
relation functions, and ionic conductivity in all the ionic liquid/salt systems.
We found that lithium and sodium cations are strongly coordinated in two
different positions with the anion present in the mixture. Moreover, [Li]+ and
[Na]+ cations were found to form bonded-like, long-lived aggregates with the
anions in their first solvation shell, which act as very stable kinetic entities
within which a marked rattling motion of salt ions takes place. With very
long MD simulation runs, this phenomenon is proved to be on the basis of
the decrease of self-diffusion coefficients and ionic conductivities previously
reported in experimental and computational results.
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2.4.2. Introduction
Room-temperature ionic liquids (ILs), that is, a class of organic salts whose
melting points are usually below 100 ∘C, have attracted considerable atten-
tion recently due to their unique and favorable properties such as low vapor
pressure, high thermal and electrochemical stability, low viscosity, high ionic
conductivity, inflammability, and ability to dissolve an enormous range of or-
ganic and inorganic materials [36, 133, 229]. These properties make them very
attractive ”green” candidates for replacing conventional organic solvents in a
variety of industrial applications [84, 134, 135] and contribute to their increas-
ing use in various fields of chemistry: synthesis, catalysis, lubrication, thermal
separation processes, purification methods and electrochemical applications
[3, 12, 185].
Regarding to electrochemical studies, the use of ILs as a new class of liquid
electrolytes in lithium batteries have focused the attention of many research
groups due to their nonvolatile and noncombustible natures, and it is now
under investigation worldwide [230–247]. Although ILs are formed solely by
ions (generally, a large organic cation, such as those based on imidazolium,
pyridinium, pyrrolidinium, ammonium or phosphonium and an inorganic an-
ion, such as [PF6]
–, [BF4]
–, [NTf2]
–, etc.[179]), their use in battery electrolytes
entails the addition of a lithium salt to the IL since they are not electroactive
[238]. However, there is a lack of information on the solubility of lithium salts
in ILs, above all, regarding the mixtures of imidazolium-based ILs with lith-
ium salts, and only a few works presented a detailed study of the solubility of
several inorganic salts in ILs up to now [242, 248–251].
With the aim of providing useful salt/IL systems that give good perform-
ance and of improving the application of ILs in lithium battery electrolytes, a
detailed picture of the structural and ion transport properties of lithium salt-
doped ILs is of essential importance, since they affect properties of the elec-
trolyte (e.g., conductivity) that play a fundamental role in the performance of
lithium batteries. However, the lithium cation ([Li]+) solvation process and its
transport mechanism in these mixtures have not been analyzed very extens-
ively either in experimental studies or, even, by computational simulations.
In one of the experimental studies that have been published to date,
Hayamizu et al. [252] measured, by using the pulsed-gradient spin-echo NMR
(PGSE-NMR) method, the self-diffusion coefficients of each ion in samples
of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([EMIM][BF4]) with LiBF4.
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They also studied the ionic conductivity, viscosity, and thermal properties
up to a salt concentration of 1.5 M at various temperatures, and indicated
that both the ionic conductivity and the ion self-diffusion coefficients de-
creased with increasing LiBF4 concentration, as well as that the ions form
associated structures and diffuse under the influence of the counterions in
the salt/IL systems. A similar behaviour for the self-diffusion coefficients
was reported by Duluard et al. [253] in 2008, who analyzed the Raman
spectra of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
([BMIM][NTf2]) doped with LiNTf2 for salt molar fractions 𝑥 < 0.4. Moreover,
they observed that lithium solvation is essentially due to two [NTf2]
– an-
ions forming [Li(NTf2)2]
– anionic clusters. This result, also obtained by
Lassègues et al. [239], was fully confirmed by Umebayashi et al. [254] by
Raman spectroscopy and DFT calculations of the solvation structure of the
lithium ion in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
([EMIM][NTf2]) and N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulf-
onyl)imide ([BMPy][NTf
2
]). Also in 2008, Monteiro et al. [255] determined
thermal properties, density, viscosity, ionic conductivity, and self-diffusion
coefficients of mixtures of ([BMIM][NTf2]) with LiNTf2 at several temperat-
ures. Their Raman spectroscopy studies indicated the formation of at least
two different types of aggregates, [BMIM]+ with [NTf2]
– (which they called
the ”weak” ones), and [Li]+ with [NTf2]
– (the ”strong” ones). In addition,
they performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and showed that the
average number of [NTf2]
– anions around a given [Li]+ changes with salt
concentration, causing a change of the structure of the mixture and provoking
a reduction of diffusion coefficients of all species in the IL/salt system.
As it is usually very complicated to experimentally achieve a detailed
knowledge of the behaviour of lithium salt-doped ILs at the molecular level,
MD simulations are an essential tool for exploring the interplay between dy-
namical properties and local structures in this kind of systems. One example
would be the study reported by Borodin et al. [256], in which they performed
MD simulations of N-methyl-N-propylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulf-
onyl)imide ([MPPY][NTf2]) and N,N-dimethyl- pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoro-
methylsulfonyl)imide ([MMPY][NTf2]) doped with 0.25 molar fraction of
LiNTf2 at 303 − 500 K. They found that [Li]
+ cations are coordinated on
average by four oxygen atoms with each oxygen atom being contributed by
a different [NTf2]
– anion, that is, the formation of [Li(NTf2)4]
3–, and even a
lithium aggregation in which two [Li]+ are strongly coordinated by sharing
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up to three [NTf2]
– anions was observed at lower temperatures. Additionally,
in a recent computational work, Niu et al. [257] performed MD simulations of
1-ethyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([EMIM][PF6]) mixed
with different molar ratios of LiPF6 at 523.15 K and 1 bar. Their structural
analysis showed that [Li]+ cations are strongly coordinated by the fluorine
atom of the [PF6]
– anion, and the number of hexafluorophosphates in the first
solvation layer of the lithium cation is about four, and increases slightly with
increasing the salt concentration. Moreover, they reported a two-dimensional
radial-angular distribution study of [Li+]-P distance and Li-P-F’ angle, in
which they found that the [Li]+-[PF6]
– complex tends to form the 𝐶2𝑣 con-
formation (forming Li-P-F’ an angle of around 45∘) at low salt concentration,
with 𝐶4𝑣 conformation (forming Li-P-F’ an angle of 0∘) predominating at
higher salt concentration. However, some controversy around the lifetime
of these aggregates at room temperature still exists in some computational
works, and the existence of long-lived stable lithium-induced anionic clusters
was attributed to deficient equilibration [256]. To shed some light on this
question, we report very long simulation runs to ensure the stabilization of
the systems and an exhaustive study of the formation, stability, and influence
on transport properties of this kind of clusters.
In this work, we present a comparison among three ILs from the im-
idazolium family in mixtures with lithium salts with the same anion. These
ILs have the same cation: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ([BMIM]+), the an-
ions being hexafluorophosphate, [PF6]
–, tetrafluoroborate, [BF4]
–, and bis
(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, [NTf2]
–, chosen by electrochemical interest.
The self-diffusion coefficients of each ionic species in the binary IL/salt system
were analyzed as a function of salt concentration, as well as density, radial
distribution functions, coordination numbers, cage autocorrelation functions,
mean square displacements, ballistic and diffusive regimes, velocity and
current autocorrelation functions, and ionic conductivity with the intent
of providing an insight for understanding the structural and ion transport
properties of salt-doped ILs. In addition, to our knowledge, this is the first
time that the effects of the size of the cation are analyzed, reporting a brief
comparison between the effects of lithium and sodium cations in mixtures of
this kind of salts with [BMIM][PF6].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the following sec-
tion, we provide a detailed description of the computational procedure em-
ployed in this study. Next, we present and discuss the obtained results, and in
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the final section, we summarize our main conclusions.
2.4.3. Simulation details
All simulations for pure [BMIM][BF4], [BMIM][PF6] and [BMIM][NTf2], as
well as their mixtures with the corresponding lithium/sodium salts (LiBF4,
LiPF6/NaPF6, and LiNTf2, respectively) were performed using the Gromacs
4.5.4 package [104]. The thermodynamic state investigated was 𝑇 = 298.15 K
and 𝑃 = 1 atm, and the salt molar percentages considered in all the systems
were %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡={0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 25 and 40}, because, even though there are hardly
any experimental studies concerning the solubility of lithium salts in ILs (and
none related to sodium salts), some previous works have investigated mix-
tures of imidazolium-based ILs with lithium salts up to a salt mole fraction of
𝑥𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 0.50 (see ref.[240] and references therein). The initial configurations for
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 1, 5 and 10 were obtained by randomly inserting, respectively, 4950, 950
and 450 ionic pairs of IL in a cubic box in order to have enough salt to yield stat-
istically significant trajectories, whereas for the rest of the molar percentages,
we considered 300 ionic pairs. The number of lithium/sodium salt molecules
was calculated for each situation by considering each ionic pair as a single unit
in the calculation of mole fractions.
We employed the OPLS-AA force field in order to carry out the paramet-
erization of the ions. This all-atom version of the OPLS force field, in which
every hydrogen atom bonded to carbon is modelled explicitly, was developed
by Jorgensen [153] for different organic liquids. The functional form of the
OPLS force field is described by
𝐸 = 􀆩
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which includes intramolecular interactions, such as bond stretching, angle
bending, dihedral torsion, and van der Waals and Coulombic interactions. The
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parameters employed in eq.(2.13) are the force constants 𝐾 , the nominal values
𝑟0 and 𝜃0, the Fourier coefficients 𝑉 , and the partial atomic charges 𝑞 fixed on
each atom center. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝑖𝑗 represent the Lennard-Jones radii and potential
well depths, respectively, which are obtained from parameters for each type of
atom by using geometric combination rules 𝜖𝑖𝑗 = 􀅻𝜖𝑖𝑖𝜖𝑗𝑗 and 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 􀅻𝜎𝑖𝑖𝜎𝑗𝑗. The
imidazolium cation was modelled by using the all-atom representation of the
CH2 and CH3 groups in the alkyl chain, as well as that of the methyl group at-
tached to the imidazolium ring, while lithium and sodium cations were mod-
elled by a single site of charge +1. As for the anions, [PF6]
– was modelled as
a set of seven sites with partial charges of 1.34 for the phosphorus atom and
−0.39 for the fluorine atoms [154]. [BF4]
– was modelled as a set of 5 sites with
partial charges of 1.176 for the boron atom and −0.544 for the fluorine atoms
[155], and [NTf2]
– was modelled as a set of 15 sites whose partial charges were
reported in a previous article by Canongia-Lopes and Pádua [258]. Long-range
electrostatic interactions were treated by using the particle-mesh ewald (PME)
[77] method with a grid spacing of 12 nm and cubic interpolation. A cut-off
distance of 1.1 nm was used for Lennard-Jones interactions, and a neighbor
searching was made up to this same distance from the central ion and was
updated every five simulation steps. The linear constraint solver (LINCS) al-
gorithm [159, 160] with a fourth-order expansion of the constraint coupling
matrix was used to hold the bonds rigid, and long range dispersion correc-
tions were used for both energy and pressure.
Initial configurations were relaxed for 106 steps using a conjugated gradi-
ents algorithm in order to remove bad contacts resulting from the initial ran-
dom configuration of ions. The maximum step size and the tolerance were
set to 0.01 nm and 0.1 kJ/nm ⋅ mol, respectively. For each molar percentage
of salt, the system was equilibrated for 10 ns in the isothermal-isobaric (NpT)
ensemble. The results of an additional 10 ns long simulation in the isothermal-
isobaric ensemble were then used for the analysis of the structure of the mix-
tures. The time step of the simulations was 2 fs. The temperature was con-
trolled by using the V-rescale thermostat [161]. Cations and anions were separ-
ated in two (or three) baths with temperature coupling constants of 0.1 ps. The
pressure control was set by using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [162] with a
reference pressure of 1 atm, an isothermal compressibility of 4.5 ⋅ 10−5 bar−1,
and a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. Moreover, we performed 10 ns long simula-
tions in the NVE ensemble in order to remove the characteristic times of both
the thermostat and the barostat, and whose starting point was taken from the
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equilibrating runs in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble for analyzing some of
the dynamical properties of the mixtures, such as mean square displacement,
velocity and current autocorrelation functions, and self-diffusion coefficients.
The energy was kept constant by using a combination of PME and a switch
function for the direct-space part (PME-switch), making a search of neighbors
with an automated update frequency, and increasing the number of iterations
to correct for rotational lengthening in LINCS.
Each of these simulations provided us a sequence of configurations, that
is, positions and instantaneous velocities of all atoms of the mixtures, which
was analyzed to obtain structural and dynamical information about the afore-
mentioned systems.
2.4.4. Results and discussion
Of all physical properties of interest of ILs, density is the most reliably
and unambiguously determined. The values obtained from our simulations
for pure ILs were 𝜌[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫][􀁮􀁤6] = (1336.7 ± 6.1) kg/m
3, 𝜌[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫][􀁠􀁤4] = (1180.0 ±
5.0) kg/m3 and 𝜌[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫][􀁬􀁲􀀒2] = (1495.9±5.4) kg/m
3, which yielded a maximum
deviation from available experimental results (1370 kg/m3, 1120 kg/m3 and
1430 kg/m3, respectively) [36, 147, 259] of 4.6%, allowing us to be reasonably
confident in our simulation model. Additionally, Figure 2.34 shows the con-
centration dependence of density for mixtures of [BMIM][PF6], [BMIM][BF4]
and [BMIM][NTf2] with the corresponding lithium or sodium salt up to a
molar percentage of %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 40 at 298.15 K. It can be seen that the addition
of lithium salt increases the density of the mixture by about 5% at %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 25
when compared with pure ILs, in agreement with values previously repor-
ted by Borodin et al. [256], and about 10% at the highest molar percentage.
The density of [BMIM][PF6] doped with NaPF6 is included with the aim of
comparing the effect of sodium cation with that of lithium in the density. As
expected, replacing the lithium cation with sodium leads to an increase in the
density for the same amount of salt, since lithium hexafluorophosphate is less
dense than sodium hexafluorophosphate. Thus, at %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 25, an increase in
the density of the mixture with sodium salt by about 8% with respect to that of
the pure IL can be seen, this being increase nearly 15% at the highest amount
of sodium salt.
To study the microstructure of the mixtures and gain further insight at the
molecular level into the kind of aggregates that can be formed in these systems
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Figure 2.34 Simulated densities of [BMIM][PF6] (black dots), [BMIM][BF4] (red
dots), and [BMIM][NTf2] (blue dots) mixed with lithium salts with a common
anion as a function of the lithium salt concentration. Density of [BMIM][PF6]
doped with NaPF6 (green dots) is also included with the purpose of compar-
ison. Moreover, experimental densities of the pure ILs (squares) have been
included as a reference point.
with the addition of lithium salt, we calculated radial distribution functions
(RDFs)
𝑔(𝑟) =
1
𝜌𝑁
⟨􀆩
𝑖𝑗
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗)⟩ (2.14)
where 𝑁 is the number of particles in the system, 𝜌 stands for its number
density, 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over all the particles, and brackets indicate the ensemble av-
erage. It must be noted that, in the RDFs that involve the imidazolium cation,
only the five atoms in the imidazole ring were considered in the calculations,
and all RDFs presented in this paper were calculated using the center of mass
of the molecules.
The lithium salt concentration dependence of lithium-anion RDFs is shown
in Figure 2.35, in which we can observe that lithium molecules are strongly
coordinated with the anions in all three systems, as indicated by the height
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Figure 2.35 Salt molar percentage dependence of lithium-anion RDFs for
mixtures of lithium salts with (a) [BMIM][PF6], (c) [BMIM][BF4], and (d)
[BMIM][NTf2] at 298.15 K and 1 atm. Sodium-anion RDFs for [BMIM][PF6]
mixed with NaPF6 are also included in (b) with the purpose of comparison.
For clarity, only a few of all the analyzed molar percentages are shown.
of their peaks. A comparison with sodium-anion RDFs for [BMIM][PF6]
mixed with NaPF6 is also shown. For clarity, only a few of all the analyzed
molar percentages are shown. Concerning lithium salt mixtures, if we con-
sider that the end of the first solvation layer is placed at the position of the
deepest minimum (0.4, 0.35, and 0.5 nm for [BMIM][PF6], [BMIM][BF4], and
[BMIM][NTf2], respectively), a double peak can be seen within this first solva-
tion shell in all the studied mixtures, showing that several anions coordinate
with the ([Li]+) cations, in agreement with previous results reported by Niu et
al. [257] for [EMIM][PF6] mixed with LiPF6 at 523.15 K. In mixtures in which
[PF6]
– or [NTf2]
– anions are present, the first peak is sharper than the second
one, whereas mixtures with [BMIM][BF4] show the opposite behaviour. In
addition, both peaks decrease when lithium salt is added to the mixture. If
we take a look at each system separately, Figure 2.35.(a), which represents
lithium-anion RDFs of [BMIM][PF6] doped with LiPF6, exhibits the first peak
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around 0.28 nm and the second one at 0.34 nm. Those peaks correspond to the
lithium cation placed between two fluorine atoms of the hexafluorophosphate
anion (forming [Li]+-[P]–-[F]–, an angle of around 45∘) or next to one of the
fluorines (forming [Li]+-[P]–-[F]–, an angle of 0∘), as represented in Figure
2.36.(a) and (b), respectively. These distances are in excellent agreement with
those reported by Niu et al. [257] in their two-dimensional radial-angular dis-
tribution study. Moreover, they found that 𝐶4𝑣 conformation, which coincides
with the second peak, becomes more important at higher salt concentrations,
this result being consistent with the fact that, when the amount of salt present
in the mixture is high, the height of the second peak becomes greater than
that of the first one and, taking into account that the width of the peaks
is approximately constant, height can be considered as a direct measure of
the number of species in each position. On the other hand, we did not find
any evidence of a tridendate coordination (𝐶3𝑣) of lithium cations by [PF6]
–,
which was reported to be the most stable structure in gas phase by Xuan et al.
[260]. In this conformation, lithium is close to three fluorine atoms forming
[F]–-[Li]+-[F’]–, an angle of around 73.6∘, and it is placed 0.24 nm away from
the central phosphorus. Figure 2.35.(c) shows that the first peak of lithium-
anion RDFs of mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 is located around 0.23 nm
and the second one at 0.32 nm. This behaviour is similar to the one found in
mixtures of [BMIM][PF6], since the first peak corresponds to a conformation
in which the lithium cation gets close to the boron atom approaching from
between two of the fluorine atoms (a bidendate structure), and the second
peak is consistent with a lithium cation forming an angle of 0∘ with a flu-
orine and the central boron (a monodendate mode of coordination). This
second conformation is more important at all salt concentrations, as shown
by the evolution of the heights of both peaks. However, in the study reported
by Francisco and Williams [261] by employing ab initio quantum-chemical
methods, a bidendate 𝐶2𝑣 structure was predicted to be the most stable and
a monodendate 𝐶4𝑣 conformation was regarded as very unlikely, both struc-
tures giving [B]–-[Li]+ distances in good agreement with the ones showed in
Figure 2.35.(c). A tridendate 𝐶3𝑣 structure with a [B]
–-[Li]+ distance of 0.21 nm
and an intermediate stability was not found in our mixtures. Finally, Figure
2.35.(d) corresponds to [BMIM][NTf2] doped with LiNTf2, and it illustrates a
first peak situated around 0.32 nm and a second one at 0.45 nm. This RDF is
very similar to that of the lithium cation and the nitrogen atom of the anion.
Therefore, it can be deduced that lithium cations are correlated to nitrogen
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Figure 2.36 Representation of the two possible conformations of the lithium
cation around a [PF6]
– anion in mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with LiPF6.
and oxygen atoms of the anion due to their negative partial charges, since this
conformation is consistent with the positions of both observed peaks. The
first peak reveals a conformation in which the lithium cation is placed close
to the nitrogen in an intermediate position between both sulfur atoms. The
second peak is due to all the possible orientations of [Li]+ around the four
oxygens of the anion. This picture is in good agreement with the one reported
by Borodin et al. [256] in their study of [MMPY][NTf2] mixed with LiNTf2.
The RDFs of [BMIM][PF6] mixed with NaPF6 included in Figure 2.35.(b) show,
as for the mixture with lithium salt, a double peak within the first solvation
layer of central sodium cation. However, in this case, both peaks are located
at slightly larger distances that those of lithium-anion RDFs, 0.32 nm and
0.38 nm, respectively, due to the larger size of sodium ion. Moreover, the first
peak is higher than the second one for all the studied percentages of sodium
salt, showing that a conformation in which [Na]+ cations are placed between
two fluorine atoms of the [PF6]
– anion is always predominant in this kind of
mixtures.
Packing effects on the structural conformation are shown by the evolu-
tion of the height of the two first peaks, and they can be more clearly seen
in Figure 2.37, in which we show the concentration dependence of the rela-
tion between the height of the first peak and that of the second one for the
lithium/sodium-anion RDFs of all the studied mixtures. As we can observe,
mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 are the only systems whose second peak
is higher than the first one for all the analyzed molar percentages of lithium
salt. On the other hand, in those mixtures of [BMIM][NTf2] and [BMIM][PF6]
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Figure 2.37 Salt molar percentage dependence of the relation between the
height of the first two peaks for the lithium/sodium-anion RDFs of all the
studied mixtures.
with LiNTf2 and NaPF6, respectively, the first peak is always higher than the
second one, decreasing the difference between them as the amount of salt in-
creases. Finally, [BMIM][PF6] mixed with LiPF6 is the only system that shows
an inversion in the height of the first two peaks with the addition of lithium
salt to the mixture, since, for less than a 15% of salt, the relation between them
is greater than 1 and, at higher molar percentages of salt the relation becomes
smaller than 1.
The lithium salt concentration dependence of lithium-cation RDFs for
all the studied IL/salt mixtures, as well as a comparison with sodium-cation
RDFs for [BMIM][PF6] mixed with NaPF6 is included as part of the Supporting
Information for this paper. Regarding lithium salt mixtures, in systems with
[BMIM][NTf2] the first peak is a little bit displaced to higher distances than in
those mixtures in which [PF6]
– or [BF4]
– anions are present, as expected due to
the greater size of the [NTf2]
– anion and, therefore, of the first solvation layer.
Moreover, the fact that the first peak height is lower than those of the anion-
lithium RDFs and that the RDFs are quickly smoothed out implies that there
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is no aggregation of imidazolium cations around the lithium ions, as expected
from the electrostatic interactions between cations and anions. It can be also
observed that replacing lithium cations with sodium ions does not lead to a
significant change in this RDFs, the most remarkable and somehow expected
variation being a slightly higher first peak in the mixture with sodium salt,
but with this first peak placed approximately at the same distance as the one
obtained in the system doped with lithium salt.
All the studied systems exhibit an exclusion of anions after the first solva-
tion shell, in which a layer of lithiums can be found, as we can observe look-
ing at the first peaks in lithium-lithium RDFs, also included as Supporting
Information, placed at intermediate distances between those of lithium-cation
RDFs and those of lithium-anion ones. This figure also includes a comparison
with sodium-sodium RDFs for [BMIM][PF6] mixed with NaPF6. Thus, from
the analysis of the RDFs, we can conclude that lithium/sodium cations are
surrounded by a first solvation layer of anions (with which they are strongly
coordinated), followed by a second shell of lithium/sodium ions and a third
layer of imidazolium cations, resembling a pseudolattice structure according
to the structural model on the basis of Bahe-Varela theory [117, 118, 262]. This
conformation can indeed be observed in a snapshot included in Figure 2.38.(a)
of a few molecules in the final configuration in the simulation box of a 40%
[BMIM][PF6]/LiPF6 mixture.
The above conclusions can be reinforced by evaluating the coordination
numbers of ions in the mixtures. The most common way for analyzing co-
ordination numbers in the literature is by numerical integration of the func-
tion 4𝜋𝑟2𝜌𝑔(𝑟) up to the first minimum (being 𝜌 the numerical density of the
ionic species surrounding a lithium cation) and 𝑔(𝑟) the corresponding RDFs
plotted in Figure 2.35, as well as in cation-lithium and lithium-lithium RDFs,
which indicates the end of the corresponding solvation layer. The coordina-
tion number of the anions, lithium ions, and imidazolium cations in the first,
second and third coordination shell, respectively, of the [Li]+ cation are shown
in Table 2.4 for all the studied mixtures. In addition, coordination numbers
corresponding to mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with NaPF6 are included, and they
seem to be compatible with those of lithium ions.
Regarding the number of anions coordinating a [Li]+ cation, it can be seen
that [BF4]
– ions provide the highest value, which is approximately 3.3. In the
case of [PF6]
–, the value is around 3, which is in good agreement with the
results reported by Niu et al. [257] In both cases, the coordination numbers
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Table 2.4 Coordination numbers of imidazolium cations (left), anions (center),
and lithium ions (right) around a lithium cation in mixtures of [BMIM][PF6],
[BMIM][BF4], and [BMIM][NTf2] and lithium salts with a common anion. Co-
ordination numbers of imidazolium cations (left), anions (center), and sodium
ions (right) around a sodium cation of [BMIM][PF6] mixed with NaPF6 are also
included with the purpose of comparison.
[BMIM][PF6] + [LiPF6]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫]+ 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁮􀁤6]− 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁪􀀕]+
5.0 8.20 2.87 0.15
10.0 8.16 2.86 0.23
15.0 7.94 2.90 0.41
25.0 7.41 2.88 0.59
40.0 6.89 2.91 1.00
[BMIM][PF6] + [NaPF6]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛[􀁬􀀍]+−[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫]+ 𝑛[􀁬􀀍]+−[􀁮􀁤6]− 𝑛[􀁬􀀍]+−[􀁬􀀍]+
5.0 8.28 2.67 0.13
10.0 8.45 2.70 0.19
15.0 8.03 2.72 0.29
25.0 7.52 2.69 0.53
40.0 6.56 2.75 1.06
[BMIM][BF4] + [LiBF4]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫]+ 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁠􀁤4]− 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁪􀀕]+
5.0 9.10 3.24 0.10
10.0 8.94 3.24 0.31
15.0 8.69 3.29 0.38
25.0 8.48 3.29 0.71
40.0 7.53 3.35 1.27
[BMIM][NTf2] + [LiNTf2]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁠􀁫􀁧􀁫]+ 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁬􀁲􀀒2]− 𝑛[􀁪􀀕]+−[􀁪􀀕]+
5.0 6.55 1.91 0.04
10.0 6.12 1.84 0.13
15.0 6.39 1.96 0.26
25.0 5.49 1.90 0.42
40.0 4.47 1.71 0.59
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Figure 2.38 (a) Snapshot of a few molecules of the final configuration of a 40%
[BMIM][PF6]/LiPF6 mixture, in which we can observe a central lithium cation
(red) surrounded by a first layer of [PF6]
– anions, a second shell of lithium
ions (violet), and a further layer of imidazolium cations. (b) Snapshot of two
[NTf2]
– anions and one lithium cation of the final configuration of a mixture of
[BMIM][NTf2] and a 40% of LiNTf2, in which we can observe that each anion
provides two oxygen atoms (red) to the first coordination shell of the lithium
cation (violet).
slightly increase with increasing the amount of salt in the system. For the
biggest anion, [NTf2]
–, the coordination number reaches a value of approx-
imately 2, which reasonably agrees with previously reported data published
by Borodin et al. [256] They found that [Li]+ cations are surrounded by nearly
4 oxygen atoms of the [NTf2]
– anion, so that our results suggest a configur-
ation in which a single [NTf2]
– anion provides two oxygen atoms to the first
coordination layer of a given lithium ion. This conformation can be observed
in a snapshot included in Figure 2.38(b) of two anions around a lithium cation
in the final configuration in the simulation box of [BMIM][NTf2] mixed with
a 40% of LiNTf2. It must be noted that Borodin et al. reported a probabil-
ity for this conformation of less than 5%, whereas Duluard et al. [253] and
Lassègues et al. [239, 240] proposed a structure as the one that our MD simu-
lations show of [Li(NTf2)2]
– clusters in which the lithium is tetrahedrally co-
ordinated to four oxygen atoms of two different anions and, as they indicated,
theoretical studies suggest the formation of this bidendate structure [263, 264].
As expected, the number of [NTf2]
– anions coordinated with a lithium cation
is smaller than that of hexafluorophosphate or tetrafluoroborate, due to the
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greater size of the former. In addition, in Table 2.4, we can observe that the
coordination numbers of imidazolium cations around a lithium atom are ap-
proximately 8 for mixtures with [BMIM][PF6] and [BMIM][BF4] and nearly 6
for those with [BMIM][NTf2]. Although both cations are not strongly coordin-
ated (as one can see in the corresponding RDF in Supporting information) due
to the electrostatic repulsion between them, the coordination number was ex-
pected to be greater than that of any of the anions, since imidazolium cations
are located in the third solvation layer of lithium ions and due to its larger
radius, this third solvation shell can accommodate a greater number of mo-
lecules than the first one. Finally, as indicated in Table 2.4, the number of [Li]+
cations placed within the second solvation layer of lithium ions increases with
lithium salt concentration in all the studied systems. The highest value, 1.3,
was found in mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] at a %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 40 of salt, whereas mix-
tures of [BMIM][NTf2] provided the lowest [Li]
+-[Li]+ coordination number
(0.6) at that same amount of salt. These results are in good agreement with the
ones reported by Borodin et al. [256], whose simulations shown that each [Li]+
cation has other 0.7−0.8 lithium molecules in the second solvation layer at a salt
molar percentage of %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 25 in mixtures of [MMPY][NTf2] with LiNTf2. All
previous comments about mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with LiPF6 could be also
extended to those with NaPF6, since all the coordination numbers included in
Table 2.4 for both cations of the salt are very similar to each other and there is
no remarkable effect due to the different size of these ions.
To sum up, the most relevant structural features arising from our simu-
lations are probably those concerning the position of [Li]+ ions around an-
ions, and the probable formation of bonded-like structures that could diffuse
as stable kinetic entities, with all the implications this could have in what trans-
port properties are concerned. Obviously, this hypothesis can only be tested
analyzing the dynamics of [Li]+ cations and anions in the bulk, what we do in
the following.
Single-particle dynamics in these mixtures can be analyzed by means of
the study of the center-of-mass velocity autocorrelation functions (VACFs) of
their different components. The normalized VACF is calculated as
𝐶(𝑡) =
⟨?⃗?(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
⟨?⃗?(0) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
(2.15)
where ?⃗?(𝑡) is the velocity of the center-of-mass of the molecule at time 𝑡
and the brackets indicate the ensemble average. To the best of our knowledge,
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Figure 2.39 Concentration dependence of lithium cations VACF in mixtures
with [BMIM][PF6] (a), [BMIM][BF4] (c), and [BMIM][NTf2] (d). The insets
show the evolution of the collision time with the amount of salt. Sodium
VACFs in mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with NaPF6 are also included in (b) with
the purpose of comparison.
this is the first time that computational results are reported for this quantit-
ies in mixtures of ILs with lithium/sodium salts. In Figure 2.39 the concen-
tration dependence of dimensionless VACFs of lithium cations are shown for
mixtures with [BMIM][PF6] (a), [BMIM][BF4] (c), and [BMIM][NTf2] (d). This
figure also includes a comparison with sodium VACFs for [BMIM][PF6] mixed
with NaPF6. The insets were included in order to allow one to distinguish the
evolution of the collision time, indicated by the first zero of the function, with
the addition of salt to the system.
As one can see, the mean collision time shows a different trend depend-
ing on the anion that is present in the mixture. First, in cases in which hexa-
fluorophosphate is the common anion (Figure 2.39.(a)) the mean collision time
increases with increasing salt concentration, except for the lowest molar per-
centage, for which the first zero of the function takes place at longer times.
Moreover, those systems with tetrafluoroborate (Figure 2.39.(c)) exhibit an in-
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creasing mean collision time as lithium salt is added to the mixture. How-
ever, the observed tendency in mixtures with bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)im-
ide (Figure 2.39.(d)) is exactly the opposite, since the first zero of the VACFs
appears at lower times when the amount of salt increases. In addition, it must
be added that, for the same amount of lithium salt, the mean collision time is
somewhat longer in mixtures with [BMIM][PF6] (around 0.0187 ps) and lower
in those with [BMIM][BF4] (around 0.015 ps), probably due to the stronger
interactions between [Li]+ and [BF4]
– seen in the structural analysis; the sys-
tems with [BMIM][NTf2] being in an intermediate position (0.017 ps approx-
imately). On the other hand, all the VACFs of lithium cation show clear os-
cillations after the first collision, and this oscillatory behaviour is registered
up to around 1.5 ps, indicating a rattling motion of lithium ions in the ”cage”
of their nearest neighbors, in agreement with previous studies of lithium ions
[240, 265]. As expected, this rattling motion is more markedly observed the
lighter the anion, probably due to the effect of the different mass ratios between
imidazolium cation and anion, since lighter anions suffer more intense os-
cillations in their VACFs in the presence of the same cation [266, 267], and
this has an influence on lithium oscillations. In addition, a weakening of the
caging effect with increasing salt concentration can be observed is mixtures
with [BF4]
– anions. Moreover, the oscillations of the lithium VACFs are more
rapidly weakened in this system, since the greater number of collisions of
the lighter ions cancels out the correlations sooner. No evidence of long-time
tails was detected in any of these mixtures. Regarding the VACFs of sodium
cation, we can observe that the rattling motion of sodium ions is much less
pronounced than that of lithium ions in mixtures with [BMIM][PF6], these os-
cillations being completely damped after 0.8 ps, as expected due to the greater
mass of sodium ions. In addition, in mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with sodium
salts the first zero of the function takes place at times around twice longer
(0.044 ps approximately) than in mixtures with lithium salts, and the evolu-
tion of this mean collision time with the addition of sodium salt to the mixture
exhibits the opposite trend of that observed for lithium salt, showing a de-
crease with increasing sodium salt concentration.
In addition, single-particle dynamics of the ions and the influence of the
formation of aggregates on these properties were studied by analyzing, among
others, the mean square displacement (MSD), defined as
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𝑀𝑆𝐷 = ⟨𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2⟩ =
1
𝑁
⟨
𝑁
􀆩
𝑖=1
|⃗𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − ?⃗?𝑖(0)|2⟩ (2.16)
where ?⃗?(𝑡) is the location of the center of mass of ion 𝑖 at time 𝑡, the
sum extends over all the ions present in the mixture and brackets indic-
ate the ensemble average. In the Supporting information, we include an
illustration (Figure 2.44) of the behaviour of MSDs of imidazolium cation,
anion, and lithium, respectively, with increasing salt concentration in mix-
tures of [BMIM][PF6]/LiPF6 (a)-(d)-(g), [BMIM][BF4]/LiBF4 (b)-(e)-(h), and
[BMIM][NTf2]/LiNTf2 (c)-(f)-(i). The results for the ions included in the
systems are similar to each other, with a faster diffusion of the anions at very
short times (when the expected inertial behaviour takes place), and after the
appearance of a crossing point at intermediate times, the MSD of the [BMIM]+
cation becomes higher than that of the anion, showing a faster diffusion of the
imidazolium cation at long times. After around 3 ns, the three ionic species
diffuse approximately at the same rate, showing that the diffusion of these
ions is correlated and that they do not move separately. Furthermore, all these
three figures show that both MSDs and their slopes of all the ions decrease
with increasing lithium salt concentration. We can also observe that, even
though the cation is always the same, its MSD varies depending on the anion,
a faster diffusion corresponds to mixtures in which [NTf2]
– is present and
a slower dynamics to those with hexafluorophosphate. Moreover, [NTf2]
–
anion diffuses faster than [PF6]
– and [BF4]
–, both exhibing a similar dynamics
(although faster for tetrafluoroborate), despite its greater size. Finally, the
motion of lithium cation decreases in most of the studied concentrations
following the trend [NTf2]>[BF4]>[PF6].
In the linear representation of the MSDs, it seems that the dynamics reaches
a diffusive regime after a few picoseconds, since then MSDs appear to have a
linear dependence with time. However, the log-log plots of those figures, in-
cluded as Supporting information, prove that the situation is somehow more
complex, and we can observe three different time scale behaviours. These
three different regimes can be characterized by means of the dependence of
the MSD with time, which can be measured as
⟨𝛥|⃗𝑟(𝑡)|2⟩ ∝ 𝑡𝛽 (2.17)
where 𝛽 describes the type of motion of the molecules of the system. The
slow dynamics at intermediate times of ILs is well known and, because of this
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reason, it is of fundamental importance to ensure that the ions of the ILs have
reached a diffusive behavior during the simulation in order to get the correct
values of long-time magnitudes, since trajectories that appear to be in the lin-
ear diffusive regime are often still subdiffusive [189]. First, the behaviour of
the ions at short times is ballistic, so that 𝛽 ≃ 2. At the longest times, the mo-
lecules of the system exhibit linear diffusive motion after the molecules have
experienced many collisions, and this Gaussian diffusion implies 𝛽 = 1. Fi-
nally, at intermediate times a subdiffusive plateau, already reported for pure
ILs, characteristic of glass formers in the supercooled region, is observed [128,
268]. For this non-Gaussian dynamics during the intermediate stage, related
to long cage escaping time of the ions, 𝛽 < 1. The log-log plots of the MSDs
of lithium cations represented in graphics included in Supporting information
show that the two transitions between the three regimes take place at similar
times in all the studied systems.
To obtain a more detailed microscopic description of the single-particle dy-
namics of these systems, the translational diffusion coefficients can be ana-
lyzed, since this magnitude is particularly amenable for calculation with MD
simulations. The self-diffusion coefficient of the ionic species 𝑖 can be obtained
from the long-time limit of the MSD by the well-known Einstein equation [60,
223]
𝐷𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑖 =
1
6
lim
𝑡→∞
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
⟨[⃗𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − ?⃗?𝑖(0)]2⟩ (2.18)
This equation is valid only at long simulation times, when the MSD shows
a linear dependence with time and a truly diffusive regime is reached, since too
short MD trajectories usually provide wrongly estimated self-diffusion coeffi-
cients [216]. Particularly, in this work, we made a least-square fit of the data
between 1000 ps and 9000 ps in order to apply eq.2.18.
As a validation of the accuracy of the employed force field in what transport
properties are concerned, an additional testing of the dynamical and transport
properties of our model can be made by calculating the self-diffusion coeffi-
cients of pure ILs and contrasting them with available experimental and com-
putational data. For this purpose, Table 2.5 shows the simulated self-diffusion
coefficients of cation and anion in pure ILs obtained by using Einstein equa-
tion (2.18), including their respective uncertainties, directly provided by the
Gromacs package.
As can be seen, the self-diffusion coefficients calculated from MSDs are in
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Table 2.5 Self-diffusion coefficients (in 10−12 m2/s) of cation and anion in pure
ILs obtained by using Einstein equation (2.18).
𝐼𝐿 𝐷𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
[BMIM][PF6] 1.07 ± 0.49 0.310 ± 0.021
[BMIM][BF4] 4.32 ± 0.63 1.82 ± 0.86
[BMIM][NTf2] 5.86 ± 0.14 4.44 ± 0.91
𝐼𝐿 𝐷𝑀𝑆𝐷−𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷
𝑀𝑆𝐷−𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
[BMIM][PF6] 7 [26] / 8 [198] / 6.9 [269] 5 [26] / 5.2 [269]
[BMIM][BF4] 15 [26] / 16 [198] / 14.5 [269] 15 [26] / 13.4 [269]
[BMIM][NTf2] 25 [26] / 32 [198] / 27.5 [269] 20 [26] / 21.8 [269]
the order of 10−12 m2/s, and they underestimate the experimental values repor-
ted in literature for pure ILs [26, 198] by a factor of 4-5, which could suggest
that our simulations were not long enough to let the system reach the diffus-
ive regime and the slope of the MSD (from where the self-diffusion coefficient
is estimated) is still too low. Actually, Borodin et al. [256] indicated that [Li]+
motion is still subdiffusive up to 33 ns at temperatures close to room temper-
ature. However, we performed 40 ns–long simulations of pure [BMIM][PF6]
in order to check the influence of the simulation times and we noticed no sig-
nificant effect on the self-diffusion coefficients of both ionic species. In view of
the obtained results, we must point out that, although the structure of the mix-
tures is reasonably predicted, the single-particle dynamics seems to be quite
slow. This could certainly be improved using a polarizable model, as it has
been discussed by Borodin et al. in previous studies [269, 270].
Moreover, although cations and anions MSDs were found to exhibit sim-
ilar behaviour for each IL, this route of calculation provided larger values for
the cation than for the anion in all cases, despite their larger volumes and
masses, an observation that shows that the diffusion of the ions is correlated,
as it has been reported in previous studies [26–28, 266]. Furthermore, self-
diffusion coefficients of both cation and anion were expected to follow the
trend [NTf2]>[BF4]>[PF6] [26], in agreement with our results.
The dependence on lithium salt molar percentage of the self-diffusion
coefficients calculated from MSDs of [BMIM]+, anions, and [Li]+ are shown
in Figure 2.40 in plots (a), (b), and (c), respectively. In addition, self-diffusion
coefficients obtained from the slope of MSDs of imidazolium cation, hexa-
fluorophosphate and sodium in systems with NaPF6 doping [BMIM][PF6] are
included. In agreement with previous studies of mixtures of ILs with lithium
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Figure 2.40 Concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients of
cation (a), anions (b), and lithium (c), calculated by using Einstein equation
(2.18). Self-diffusion coefficients of imidazolium cation (a), hexafluorophos-
phate (b), and sodium (c) obtained from MSDs for [BMIM][PF6] doped with
NaPF6 are also included with the aim of comparison.
salts [238, 246, 252, 253, 255, 257], the motion of the ions is sensitive to the
lithium salt concentration and, in binary systems, the increase in the amount
of salt causes a slight decrease of the self-diffusion coefficients of all the ions,
although in mixtures in which hexafluorophosphate anion is present, this
trend is not as clear as in those mixtures with the other two anions. Moreover,
it can be seen that the smallest ion, [Li]+, is always the slowest species, with the
imidazolium cation being the fastest and the anions occupying intermediate
positions, as reported in the literature [252, 253, 255, 257]. This slower motion
of the lightest ionic species was also found in mixtures of ILs with aluminium
salts [271], and it was reported that their greater equivalent surface charge
density reduces drastically the mobility of these ions and forces them to re-
main in almost fixed equilibrium positions. On the other hand, self-diffusion
coefficients for lithium cation was found to be around one order of magnitude
lower than expected, since, as for cations and anions, lithium coefficients are
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also in the order of 10−11 − 10−12 m2/s, but with lower coefficients [252, 253,
255]. It can be observed that self-diffusion coefficients of imidazolium cation,
hexafluorophosphate, and sodium in the [BMIM][PF6]/NaPF6 systems are
very close to those of the lithium salt mixtures at the same amount of salt,
but slightly lower in the case of sodium ion, probably due to the effect of the
different size of [Na]+ cation. From the Stokes-Einstein equation
𝐷𝑖 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑐𝜋𝜂𝑟𝑖
(2.19)
where 𝑇 is the temperature of the mixture, 𝑐 is a constant, 𝜂 is the viscos-
ity of the system, and 𝑟𝑖 is the effective hydrodynamic radius of molecule 𝑖.
From this relation, we could conclude that the greater the size of the ion, the
slower it is. However, as we said for the self-diffusion coefficients obtained
from the MSD curves, this is not the trend obtained in previous experimental
studies. The existence of small clusters involving [Li]+/[Na]+ cations and an-
ions is strongly suggested from our structural analysis, as it has also been ob-
served in previous publications [239, 256, 257, 272]. Thus, we conclude that
both lithium and sodium form kinetic entities with its surrounding anions,
thus, reducing their mobilities. For example, Duluard et al. [253] estimated
the diffussion coefficients of the free [NTf2]
– anions and of those involved in
anionic [Li(NTf2)2]
– clusters, and they also found that the value of the latter
was similar to that of the lithium cation. The first solvation shell of the lith-
ium/sodium ions is expected to be dynamically broken and formed [256, 257],
with a transport mechanism in which lithium/sodium moves from one anion
to another, but with a quite low hopping rate (of [Li]+/[Na]+ cation) and strong
aggregation. Hence, our study of VACFs and MSDs suggests a picture in which
lithium ions are moving inside the cages formed by their nearest neighbours
suffering many collisions with the anions around them before reaching a sub-
diffusive motion, since the first collision of lithium cations takes place at much
shorter times than that of the end of the ballistic region (around 0.017 ps and
1 ps, respectively). This is also confirmed by the strong correlation of the ve-
locity of [Li]+ cations with their initial velocity, as indicated by the long-lived
oscillations showed in the VACFs, and in agreement with the effect of the mass
ratio between the lighter lithium and the heavier anions in an elastic collision
between them. This is not the behaviour found in mixtures with water [81] or
alcohols [174], for which collision and ballistic times were very similar to each
other. Water molecules seem to have a few collisions with other water mo-
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lecules surrounding them before reaching the subdiffusive regime, whereas
alcohol molecules have more similar masses to their coordinating anions so
their VACFs do not show marked rattling motion regions. Once again, these
deeds suggest the formation of stable kinetic aggregates induced by lithium
cations.
To obtain additional insight of the dynamics of lithium and sodium cations
and their coordinating anions, we analyzed the lifetime of these structures by
calculating a cage autocorrelation function (CaACF) defined as [256, 257]
𝑃(𝑡) =
⟨𝐻𝑖𝑗(𝑡)𝐻𝑖𝑗(0)⟩
⟨𝐻𝑖𝑗(0)𝐻𝑖𝑗(0)⟩
(2.20)
where𝐻𝑖𝑗(𝑡) takes the value 1 if [Li]
+/[Na]+ cations, 𝑖, and the center of mass
of their surrounding anions, 𝑗, are closer than the position of the first minimum
of the lithium/sodium-anion RDFs at time 𝑡, and zero, otherwise. The brackets
⟨⟩ indicate the average over all time origins. In Figure 2.41, the concentration
dependence of CaACFs of the anionic clusters formed by lithium cations and
anions in their first coordination shell is shown for mixtures of lithium salt
with [BMIM][PF6] (a), [BMIM][BF4] (c), and [BMIM][NTf2] (d). This figure also
includes a comparison with CaACFs of the complexes present in [BMIM][PF6]
mixed with NaPF6.
It can be observed that the decay of the CaACFs in mixtures with the lowest
concentrations is slower than in those with the highest amount of salt, show-
ing that the increasing of lithium salt in the mixture leads to the formation of
less rigid structures, which is due to the fact that each lithium added to the
mixture needs 2 − 3 coordinated anions. This tendency is compatible with
the fact that the ionic mobility decreases with the amount of salt in the mix-
ture, since a slower motion of the whole aggregate, which seems to be the
entity that reaches the diffusive regime, does not imply a longer stability of
that cluster. It can be also noted that the stability of the complexes in those
mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with LiPF6 is less sensitive to salt amount variations
than in the rest of the systems, since the curves of CaCAFs are more similar
to each other. The most remarkable aspect seen in Figure 2.41 is the strong
memory effect and the very large association-dissociation characteristic times
of [Li(Anion)n]
n–1 aggregates, which is shown by the slight decay of all the
CaACFs (after 10 ns none of the CaACFs decayed more than 5%). Borodin et
al. [256] found a similar result for [MPPY][NTf2] and [MMPY][NTf2] doped
with 0.25 molar fraction of LiNTf2 at 303 − 333 K, but they attributed this res-
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Figure 2.41 Concentration dependence of CaACFs of anions within the
first solvation layer of lithium cations in mixtures with [BMIM][PF6] (a),
[BMIM][BF4] (c), and [BMIM][NTf2] (d). CaACFs of [PF6]
– anions coordinat-
ing sodium cations in mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with NaPF6 are also included
in (b) with the purpose of comparison.
ult to the fact that their systems were not well-equilibrated. However, we must
point out that we ensured the equilibration of our mixtures by performing two
50 ns long simulations, one in the NVE ensemble and the other one in the NpT
ensemble, both also giving a decay of less than 5%. In addition, we further
proved the resilience of these structures, verifying that the anions surround-
ing a given [Li]+ in every time frame of the simulation run are always the same.
Residence times of tens and even hundreds of nanoseconds of lithium ions in-
side the cages formed by their nearest neighbours were previously reported
by Borodin et al. [273] in simulations of amorphous dilithium ethylene dicar-
bonate (Li2EDC) and lithium methyl carbonate (LiMC) at temperatures from
393 to 600 K. On the other hand, the relatively fast decay of 𝑃(𝑡) found by Niu
et al. [257] in [EMIM][PF6] mixed with LiPF6 can be due to the high temperat-
ure at which they performed the runs, 523.15 K, which is consistent with the
results reported by Borodin et al. [256] at 393 K and shows the great effect of
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the temperature on this magnitude. All previous comments can be referred
to those mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with NaPF6, since CaACF of systems with
sodium salt do not show significative differences compared to the ones with
lithium beyond a slightly slower decay.
From this analysis, we conclude that the first solvation shell of lithium/so-
dium cations is very stable, leading to the formation of strong and long-lived
[Li(Anion)n]
n–1 anionic clusters. Thus, even though, in our single-particle dy-
namics analysis, the results from MSDs and VACFs seemed to be somewhat
contradictory, it has been shown that they lead to a picture in which [Li]+
and [Na]+ diffuse altogether with their surrounding anions as a stable kin-
etic entity; meanwhile, they suffer a rattling motion inside those clusters, in
agreement with several previously reported experimental studies [238, 240,
252, 253].
Further information about the dynamics of the system can be obtained by
studying another interesting magnitude, the current autocorrelation function
(CACF), which can be calculated from NVE simulations as
𝐽(𝑡) =
⟨⃗𝑗(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
⟨⃗𝑗(0) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
(2.21)
where the electrical current, ?⃗?(𝑡), is given by
?⃗?(𝑡) =
𝑁
􀆩
𝑖=1
𝑞𝑖?⃗?𝑖(𝑡) (2.22)
and 𝑞𝑖 represents the charge of ion 𝑖 and ?⃗?𝑖 stands for the velocity of the
center of mass of that ion. The CACF can be also defined as the sum of two
contributions, the self and the cross-term [128, 274]
𝐽(𝑡) = 𝐶(𝑡) + 𝛥(𝑡) (2.23)
the self-term, 𝐶(𝑡), being the total VACF of the system and the cross-term,
𝛥(𝑡), the deviation from the ideal Nernst-Einstein relation [61]
𝜎𝑁𝐸 =
𝑒2
𝑉𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑁
􀆩
𝑖=1
𝑛𝑖𝐷𝑖 (2.24)
where 𝑒 is the electron charge, 𝑉 is the volume of the system, 𝑇 stands for
the temperature, 𝑛𝑖 represents the total number of ions of species 𝑖 and 𝐷𝑖 its
self-diffusion coefficient. If the overall effect of cross-correlations was negli-
gible, the normalized velocity and current autocorrelation functions would be
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expected to coincide. This is the assumption made in eq. (2.24), and therefore,
the decisive part missing in this relation are the cross-correlations of the single
particle velocities, that is, ⟨?⃗?𝑖(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?𝑗(𝑡)⟩ (for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗), of which a pair of ions with op-
posite charges would contribute to diffusion, but not to conductivity, leading
to a significant decrease of this magnitude.
The evolution for a few molar percentages of lithium salts of the normalized
total VACFs (red), the normalized CACFs (green) and the difference between
them, 𝛥(𝑡) (blue), are included in the Supporting information file (Figure 2.46),
in order to analyze the relevance of cross-correlations in [BMIM][PF6]/LiPF6
(a)-(e)-(i), [BMIM][PF6]/NaPF6 (b)-(f)-(j), [BMIM][BF4]/LiBF4 (c)-(g)-(k); and
[BMIM][NTf2]/LiNTf2 (d)-(h)-(l) mixtures. The importance of the correlations
among ions can be clearly observed in the difference between the total VACFs
and the CACFs registered, above all, at short times. The x-intercept and decay
times for the CACFs are shorter than those of the VACFs, providing a negative
value of the 𝛥(𝑡) terms for all the studied molar percentages, which shows that
neutral pairs of ions of opposite charge tend to diffuse together and do not
contribute to charge transport [128, 274, 275]. In addition, in all the systems
𝛥(𝑡) reaches positive values, which indicates that the correlation between ions
with charges of the same sign can also have significant effects. In our case,
both effects nearly cancel each other and cross-correlations can be considered
as negligible, leading to a good agreement of the conductivity calculated by
employing the Nernst-Einstein equation (2.24) and that obtained by means of
Green-Kubo relation
𝜎𝐺𝐾 =
1
3𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑉
∫∞
0
⟨⃗𝑗(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩𝑑𝑡 (2.25)
In Table 2.6, we include the ionic conductivities obtained from Nernst-
Einstein equation (2.24) using self-diffusion coefficients calculated by employ-
ing MSDs reported in Figure 2.40 for the three pure ILs and their mixtures
with lithium salts. It must be noted that, due to the fact that [Li]+ cations
are coordinated with the same anions for very long times, each lithium can
be considered as neutralized by one of the anions in its solvation shell, and
because of this reason, we do not consider the contribution of these neutral
pairs to the Nernst-Einstein relation in order to calculate the ionic conductiv-
ity. The results of the ionic conductivity for the pure systems are only slightly
underestimated by a factor of 3 for pure [BMIM][BF4] and [BMIM][NTf2],
since the expected values were about 3.5 mS/cm and 3.9 mS/cm, respect-
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Table 2.6 Ionic conductivity (in 𝑚𝑆/𝑐𝑚) of pure ILs ([BMIM][PF6],
[BMIM][BF4], and [BMIM][NTf2]) and their mixtures with lithium salts
with a common anion obtained from Nernst-Einstein equation (2.24) using
self-diffusion coefficients calculated by employing MSDs reported in Figure
2.40.
[BMIM][PF6] + [LiPF6]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑁𝐸
0.0 0.242
5.0 0.197
10.0 0.114
15.0 0.112
25.0 0.162
40.0 0.206
[BMIM][BF4] + [LiBF4]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑁𝐸
0.0 1.200
5.0 0.849
10.0 0.760
15.0 0.340
25.0 0.389
40.0 0.195
[BMIM][NTf2] + [LiNTf2]
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑁𝐸
0.0 1.372
5.0 0.933
10.0 0.567
15.0 0.363
25.0 0.207
40.0 0.177
ively [36, 276]. In the case of pure [BMIM][PF6], the experimental conduct-
ivity is approximately 1.5 mS/cm, which leads to an underestimation of
our simulated value by around a factor of 6 [36, 277]. These underestim-
ations of the ionic conductivities are associated to the smaller values of
the self-diffusion coefficients of MSDs, but the trend of the conductivity
[BMIM][NTf2]>[BMIM][BF4]>[BMIM][PF6] was obtained. On the other hand,
it was found that the Nernst-Einstein ionic conductivity calculated by using
self-diffusion coefficients from MSDs decreases with increasing the amount of
salt added to mixtures, which was already reported in some previous studies
[230, 252], and it is the expected trend for mixtures of ILs with lithium salts
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with a common anion [248], since the increase in the viscosity with increasing
salt concentration leads to a lower mobility of the carrier ions. However, the
decrease obtained is not as pronounced as the one reported by Monteiro et
al. [255], since they found an ionic conductivity of 0.06 mS/cm in mixtures
of [BMIM][NTf2] with a 40% of LiNTf2 at room temperature. In addition,
mixtures with lithium hexafluorophosphate show an unexpected increase
in the conductivity at the higher amounts of salt related to the behaviour of
the self-diffusion coefficients in these mixtures, for which we have not seen a
clear decrease with increasing lithium salt concentration. These fluctuations
of the electrical conductivity could be associated to concentration fluctuations
in a metastable supersaturated phase, but this possibility demands further
analysis.
2.4.5. Conclusions
We performed MD simulations of three imidazolium-based ILs, [BMIM][PF6],
[BMIM][BF4], and [BMIM][NTf2], mixed with lithium salts with a common
anion, and we investigated several structural and dynamical properties of
the systems at 𝑇 = 298.15 K and 𝑃 = 1 atm. We also included mixtures of
[BMIM][PF6] with NaPF6 with the purpose of comparison, in order to observe
the effect of the size of the monoatomic cation in the analyzed properties. Par-
ticularly, lithium/sodium solvation and ionic mobilities were studied via the
analysis of radial distribution functions, coordination numbers, mean square
displacements, cage autocorrelation functions, self-diffusion coefficients of
all the ionic species, velocity and current autocorrelation functions, and ionic
conductivity in all the ionic liquid/salt systems.
With the aim of checking the accuracy of the employed force field, we cal-
culated the densities of the three pure ILs and compared them to experimental
data. Our simulated densities shown a maximum deviation from available ex-
perimental values of 4.6%. Additionally, the densities of the mixtures were
found to decrease with increasing lithium salt concentration, in good agree-
ment with the experimental results available in the literature.
The analysis of the RDFs of the mixtures showed that lithium/sodium
cations are surrounded by a first solvation layer of anions (with which they
have stronger correlations), followed by a second shell of lithium/sodium
molecules and a third layer of imidazolium cations. In the three systems,
the first solvation layer of [Li]+/[Na]+ is occupied by anions in two different
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possible conformations that are sensitive to the amount of salt present in the
mixture, as shown by the presence and the evolution of the two sharp peaks
in the lithium/sodium-anion RDFs. The study of the coordination numbers
provided a central [Li]+ cation surrounded by about 3, 3.3 and 2 anions
for mixtures with hexafluorophosphate, tetrafluoroborate and bis(trifluoro-
methylsulfonyl)imide, respectively, this value being slightly increased for
increasing lithium salt concentration. Moreover, the [Na]+ cation was found
to have nearly three hexafluorophosphates around it. All these facts suggest
the formation of [Li/Na(Anion)n]
n–1 stable kinetic entities, which was further
confirmed by means of the analysis of lithium and sodium single-particle
dynamics.
VACFs of lithium and sodium cations were also reported, and they re-
vealed an oscillatory behaviour up to around 1.5 ps and 0.8 ps, respectively,
indicating a remarkable rattling motion of lithium and sodium ions in the
”cage” of their nearest neighbors. This rattling motion was more markedly
observed for mixtures with tetrafluoroborate anions, and an enhancement of
the caging effect with decreasing salt concentration can also be seen is this
system. In addition, the analysis of the salt cation CaCAF proved this struc-
ture to be extraordinary resilient, since it was seen to survive during tens of
nanoseconds, providing a further confirmation of the occurrence and stability
of [Li/Na(Anion)n]
n–1 clusters in the bulk mixture that can be considered to
act as real kinetic entities. On the other hand, the self-diffusion coefficients
were calculated from the Einstein relation, predicting a decrease of the mo-
bility of all the ionic species with increasing salt concentration, in agreement
with previously reported experimental results and as a possible consecuence
of the formation of the clusters. However, although the self-diffusion coeffi-
cients obtained from the slope of MSDs provided a trend of the ionic motion of
[BMIM]+>[anion]–>[Li]+, they were slightly underestimated for our analyzed
simulation times. The analysis of CACFs and cross-correlations showed that
effects of correlations between ions with charges of the same and opposite sign
cancel each other, causing a negligible contribution of cross-correlations to the
Nernst-Einstein equation. Thus, the ionic conductivity at room temperature
was reported for lithium/sodium salts mixed with imidazolium-based ILs for
the first time up to our knowledge, using the Nernst-Einstein relation com-
bined with the self-diffusion coefficients from the slope of the MSDs. This
method provided slightly underestimated values of the ionic conductivity, and
it showed that this magnitude decreases with increasing lithium salt concen-
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Figure 2.42 Salt molar percentage dependence of lithium-cation RDFs for
mixtures of lithium salts with (a) [BMIM][PF6], (c) [BMIM][BF4] and (d)
[BMIM][NTf2] at 298.15 K and 1 atm. Sodium-cation RDFs for [BMIM][PF6]
mixed with NaPF6 are also included in (b) with the purpose of comparison.
trations, in accordance to experimental observations and in line with the ex-
perimental fact that an increase in viscosity slows down the ionic mobility of
the components of the mixture.
In summary, all the presently reported structural and dynamic evidences
can only be understood if long-lived, stable [Li/Na(Anion)n]
n–1 clusters are
formed in the bulk solution, in which the salt cation is diffusing in a bonded-
like state with the anions of its first coordination shell giving rise to stable
kinetic entities whose lifetimes spans over tens of nanoseconds.
2.4.6. Supporting Information
Figures equivalent to Figure 2.35, for cation-lithium and lithium-lithium
RDFs, time dependence of the MSDs and their log-log plot, and total velocity
and current autocorrelation functions and the cross-terms.
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Figure 2.43 Salt molar percentage dependence of lithium-lithium RDFs for
mixtures of lithium salts with (a) [BMIM][PF6], (c) [BMIM][BF4] and (d)
[BMIM][NTf2] at 298.15 K and 1 atm. Sodium-sodium RDFs for [BMIM][PF6]
mixed with NaPF6 are also included in (b) with the purpose of comparison.
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Figure 2.44 Time dependence of the MSDs of (a)-(b)-(c) imidazolium cation,
(d)-(e)-(f) anion and (g)-(h)-(i) lithium in mixtures of [BMIM][PF6] with LiPF6,
[BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 and [BMIM][NTf2] with LiNTf2 for all the studied
concentrations.
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Figure 2.45 Log-log plots of the MSDs.
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Figure 2.46 Concentration dependence of the total VACFs (red), CACFs
(green) and the cross-terms, 𝛥(𝑡) (blue), for [BMIM][PF6] (a)-(e)-(i),
[BMIM][BF4] (c)-(g)-(k) and [BMIM][NTf2] (d)-(h)-(l) mixed with lithium
salt and [BMIM][PF6] (b)-(f)-(j) mixed with sodium salt, at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
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2.5. Solvation of Lithium Salts in Protic Ionic Liquids: A
Molecular Dynamics Study.
In order to expand the studies carried out in 2.4 and explore solvation of
lithium salts in PILs in order to use them as electrolytes in lithium batteries, we
performed the first computational work in which the solvation mechanisms of
ions of electrochemical interest in bulk mixtures with PILs are analyzed.
In this work we employed MD simulations to investigate the structural fea-
tures of solutions of lithium nitrate in the PIL par excellence, EAN [278]. The ob-
tained results of density, radial distribution functions, hydrogen bonds, spatial
distribution functions and coordination numbers revealed a similar behaviour
to that found in 2.4. The well-known formation of polar and apolar domains
in bulk is slightly disrupted by the addition of the lithium salt, the result be-
ing the dispersion of lithium cations in the polar nanoregions of the mixture,
with the consequent transference of [NO3]
– anions to the inner regions of these
polar nanodomains due to the strong interaction between lithium cations and
nitrate anions. The polar areas of the mixture show some kind of pseudolat-
tice structure in which anions and [Li]+ cations form solid-like structures until
saturation.
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2.5.1. Paper V: Solvation of Lithium Salts in Protic Ionic Liquids: A
Molecular Dynamics Study; J. Phys. Chem. B 118 (2014)
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ina,4 Alessandro Triolo,5 Luis J. Gallego1 and Luis M. Varela1
The structure of solutions of lithium nitrate in a protic ionic liquid with
a common anion, ethylammonium nitrate, at room temperature is investig-
ated by means of molecular dynamics simulations. Several structural prop-
erties, such as density, radial distribution functions, hydrogen bonds, spatial
distribution functions and coordination numbers, are analyzed in order to get
a picture of the solvation of lithium cations in this hydrogen-bonded, am-
phiphilically nanostructured environment. The results reveal that the ionic
liquid mainly retains its structure upon salt addition, the interaction between
the ammonium group of the cation and the nitrate anion being only slightly
perturbed by the addition of the salt. Lithium cations are solvated by embed-
ding them in the polar nanodomains of the solution formed by the anions,
where they coordinate with the latter in a solid-like fashion reminiscent of a
pseudolattice structure. Furthermore, it is shown that the average coordin-
ation number of [Li]+ with the anions is 4, nitrate coordinating [Li]+ in both
monodentate and bidentate ways, and that in the second coordination layer
both ethylammonium cations and other lithiums are also found. Additionally,
the rattling motion of lithium ions inside the cages formed by their neighbour-
ing anions, indicative of the so-called caging effect, is confirmed by the analysis
of the [Li]+ velocity autocorrelation functions. The overall picture indicates
that the solvation of [Li]+ cations in this amphiphilically nanostructured envir-
onment takes place by means of a sort of inhomogeneous nanostructural solva-
tion, which we could refer to as nanostructured solvation, and which could be
a universal solvation mechanism in ionic liquids.
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2.5.2. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are a new class of low-melting-point solvents consist-
ing entirely of ions that have been extensively studied in recent years for both
fundamental and technological reasons. This increasing research interest is
mainly due to their “tunable” properties such as negligible vapour pressure,
wide temperature stability range, good conductivity or low viscosity [36, 42,
279], that contribute to their reputation as “green solvents” and make them
very attractive candidates for many applications [3, 84, 133, 135, 185, 236].
An interesting subset of ILs are protic ionic liquids (PILs), which are formed
through proton transfer from a Brønsted acid to a Brønsted base [280–282].
The proton transfer gives rise to the presence of proton-donor and proton-
acceptor sites and leads to the formation of a hydrogen-bond network in bulk
PILs that mimics the three-dimensional hydrogen bond network of water [51,
183]. These key features confer PILs a unique set of properties (such as higher
conductivities and fluidities) that distinguish them from aprotic ionic liquids
(AILs) and provide them with a huge potential in electrochemical applications
such as electrolytes for fuel cells, solar cells or double-layer capacitors [272,
283–286]. In addition, PILs have been identified as being able to act as self-
assembly media and a help in the analysis of these aggregation processes [52,
287–292].
This kind of systems is known since 1914, when ethylammonium nitrate
(EAN) was described by Walden as an IL with a melting point of 287.6 K [1],
thus becoming not only the earliest discovered IL but also the PIL on which
most research has been has focused up to now. However, even though the
importance of PILs has increased and several experimental [41, 50, 280, 282,
290, 291, 293–297] and, to a much lesser extent, computational [292, 298–304]
studies concerning their properties and behavior have been reported over the
last few years, PILs have not received as much attention as AILs. In partic-
ular, the field of ILs in lithium-battery research has been completely focused
on the use of AILs as an alternative to conventional electrolytes (see Ref.[228]
and the references cited therein), and to our knowledge, the only study on
the possible use of PILs as electrolytes in lithium batteries has very recently
been reported by Menne et al. [305]. In their work, the conductivity and the
electrochemical stability of a solution containing triethylammonium bis(tetra-
fluoromethylsulfonyl)amide (Et3NHTFSI) and a lithium salt with a common
anion, LiTFSI, were investigated, concluding that it is possible to successfully
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design lithium batteries that show capabilities comparable to those of AILs-
based devices by using PILs-based electrolytes.
Taking into account the fact that, while keeping the same beneficial aspects,
the cost and difficulty of synthesizing PILs are usually lower than that of AILs,
the introduction of PILs as electrolytes in lithium batteries would be a good op-
tion in terms of safety, manufacturing cost, and performance. Hence, it is of
fundamental importance to further understand the structure of these PILs at
the molecular level, which crucially determines the solvation mechanisms of
ions of electrochemical interest in order to improve their performance in this
kind of applications. As far as we know, contrary to what happens for their
aprotic counterparts [81, 228] there is a virtually complete lack of reported res-
ults about solvation of molecular or ionic species in PILs, an essential step for
almost any successful application. In this regard, computational simulations
are crucial in order to overcome the limitations of experimental research and
get a complete molecular-level description of dynamical and structural prop-
erties of PILs and their solutions with salts.
With the aim of providing some insight into the structure of PILs and their
solutions with salts, specifically into the solvation mechanisms of lithium in
these systems, in this contribution, we carried out a series of room temperat-
ure molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of solutions in the most studied PIL,
EAN, of a lithium salt with common anion, lithium nitrate, LiNO3. Our results
give information about the salt concentration dependence of several proper-
ties of the system such as density, radial distribution functions, coordination
numbers, spatial distribution functions, hydrogen bonds, and velocity auto-
correlation functions, in order to shed some light on the peculiarities of the
solvation mechanism of lithium in salt-doped amphiphilically nanostructured
PILs, specifically on the effect of added lithium cations on the well-known
dense hydrogen-bonded network of the PIL.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. The essential tech-
nical details of the computational method used in this paper are described
in Sec.2.5.3, where we also give information on the preliminary experimental
measurements we performed on the systems investigated. Our results are
presented and discussed in Sec.2.5.4, and in Sec.2.5.5, we summarize our main
conclusions.
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2.5.3. Experimental and computational details
2.5.3.1. Density measurements
EAN was purchased from IOLITEC with purity degree of > 97%, and it
was used as received. LiNO3 (> 99%) was a Merck product and it was used as
received. Density was continuously and automatically measured at 298.15 K
using a DSA 5000 Anton Paar density and sound velocity analyzer. This appar-
atus is equipped with a latest-generation vibrating tube for density measure-
ments with a resolution of±10−6 g cm−3. Temperature was controlled to within
±10−3 K by means of a Peltier module. The density meter was calibrated with
dry air and distilled water at known pressure and temperature.
2.5.3.2. Simulation details
MD simulations of pure EAN and its solutions with LiNO3 at 𝑇 = 298.15 K
and 𝑃 = 1 atm were carried out using the Gromacs 4.5.4 package [70]. With
regard to the parametrization of the ions, the OPLS-AA force field, which is
an all-atom version of the OPLS force field that models every hydrogen atom
bonded to carbon explicitly, was used [153]. Intramolecular interactions such
as bond stretching, angle bending, dihedral torsion, as well as van der Waals
and Coulomb interactions, are described by the functional form
𝐸 = 􀆩
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The parameters employed in eq. (2.26) are the force constants 𝐾 , the nom-
inal values 𝑟0 and 𝜃0, the Fourier coefficients 𝑉 , and the partial atomic charges
𝑞 fixed on each atom center. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝑖𝑗 represent the Lennard-Jones (LJ) radii
and potential well depths, respectively, which are obtained from parameters
for each type of atom by using the geometric combination rules 𝜖𝑖𝑗 = 􀅻𝜖𝑖𝑖𝜖𝑗𝑗
and 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 􀅻𝜎𝑖𝑖𝜎𝑗𝑗. The ethylammonium cation was modelled by using the LJ
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parameters previously reported by Umebayashi et al. [301], while its partial
charges were evaluated by Choe et al. [306] using the 6-31G** method. Lith-
ium cations were modelled as single sites of charge+1, and their LJ parameters
were directly taken from Gromacs database. On the other hand, each nitrate
anion was parameterized as a set of seven sites, three of them heavy and the
other four virtual. A heavy site carries no charge, but is associated with 1/3
of the total mass of the ion and placed so as to yield the right tensor of inertia.
In contrast, virtual sites are massless but have partial charges of 𝑞𝑁 = +0.794
for the nitrogen atom and 𝑞𝑂 = −0.598 for the oxygen atoms [154], whose LJ
parameters are, respectively, 𝜎𝑁 = 3.496 ⋅ 10−1 nm, 𝑁 = 7.1128 ⋅ 10−1 kJ/mol,
𝜎𝑂 = 3.175 ⋅ 10−1 nm, and 𝑂 = 8.7864 ⋅ 10−1 kJ/mol; and were fitted in order
to reproduce the experimental density of the pure IL. Long-range electrostatic
interactions were treated by using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) [77] method
with a grid spacing of 12 nm, the typical cutoff of 1.1 nm and cubic interpol-
ation. A cut-off distance of 1.1 nm was used for LJ interactions, and a neigh-
bour searching was made up to this same distance from the central ion and
was updated every five simulation steps. The linear constraint solver (LINCS)
algorithm [159, 160] with a fourth-order expansion of the constraint coupling
matrix was used to hold the bonds rigid, and long-range dispersion corrections
were used for both energy and pressure.
The salt molar percentages simulated covered the whole range of concen-
trations up to saturation and some metastable concentrations above this point,
and they were %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡={0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25}, since our experiments revealed
that the solubility limit for LiNO3 in EAN is %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 18.5 (2.1 mol · kg−1). The
initial configurations for %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 5 and 10 were obtained by randomly insert-
ing, respectively, 1000 and 450 ionic pairs of IL in a cubic box in order to have
enough salt to yield statistically significant trajectories, whereas for the rest of
the molar percentages we considered 300 ionic pairs. The number of lithium
salt molecules was calculated for each situation by considering each ionic pair
as a single unit in the calculation of mole fractions.
Initial configurations were relaxed for 106 steps using a conjugate-gradient
algorithm in order to remove bad contacts resulting from the initial random
configuration of ions. The maximum step size and the tolerance were set to
0.01 nm and 0.1 kJ/nm ⋅ mol, respectively. For each molar percentage of salt,
the system was equilibrated for 20 ns in the isothermal-isobaric (NpT) en-
semble applying periodic boundary conditions. Then, the results of an addi-
tional 10 ns long simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble were used for
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the analysis of the structure of the solutions. The time step of the simulations
was 2 fs. The temperature was controlled by using the V-rescale thermostat
[161]. Cations and anions were separated in two (or three) baths with tem-
perature coupling constants of 0.1 ps. Pressure control was effected by using
the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [162] with a reference pressure of 1 atm, an
isothermal compressibility of 4.5 ⋅ 10−5 bar−1, and a relaxation time of 0.1 ps.
Each of these simulations provided us a sequence of configurations, i.e.,
positions and instantaneous velocities of all atoms of the solutions, which was
analyzed to obtain information about the aforementioned systems.
2.5.4. Results and discussion
Because of the reliability of its experimental determination, density is usu-
ally considered as one of the most suitable properties to analyze the validity
of the force field employed in a MD simulation. A direct comparison between
computational and experimental results allows the accuracy of the MD simula-
tions to represent the behaviour of a given system to be estimated. To perform
such a test, the concentration dependence of the density of LiNO3 solutions
in EAN was measured, and the results are shown in Figure 2.47 together with
the MD simulations results. It can be seen there that, adjusting the parameters
of the force field, the predicted density for the pure IL (1206.2 kg/m3) shows
excellent agreement (less than 0.003% of deviation) with the experimental res-
ult (1206.235 kg/m3), and the value for EAN+LiNO3 does not exceed 1.5% (for
the highest percentages). These results allow us to be reasonably confident in
the accuracy of our force field to reproduce the structural properties and the
solvation mechanism of ions in this PIL. Certainly, the usage of polarizable
force fields would lead to improved predictions of thermodynamic properties
[307] and they are essential for calculating transport coefficients. However,
non-polarizable force fields are conventionally used for analyzing equilibrium
structure predictions [39, 93], an option that we follow in this paper. We can
also observe a linear increase in the density with increasing salt concentration
in the system, a behavior previously reported for the density of lithium salt
solutions in AILs [228].
On the other hand, it is well-known that EAN develops a strong network
of hydrogen bonds that gives rise to solvophobic effects increasing the van der
Waals attractions. The latter, together with the electrostatic interactions, lead
to the formation of nanoscopic polar (of nitrate anion and ammonium group)
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Figure 2.47 Simulated (black) and experimental (red) densities at 𝑇 = 298.15 K
of EAN mixed with a lithium salt with the same anion as a function of the
lithium salt concentration.
and apolar domains (of methylene and methyl groups) in the bulk that have a
great impact in the properties of the liquid. Surely, as in aqueous environment
(see, e.g., Marcus’ excellent review about the influence of ions in water struc-
ture and the role of hydrogen bond in the hydration of ions [308]), this feature
also has a significant influence on the solvation process of ions when a salt is
added to the PIL. In order to gain further insight into the accommodation of
[Li]+ in the two networks, it is interesting to obtain radial distribution function
(RDF)
𝑔(𝑟) =
1
𝜌𝑁
⟨􀆩
𝑖𝑗
𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗)⟩ (2.27)
where 𝑁 is the number of particles in the system, 𝜌 stands for its num-
ber density, 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over all the particles, and brackets indicate the en-
semble average. It must be noted that, in the RDFs that involve the ethyl-
ammonium cation, only the four atoms in the ammonium or methyl groups
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Figure 2.48 Concentration dependence of anion-ammonium group (a), anion-
methyl group (b), and hydrogen-oxygen (of ammonium group and nitrate, re-
spectively) (c) RDFs for LiNO3 solutions in EAN at𝑇 = 298.15 K and 𝑝 = 1 atm.
RDFs involving anions and cations were calculated using the center of mass of
the nitrate and that of the ammonium/methyl groups, respectively, whereas
the RDF regarding hydrogen-oxygen was computed by averaging the atomic
RDFs.
were considered in the calculations, and all RDFs presented in this paper were
calculated using the center of mass of the molecules, except that of hydrogen-
oxygen (of ammonium group and nitrate, respectively), for which an average
of the atomic RDFs was calculated.
The evolution of several RDFs with the addition of lithium salt to the sys-
tem is shown in Figure 2.48, in which we can see anion-ammonium group
(a), anion-methyl group (b), and hydrogen-oxygen (of ammonium group and
nitrate, respectively) (c) RDFs. The most salient feature of this figure is the
notable resilience of the structure of EAN to salt addition. Only the heights
of the peaks are slightly changed as concentration increases, and no relative
shift of their positions is detected. This seems to indicate that no significant
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effect is exerted by the salt cations in the structure of the liquid beyond some
gradual transference of [NO3]
– to the interior of the polar regions from the
[NH3]
+ neighbourhood. This effect could be even smaller than in aqueous
environments, where the influence of the ions in water structure beyond the
first hydration shell is still an open question [308, 309]. Moreover, Figure 2.48.a
provides us with information about the behaviour of the polar network, since
the peak intensity gives us an idea of the number of molecules surrounding a
given species. In this case, we can observe that the first peak is placed at around
0.35 nm, whereas that of the anion-methyl group RDF (Figure 2.48.b) is located
at 0.41 nm. In addition, this first peak shown in Figure 2.48.a is almost twice
the height of the one in Figure 2.48.b, which indicates that, as expected, the
[NH3]
+ tends to approach the [NO3]
– at closer distances and with a stronger
coordination than the methyl group of the tail. It can also be seen that, in both
cases, the height of the peaks decreases as we add lithium salt to the mixture.
This effect is more clear in the [NH3]
+-[NO3]
– RDFs, which can be indicative of
the lithium placing itself in the polar areas of the bulk and destroying gradu-
ally the network of hydrogen bonds as it induces the transference of [NO3]
– to
the inner regions of the polar nanodomains upon solvation. This is indicative
that [Li]+ has a similar effect in the hydrogen-bonded network of the solvent
as in aqueous environment, a behaviour that will be further discussed below
in the analysis of the RDFs involving lithium ion and that of the evolution of
hydrogen bonds with the addition of salt. Moreover, in Figure 2.48.c, the first
maximum reveals that the distance between the hydrogens of the ammonium
group of the cation and the oxygens of the nitrate anion (both groups taking
part in the formation of the hydrogen bonds) is around 0.18 nm, which is sim-
ilar to the ones reported by Bodo et al. [299] both from their quantum structures
and from a 2 ns classical dynamics simulation (between 0.17 nm and 0.19 nm),
and by Zahn et al. [302] (0.18 nm) in a similar system, but considerably differ-
ent from the values reported in Refs.[292], [304] and [310] (between 0.24 nm
and 0.26 nm).
It is also worth discussing the concentration dependence of the RDFs in-
volving [Li]+, which are shown in Figure 2.49 for lithium-anion (a), lithium-
ammonium group (b), and lithium-lithium (c) correlations. This figure sug-
gests a much stronger coordination of lithiums with the [NO3]
– than with
the other two species, not only indicated by the height of the first peaks, but
also due to the fact that anions are placed at shorter distances from a cent-
ral lithium. In this sense, it is worth mentioning that our MD simulations
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Figure 2.49 Concentration dependence of lithium-anion (a), lithium-
ammonium group (b), and lithium-lithium (c) RDFs for EAN mixed with
LiNO3 at 𝑇 = 298.15 K and 𝑝 = 1 atm. RDFs involving anions and cations were
calculated using the center of mass of the nitrate and that of the ammonium
group, respectively.
provide a density of lithium cations around nitrates in the polar regions of
about 4.34 [Li]+/nm3, while that in the IL neighbourhood of the cation al-
kyl groups is only 0.36 [Li]+/nm3, an order of magnitude lower, proving that
an overwhelming majority of [Li]+ is placed in the polar domains of the IL,
in agreement with some very recently reported results for AILs [311]. Figure
2.49.a also exhibits a double peak within what we can consider the first solva-
tion shell. The first peak is placed at around 0.24 nm, and it is always lower
than the second one, which is located at 0.31 nm, approximately. This is indic-
ative of the lithium ion having two different conformations around the nitrate
anion (corresponding to nitrate coordinating lithium cations in monodentate
or bidentate ways, as it will be confirmed below by the analysis of the spatial
distribution functions), and the one at longer distances being relatively more
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Figure 2.50 Snapshots of the simulation box of a solution of LiNO3 in EAN at a
concentration of 25% of lithium salt at 𝑇 = 298.15 K and 𝑝 = 1 atm. The snap-
shots of the whole system (a), nitrate anions and ammonium groups of the
cation (red) with lithiums (blue) (b) and apolar region of the ethylammonium
cation (green) with lithiums (blue) (c) are presented. The relative size of lith-
ium cations has been increased for the purpose of clarity.
abundant at all the analyzed solution concentrations. In addition, the evolu-
tion of these two peaks shows a clear decrease as we increase the amount of
salt in the system. It can also be noted that the distributions reported in Figure
2.49 somehow remind that of the calcite-type structure characteristic of a crys-
tal of lithium nitrate [312, 313], and not that of molten lithium nitrate, since
the latter does not exhibit the double peak in the lithium-anion RDF [314]. It is
also noteworthy that in Figure 2.49.c we observe the existence of a somewhat
inhomogeneous distribution of lithium inside the polar domains, showing (i)
a low-𝑟 region where [Li]+ is notably structured, followed by (ii) a (pseudo)ex-
clusion zone where (almost) no [Li]+ is found, and (iii) the virtual absence of
long-ranged order (essentially random oscillations around 1 at long distances).
This same [Li]+ organization was previously reported in solutions of lithium
salts in AILs [228].
Thus, the study of the RDFs reveals that [NO3]
– interacts more signific-
antly with the ammonium group than with the methyl group of the ethylam-
monium cation, whereas [Li]+ is surrounded by a first solvation layer of nitrate
anions in two possible conformations, followed by a second layer composed of
both lithium and ethylammonium cations (but with the lithiums always placed
slightly closer to the central [Li]+ than to the IL cations). These features sup-
port the image of [Li]+ embedded in the polar nanodomains made up by the
anions in a solid-like pseudolattice structure [118], avoiding contacts with the
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Figure 2.51 Concentration dependence of the average number of
ethylammonium-nitrate hydrogen bonds per molecule for solutions of
LiNO3 in EAN (see text).
hydrophobic moieties of the IL. Thermodynamically, this is expectable, since
the enthalpy of formation of LiNO3 is -483.10 kJ mol−1 while its solvation en-
thalpy in ethanol (as representative of the solvation in an organic liquid with
two carbon atoms in the chain) is a mere 19.45 kJ mol−1, so energetically it is
very favourable that [Li]+ is in the polar domains. Such a distribution is ex-
pected mainly due to the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions, as
well as to the different sizes of the three species, and it is strongly supported
with the snapshots of the simulation box shown in Figure 2.50, where both
the polar (red) (b) and the apolar (green) (c) regions of the PIL together with
the lithium cations (blue) are distinguished. These three snapshots confirm
not only the formation of the polar and apolar domains but also that lithium
cations are mainly located in the polar regions of the solutions, which has a
great influence on the well-known network of hydrogen bonds formed in this
kind of systems.
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Further evidence of the lithium placing itself in the polar domains of the
system is apparent from the analysis of the evolution of the hydrogen bond
network between ethylammonium cations and nitrate anions upon salt addi-
tion, which is shown in Figure 2.51. The average number of hydrogen bonds
per molecule is calculated normalizing the total number of hydrogen bonds
by the number of ions except [Li]+ in order to analyze the specific effect of
this cation on the network of hydrogen bonds. In this kind of systems, hydro-
gen bonds take place between the ammonium hydrogen atoms (donors) and
the oxygen atoms of the nitrate (acceptors), resulting in the well-known three-
dimensional network of hydrogen bonds [51]. The calculated average number
of hydrogen bonds per molecule found in pure EAN is 2.74, quite similar to the
experimental value of 3 reported by Fumino and Ludwig [51], and in contrast
to 4 in water environment. In this case, our criterion for defining a hydro-
gen bond is exclusively geometric. As reported in previous works [132] and
according to the criterion implemented in Gromacs, two molecules are con-
sidered H-bonded if the distance between the donor and the acceptor is smal-
ler than 0.35 nm and the angle of the donor-hydrogen-acceptor is less than 30°.
As can be seen in Figure 2.51, a decrease in the average number of hydrogen
bonds per ion with increasing salt concentration is registered, indicating that
lithium cations are breaking the IL network of hydrogen bonds. [Li]+ is a small
cation with a high charge density that interacts more strongly with [NO3]
– than
[EA]+, attracting the IL anions to the interior of the polar nanodomains in the
bulk system and breaking consequently the [EA]+⋯[NO3]
– hydrogen bonds.
As it is well known [315, 316], this behaviour of [Li]+ cations is also registered
in aqueous solutions, where it also breaks the hydrogen bond network despite
being normally (and, unfortunately, according to Soper and Weckström [316])
considered a kosmotrope or structure-maker.
A three-dimensional picture of the local molecular structure in the bulk
can be obtained from the spatial distribution function (SDF), understood here
as the angular dependence of the probability of finding a molecule of species
𝑗 at a chosen distance from a molecule of species 𝑖. The heat maps included
in Figure 2.52 represent the angular distribution of lithium cations (a) and (b),
cations (c) and anions (d) at a given distance from a central [NO3]
– for the solu-
tion with a 15% of salt. In these cases, the chosen distances correspond to the
maximum of the first (and also the second in the case of lithium) peak of the
corresponding RDFs. It must be noted that the different sizes of the central
nitrate anion give us an idea of the distances of the first maximum. The two
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Figure 2.52 SDFs of the three species (lithium (a) and (b), nitrogen in the am-
monium group of the cation (c), and nitrogen in the anion (d)) around nitrates
with the distance fixed at the first (or second) maximum of the corresponding
RDF: (a) first peak in Figure 2.49.a (0.24 nm), (b) second peak in Figure 2.49.a
(0.31 nm), (c) first peak in Figure 2.48.a (0.35 nm), and (d) first peak in anion-
anion RDF (0.49 nm). All the SDFs were calculated for the solution with a 15%
of lithium salt.
possible conformations of [Li]+ surrounding a central [NO3]
– mentioned above
when discussing the RDFs are also clearly seen in Figures 2.52.a and 2.52.b.
There we can observe that at the shorter distance nitrate coordinates lithium
cations in a bidentate way, with lithium cations being preferentially found in
the bisectrix of the angle formed by two oxygens and the central nitrogen of
the anions, while at the distance of the second peak lithium cations are facing
the nitrate oxygens, so nitrate coordinates lithium in a monodentate fashion.
Additionally, Figure 2.52.c shows that the nitrogen of the [NH3]
+ is also prefer-
entially occupying the same bisectrix as [Li]+ in the first peak within their first
coordination shell around nitrates. This spatial distribution is in good agree-
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Figure 2.53 Coordination numbers of lithium cations (black squares), nitrate
anions (red circles), and ethylammonium cations (blue triangles) around a lith-
ium cation in solutions of EAN with LiNO3. Number of anions surrounding
an ethylammonium cation (green triangles) and viceversa (pink triangles) are
also included.
ment with the one previously reported by Hayes et al. in their studies of pure
EAN [310] and its solutions with water [303], and those published by Song et
al. [292] This competitive behaviour probably explains the fact that the second
conformation of lithium cations is different from the first one, since these re-
gions of the space are shared with the ethylammonium cations. Finally, the
ordering of the nitrate anions around ions of this same species seen in Figure
2.52d shows that [NO3]
– is mainly arranged in a line with the oxygens of the
central nitrate.
Another interesting feature that can be analyzed is the evolution of the co-
ordination numbers of the different species in solution as salt concentration in-
creases. For that, we calculated the different coordination numbers by means
of the numerical integration of the function 4𝜋𝑟2𝜌𝑔(𝑟) up to the first minimum
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of the corresponding RDF (with 𝜌 being the numerical density of the ionic
species surrounding a central molecule and 𝑔(𝑟) the corresponding RDFs plot-
ted in Figures 2.48.a and 2.49), which indicates the end of the corresponding
solvation layer. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 2.53. The co-
ordination numbers of the different species around a central lithium indicate
that, on average, a [Li]+ is surrounded by around four anions that form its first
coordination shell and, approximately, three ethylammonium cations and less
than one lithium ion in the second one. However, one must recall that the dens-
ity of [Li]+ is much lower in the apolar domains of the IL, as mentioned above.
Moreover, whereas the number of anions and cations solvating a given [Li]+ is
almost the same over the whole miscibility range, the coordination number of
[Li]+ cations with themselves increases with the amount of salt in the system,
suggesting the formation of some kind inhomogenous structures of [Li]+ in
the polar nanodomains as the salt concentration increases, which could finally
lead to the formation of crystallization nuclei. On the other hand, it can be
seen that, in pure EAN, the number of nitrate anions coordinating an IL cation
and viceversa is 2.2 and, as expected, this coordination number increases or
decreases, respectively, due to the addition of common anions as we add salt
to the mixture. This value is slightly lower than the ones reported by Hayes et
al. [310] and Song et al. [292] of 2.98 and 2.76, respectively.
All these structural features somehow resemble the behavior of lithium
cations and IL anions observed in solutions of lithium salts in AILs in a pre-
vious work [228], in which we reported the formation of stable and long-lived
aggregates that involve one lithium and those anions on its first solvation shell.
In order to test whether these cages formed by the nearest neighbours of the
lithium cations are also found in this type of ILs or not, we analyzed the single-
particle dynamics of these solutions by means of the study of the center-of-
mass velocity autocorrelation functions (VACFs) of [Li]+ cations. The normal-
ized VACF is calculated as
𝐶(𝑡) =
⟨?⃗?(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
⟨?⃗?(0) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
(2.28)
where ?⃗?(𝑡) is the velocity of the center-of-mass of the molecule at time 𝑡
and the brackets indicate the ensemble average. In Figure 2.54, the concentra-
tion dependence of dimensionless VACFs of lithium cations in the solutions
with EAN is shown. The inset was included with the aim of allowing us to
distinguish the evolution of the collision time, indicated by the first zero of
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the function, with the addition of [LiNO3] to the system. As can be seen, this
property shows a clear oscillatory behaviour after the first collision, and these
oscillations are completely damped out after 0.3 ps. This indicates that lithium
ions exhibit a rattling motion in the “cages” formed by their nearest nitrate an-
ions, in agreement with previous studies of solutions with AILs, and that this
ion reverses its relative direction of motion within its solvation shell during
the lifetime of the nitrate shell for the relevant residence times [228]. Further-
more, the caging effect is slightly weakened as the salt concentration in the
system increases, while the mean collision time increases with the amount of
salt (except for the mixture of 15%, probably due to uncertainties of the simu-
lation associated to the low number of frames in the trajectories for these short
times). This could be associated to the scarcity of [NO3]
– to build up cages
as [Li]+ concentration increases, since each lithium cation is coordinated with
four nitrates as we have seen.
2.5.5. Conclusions
We performed MD simulations of a PIL, EAN, mixed with LiNO3 at room
temperature. In order to gain further insight into the structure of this kind of
systems, several properties such as density, radial distribution functions, hy-
drogen bonds, spatial distribution functions, coordination numbers, and velo-
city autocorrelation functions have been reported.
The observed properties show that, in neat EAN, nitrate anions interact
preferentially with the ammonium group of the cations, as expected from the
electrostatic, van der Waals, and hydrogen bonding interactions leading to the
formation of polar and apolar nanodomains. We also found that the addition
of the alkali salt leads to very limited disruption of the structure of the PIL
solvent, the main effect of the salt addition being the transference of nitrate an-
ions to the inner regions of the polar nanodomains where lithium cations are
mainly placed. Due to their strong interaction with nitrate anions, these small,
high-charge-density cations are dispersed in the polar environments of the PIL
and give rise to the gradual disruption of the PIL network of hydrogen bonds
upon solvation, clusterizing anions in their neighbourhood. Some sort of in-
homogeneous nucleation of [Li]+ in the polar domains seems to develop, since
[Li]+-[Li]+ coordination numbers increase with increasing salt concentration.
It has been seen that the interaction of lithium cations with nitrate anions leads
to a solid-like short-ranged order in the polar regions reminiscent of pseudolat-
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Figure 2.54 Concentration dependence of lithium cations VACFs in solutions
with EAN. The inset shows the evolution of the collision time with the amount
of lithium salt. The statistical uncertainties of 𝐶(𝑡) in the time interval of the
inset are expected to be less than 10−4.
tice structures, in which lithium cations are surrounded by an average of four
anions in two different conformations, corresponding to nitrates coordinating
lithium cations in either monodentate or bidentate ways. The analysis of the
lithium VACFs confirms the existence of a remarkable rattling motion of lithi-
ums inside the cages formed by their heavier anionic neighbours.
In conclusion, all the available evidence supports that the solvation of [Li]+
cations in PILs takes place by means of an inhomogeneous nanostructural
mechanism, which could be named nanostructured solvation, embedding the
[Li]+ cations in the polar domains of the amphiphilically nanostructured PIL
where solid-like [Li]+-[NO3]
– structures progressively evolve until saturation,
where they act as crystallization nuclei. This could possibly be a universal type
of ion solvation in ILs, but more work is needed to prove this hypothesis. A
systematic study of the solvation mechanism of ions in PILs is now in progress.
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2.6. Nanostructure of Mixtures of Protic Ionic Liquids and
Lithium Salts: Effect of Alkyl Chain Length.
With the aim of further improving our knowledge of solvations of salts in
PILs with an eye on its use as electrolytes in lithium batteries, we expanded the
analysis initiated in 2.5 and considered the influence of the chain length of the
alkylammonium cation on the structural properties. On this occasion we did
not opt for performing a single-particle dynamics analysis because of the need
of using a polarizable force field when the dynamical properties are involved
in the study. Further work in this direction is in progress in our research group.
Thus, in this work we employed MD simulations trying to shed light on the
bulk structure of mixtures of propylammonium nitrate (PAN) and butylam-
monium nitrate (BAN) with a salt with a common anion, lithium nitrate [317].
In this case, we found a nanostructuration of the bulk in which the longer the
alkyl chain length the better defined are the polar and apolar domains. The in-
crease in the size of both domains with increasing the alkyl chain length of the
alkylammonium cations or with the amount of salt in the mixture was not only
suggested by the simulations, but also confirmed by means of experimental
techniques. Additionally, lithium cations were found to heterogeneously ac-
commodate into the polar area of the IL and progressively erode the hydrogen
bond network. However, this effect becomes more pronounced for those PILs
with longer alkylammonium cations due to their lower degree of hydrogen
bonding.
In summary, salt ions are nanostructuredly solvated on the polar nanore-
gions of the bulk IL mixtures where they form solid-like pseudolattice struc-
tures.
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2.6.1. Paper VI: Nanostructure of Mixtures of Protic Ionic Liquids
and Lithium Salts: Effect of Alkyl Chain Length; Phys.
Chem. Chem. Phys. 17 (2015) 5298-5307.
Trinidad Méndez-Morales,1 Jesús Carrete,1,2 Julio R. Rodríguez,1 Óscar
Cabeza,3 Luis J. Gallego,1 Olga Russina4 and Luis M. Varela1
The bulk structure of mixtures of two protic ionic liquids, propylam-
monium nitrate and butylammonium nitrate, with a salt with a common
anion, is analyzed at room temperature by means of small angle X-ray scat-
tering and classical molecular dynamics simulations. The study of several
structural properties, such as density, radial distribution functions, spatial
distribution functions, hydrogen bonds, coordination numbers and velocity
autocorrelation functions, demonstrates that increasing the alkyl chain length
of the alkylammonium cation results in more segregated, better defined polar
and apolar domains, the latter having a larger size. This increase, ascribed to
the erosion of the H-bond network in the ionic liquid polar regions as salt is
added, is confirmed by means of small angle X-ray scattering measurements,
which show a clear linear increase of the characteristic spatial sizes of the
studied protic ionic liquids with salt concentration, similar to that previously
reported for ethylammonium nitrate (J. Phys. Chem. B 2014, 118, 761-770).
In addition, larger ionic liquid cations lead to a lower degree of hydrogen
bonding and to more sparsely packed three-dimensional structures, which
are more easily perturbed by the addition of lithium salts.
2.6.2. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts composed exclusively of cations and anions
that are poorly coordinated, which leads to them being in a liquid state below
100 ℃ and even at room temperature. Due to their unique array of physico-
chemical properties (high thermal stability, high ionic conductivity, negligible
vapor pressure, large electrochemical window and ability to solvate a wide
range of organic and inorganic materials) [36, 279, 318] and their numerous
1Grupo de Nanomateriais e Materia Branda, Departamento de Física da Materia Condensada, Univer-
sidade de Santiago de Compostela, Campus Vida s/n E-15782, Santiago de Compostela, Spain
2CEA-Grenoble, 17 Rue des Martyrs, Grenoble 38054, France
3Facultade de Ciencias, Universidade da Coruña, Campus A Zapateira s/n E-15008, A Coruña, Spain
4Department of Chemistry, Sapienza University, P. le Aldo Moro 5 Roma, IT 00185, Italy
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potential applications (as lubricants, fuel additives and electrolytes, in separa-
tion processes, heat storage, synthesis and catalysis, among others) [6, 30, 319,
320], great research efforts have been conducted towards better understanding
them over the last few decades.
A subset of ILs is that of protic ionic liquids (PILs), first discovered in 1914,
when Walden [1] reported the description of ethylammonium nitrate (EAN)
and classified it as an IL whose melting point is 287.6 K. These ILs are formed
by proton transfer from a Brønsted acid to a Brønsted base [280–282]. The ex-
istence of this exchangeable proton is the main difference between PILs and
aprotic ionic liquids (AILs) and gives rise to an extended hydrogen bond net-
work, which not only resembles the three-dimensional hydrogen bond net-
work of water [51, 183], but it is also responsible for their special set of prop-
erties and their highly ordered structures [280, 282, 288].
The number of articles studying the properties of PILs is not comparable to
those on AILs (amongst which it is worth mentioning the firt computational,
work performed by Canongia-Lopes and Pádua [39], that reported the forma-
tion of segregated domains), but relevant contributions have already been re-
ported that shed some light on their peculiar behavior [288, 291, 293–296, 321].
For example, Greaves et al. [280, 282] published several thermal and physi-
cochemical properties of a series of PILs, including glass transition, melting
point, boiling point, density, refractive index, viscosity, ionic conductivity, and
air-liquid surface tension. In another experimental work, Atkin and Warr in-
vestigated the bulk structure of EAN and propylammonium nitrate (PAN) by
using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) [41]. They reported the existence
of a L3-sponge-like bulk structure of polar and non-polar domains, these nano-
scale heterogeneities being favoured by the solvophobic interactions between
alkyl groups, as well as by the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding attractions
between the ammonium cation and nitrate anion. This same sponge-like struc-
ture in bulk PAN was also reported by Hayes et al. [297] using empirical po-
tential structure refinement (EPSR). The resultant amphiphilic PAN nanostruc-
ture is more pronounced and with a larger non-polar domain size than that ob-
served in EAN due to the extra methylene unit. Besides, Kennedy and Drum-
mond observed the formation of large aggregates of the constituent ions in
several PILs by employing electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-
MS) [290]. They showed that the C8A
+
7 species (C = cation, A = Anion) was
the most abundant and that the formation and size of clusters was dependent
on the nature of the anion and cation. This nanostructure is known to occur
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in imidazolium-based ILs with alkyl chains > 𝐶4, whereas chains as short as
𝐶2 are enough to induce nanostructuring of primary ammonium based PILs
[41]. Moreover, the spatial dimension of the nanodomains in ILs is known to
be controlled by the length of the alkyl chains in their constituents. In a re-
cent article we reported a systematic study of the effect of the cationic chain
length and the degree of hydrogen bonding on several equilibrium and trans-
port properties of EAN, PAN and butylammonium nitrate (BAN) by means of
several experimental techniques [50]. All our observations reflected the lower
hydrogen bonding degree of the PILs with the longer chains, which is due to to
enhanced hydrophobic interactions with the cationic chain length of the PILs.
Concerning solutions in PILs, the first contributions on their structure have
just been reported by Hayes et al. [322] and by some of us [323] using, respect-
ively, neutron (WANS) and X-ray scattering (WAXS), combined with reverse
Monte Carlo simulation. In them, salt cations are clearly seen to be dissolved
into the polar domains of the IL bulk. Upon this solvation process, IL nanose-
gregation of the PILs persists, only slightly influenced by the salt addition,
and crystalline-like organizations are adopted by the added salt in the polar
nanocavities of the amphphilic IL [323].
Although many physicochemical properties of PILs are now better charac-
terized, it must be said that we are still far from having a complete molecular
understanding of dynamical and structural properties of PILs. In this regard,
computational simulations are crucial in order to overcome the limitations of
experimental research and to get a systematic understanding of the interaction
mechanisms between the ions. However, the number of works using computa-
tional methods is still very limited [297–300, 303, 304] and, to our knowledge,
only a few publications based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have
been reported so far [278, 292, 301, 302]. In one of the MD studies that have
been published to the date, Umebayashi et al. [301] analyzed the liquid struc-
ture of EAN and found that [NO3]
– anions significantly interact not only with
the ammonium group but also with the alkyl chain of the cations. Their simu-
lations also supported relatively short alkyl chain aggregation as proposed by
Atkin and Warr [41]. In addition, Zahn et al. [302] performed ab initio MD sim-
ulations of the PIL monomethylammonium nitrate (MMAN) to investigate its
dynamics. Their results exhibited a fast fluctuating hydrogen bond network in
which, on average, one hydrogen bond acceptor and one donor site in each ion
pair remain free. The structural heterogeneity of EAN, PAN and BAN was also
studied by Song et al. [292]. They found the formation of a distorted NH···O
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hydrogen bonded network structure regardless of the alkyl chain length, in
which nitrate anions usually bond to the charged ammonium headgroup of
the cation, and the uncharged alkyl chains aggregate with each other. Finally,
we recently reported the first (to our knowledge) MD study of the structure of
mixtures of a PIL with an inorganic salt, specifically lithium nitrate with EAN
[278], and we found that Li+ cations placed themselves in the polar domains
of the amphiphilically nanostructured PIL, forming solid-like aggregates with
the anions in the bulk.
Focusing on the role of ILs as electrolytes for lithium and lithium-ion bat-
teries, most of the studies have been devoted to the analysis of AILs, whereas
only Menne et al. [305, 324] have considered PILs as being a good and cheaper
alternative to conventional electrolytes. As it is well-known, obtaining inform-
ation at the molecular level about the structure and solvation process of these
liquids is of fundamental importance for a further understanding of their prop-
erties and, thus, improving their performance in these types of applications.
In order to provide an insight into the behavior of this kind of ILs, we carried
out a series of MD simulations of several PILs and their mixtures with alkaline
salts.
Continuing with our previous studies [50, 278, 323], and trying to further
understand the structural features of salt solvation in PILs, in this work we
present an experimental and computational room-temperature study of the
structure of mixtures of lithium nitrate with three members of the most studied
family of PILs, alkylammonium nitrates: EAN [278], PAN and BAN. To access
structural information we performed small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to
investigate the influence of the added salt and the alkyl chain length on the
nanostructuring of the ILs, and computationally examined the evolution of
the radial distribution functions, spatial distribution functions, coordination
numbers, degrees of hydrogen bonding and cage autocorrelation functions.
After this introduction we include a section describing the computational
details of our study, which is followed by a discussion of the obtained results.
Finally, we summarize our main conclusions.
2.6.3. Experimental and computational details
2.6.3.1. Chemical, density and small-angle X-ray scattering measurements
EAN was purchased from IOLITEC with a purity degree of > 97%, and
it was used as received. LiNO3 (> 99.9%) was a Merck product, and it was
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used as received. Density was continuously and automatically measured at
298.15 K using a DSA 5000 Anton Paar density and sound velocity analyzer.
This device is equipped with a latest-generation vibrating tube for density
measurements with a resolution of ±10−6 g · cm−3. Temperature was con-
trolled to within ±10−3 K by means of a Peltier module. The densimeter was
calibrated with dry air and distilled water at known pressure and temperature.
SAXS measurements were conducted at the ID02 beamline at ESRF. The
beamline makes use of an instrumental setup that covers the momentum range
𝑄 = 1 − 11 nm−1. Measurements were performed at 298.15 K using a ther-
mostated bath. The samples were kept inside a temperature-controlled flow-
through cell with an internal diameter of 1.9 mm. The corresponding empty-
cell contribution was subtracted.
2.6.3.2. Simulation details
MD simulations of pure PAN and BAN, whose schemes are shown in Fig.
2.55, as well as their mixtures with LiNO3 at 𝑇 = 298.15 K and 𝑃 = 1 atm, were
carried out using the Gromacs 4.5.4 package [70]. With regard to the paramet-
rization of the ions, the OPLS-AA force field was used, which is an all-atom
version of the OPLS force field that models every hydrogen atom bonded to
carbon explicitly and whose details have reported in Ref.[153].
Propylammonium and butylammonium cations were built by adding the
corresponding number of sites and maintaining the same charge of the alkyl
chain as in EAN [278], and lithium cations were modelled by a single site of
charge +1 whose Lennard-Jones parameters are 𝜎 = 1.25992 ⋅ 10−1 nm and
= 2.615 ⋅ 10+1 kJ/mol. The rest of the details of the simulations have been
reported elsewhere [278].
Due to the fact that our experimental measurements of the density showed
that the solubility limits are %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 18.0 and %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 15.4 for PAN and BAN, re-
spectively, the salt molar percentages simulated in all the systems (%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡={0, 5,
10, 15, 20 and 25}) covered the whole range of concentrations up to saturation
and some metastable concentrations above this point. All the initial configura-
tions were built by randomly inserting 300 ionic pairs of IL in a cubic box;, with
the exception of the percentages%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 5 and 10, for which we considered 1000
and 450 ionic pairs with the aim of having enough salt to yield statistically sig-
nificant trajectories. The number of lithium salt molecules was calculated for
each situation by considering each ionic pair as a single unit in the calculation
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Figure 2.55 The molecular structure of (a) nitrate anion, (b) ethylammonium
cation, (c) propylammonium cation and (d) butylammonium cation. All of
them were modeled using an all-atom representation.
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of mole fractions.
For each molar percentage of salt, the system was equilibrated for 20 ns
in the isothermal-isobaric (𝑁𝑝𝑇) ensemble applying periodic boundary con-
ditions. We have employed 20 ns long simulations, a time long enough to
ensure complete equilibration and sampling of relevant enough regions of the
phase space. One must recall to this respect that the experimental bulk density
of the IL and its mixtures is reached after 0.5 ns, and the correlation of the ion
velocities are completely dumped out after 1 ns. Then, the results of an ad-
ditional 10 ns–long simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble were used
for the analysis of the structure of the mixtures.
2.6.4. Results and discussion
SAXS data from binary mixtures of alkylammonium nitrates (PAN and
BAN) and LiNO3 at ambient conditions are shown in Fig. 2.56. Data for
EAN-LiNO3 mixtures in the same concentration range and conditions have
been recently published by some of us [323].
Neat alkylammonium nitrates have been studied in the past using diffrac-
tion techniques. Here we concentrate on those studies referring to small angle
X-ray/neutron scattering techniques. In 2008 Atkin et al. observed the exist-
ence of a low-𝑄 feature in EAN and PAN [41], extending results [40] from some
of us on AILs. Greaves and coworkers extended this investigation to longer
members of the series up to pentylammonium nitrates [325] and similar res-
ults were obtained by Song and coworkers [292]. These structural features have
been rationalised in terms of nanoscale segregated morphology in ILs as a con-
sequence of their inherent amphiphilicity, which leads to a polar vs. apolar
domains segregation. In several ILs, the characteristic size associated to this
structural feature (that is estimated as given by 𝐷 ∼ 2𝜋/𝑄, 𝑄 being the posi-
tion of the low-Q peak) is found to depend linearly on the number of CH2/CH3
groups in the side alkyl tail and this is also the case for alkyl ammonium ni-
trates. SAXS data from EAN-LiNO3 mixtures have been recently reported by
us [323] together with a modelling of wide angle X-ray scattering data, while
wide angle neutron scattering data from different isotopically-substituted mix-
tures were investigated by Atkin et al. [322].
The existence of low-Q peaks associated to structural features in the mix-
tures was also confirmed by means of MD simulations, as shown in Fig. 2.57,
where MD SAXS calculations for a mixture of BAN with a 10% of lithium salt
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are compared to the experimental observations. As can be observed in the in-
set, the agreement for this concentration is very good, and this is also the case
for most of the studied concentrations, as shown in the inset.
In Fig. 2.58, we show the LiNO3 concentration dependence of the charac-
teristic scales in the three sets of mixtures. Together with the data obtained for
PAN and BAN, we also report data from Ref.[323]. We note that the three sets
of solutions show an approximately linear trend for 𝐷 vs. [Li]+ content. These
data sets show that the characteristic spatial scales for the mesoscopic order
in these mixtures fall in the range from 9 to 16 Å, with progressive increase of
this size with increasing [Li]+ content.
It is noteworthy that, at intermediate concentrations, EAN-LiNO3 mixtures
show deviations from such a linear trend, and 𝐷 at 0.06 molar fraction (mf) in
lithium salt is smaller than the value for neat EAN. At higher [Li]+ content,
however, 𝐷 tends to grow and becomes larger than in neat EAN. This kind
of behaviour explains the observation in a recent paper by Atkin et al., where
they reported experimental neutron scattering data for the case of 0.10 molar
fraction in [Li]+ salt, and noticed that, for that concentration, the low-𝑄 peak
position falls at larger 𝑄 values than for neat EAN. Our present X-ray data set
somehow confirms that a concentration regime exists where the peak position
shifts towards larger 𝑄 values (decrease in 𝐷 values), but that this is followed
by a concentration range where the peak shifts towards smaller 𝑄 values (in-
crease in 𝐷 values). It is also noteworthy that the same trend is not observed
for the case of PAN and BAN mixtures with the lithium salt, as the peak po-
sition (characteristic spatial scale) progressively shifts downwards (upwards)
upon lithium salt addition. Moreover, we notice that, even when the 0.055 mf
data deviates by ca. 2%, the characteristic spatial sizes in the EAN-LiNO3 mix-
tures follow a linear trend with a slope 𝑑𝐷/𝑑𝑥[􀁪􀀕]+ = 5Å ⋅mf−1. This trend is
also followed by the PAN and BAN mixtures with LiNO3, in the dilute regime
below 𝑥[􀁪􀀕]+ = 0.1. This observation might imply subtle structural effects from
the lithium addition on the sponge-like morphology in bulk alkylammonium
nitrates.
Hence, our X-ray data suggest that the characteristic size of the mesoscopic
correlations increases with salt addition. In order to get further understanding
of this phenomenon, we performed MD simulations of the studied mixtures.
As density is one of the properties most easily comparable with experimental
data, it is worth making a comparison between computational and experi-
mental density results, to estimate the validity of the force field employed in
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our MD simulations and its accuracy in representing the behavior of a given
system. Fig. 2.59 shows the salt concentration dependence of both experi-
mental and simulated density for mixtures of EAN (which had been previ-
ously reported in Ref.[278]), PAN and BAN with LiNO3. It can be seen there
that the predicted densities of the systems involving PAN and BAN are in ex-
cellent agreement with the experimental values. In view of these results, we
can be reasonably confident about the ability of our force field to reproduce the
structural properties and the solvation process of these PILs. However, it must
be taken into account that, since the force field employed is non-polarizable,
we cannot obtain quantitatively accurate predictions for the dynamic proper-
ties of lithium ions (as we proved in Ref.[228]). It can be also seen that all the
mixtures show the same linear increase with salt concentration previously re-
ported for lithium salts in AILs and in EAN [228, 278]. In addition, the slope
of the density is practically independent of the IL cation alkyl chain length.
These features suggest that added salt ions are solvated into the polar nanore-
gions of the mixture, the density of which increases upon salt addition either
by breaking hydrogen bonds in these regions and/or by forming clusters with
the [NO3]
–. Moreover, if we recall that the partial molar volume of a solute of
molar mass 𝑀2, ?̄?2, in an IL of density 𝜌0 can be approximated for constant
partial molar volume (i.e. when the partial molar volume and the apparent
molar volume are equal) as
?̄?2 ≃
1
𝜌0
􀈃𝑀2 −
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑐 􀈆
(2.29)
where 𝑐 is the molar concentration of the salt, we can easily conclude that,
as the chain length of the cation IL increases, the partial (equiv. apparent)
molar volume of the salt increases. This can be seen as an indicative of an
enhanced influence of the addition of salt on the thermodynamic properties
of the systems, the longer the IL cation alkyl chain length is.
These features can be also observed in Fig. 2.60, in which we analyze
the concentration dependence of the well-known hydrogen bond network
between nitrate anions and alkylammonium cations. For this purpose, we cal-
culated the evolution of the average number of hydrogen bonds per molecule
by normalizing the number of H-bonds by the number of ions (excluding
lithium cations), as explained in Ref.[278]. In addition, since the large organic
parts of the molecules of these systems are not involved in hydrogen bonds,
the fraction of hydrogen-bonded atoms is more informative about the relative
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extent of hydrogen bonding. Accordingly, we included the analysis of the
average number of hydrogen bonds per atom in the ionic pair in order to
clarify the effect that the cationic chain length has on this property. The
criteria considered in Gromacs for determining the presence of a hydrogen
bond are purely geometrical; that is to say, the distance between aceptor and
hydrogen must be lower than or equal to 0.35 nm, and the angle between
acceptor-donor-hydrogen must be smaller than or equal to 30°. In this case,
the three-dimensional network results from hydrogen bonding taking place
between the oxygen atoms of all the nitrates that are present in the mixture
(regarded as acceptors) and the hydrogen atoms of the ammonium head
group of the cation (considered as donors). In Fig. 2.60.a we can observe
a linear decrease in the average number of hydrogen bonds regardless of
the alkylammonium cation chain length as the lithium salt concentration
increases, which shows a gradual break up of the IL H-bond network due to
the [Li]+ cations placing themselves in the polar domains of the network. This
is the same tendency previously reported for solutions of EAN with LiNO3
[278]. Furthermore, Fig. 2.60.b evidences that the hydrogen bonding extent of
the PILs is lower the longer the cation chain length, since the formation of a
hydrogen bond is more difficult due to the larger size of the apolar domains
and the greater distance between ions [50]. Interestingly, we can see in Fig.
2.60.a that the number of hydrogen bonds per molecule is practically the same
for the various studied PILs, and, even more interestingly, the rate of change
of this number with concentration is practically identical for the different ILs.
This further reinforces the notion that changes on the hydrogen bond net-
work with salt addition are confined to the polar nanoregions of the mixture,
where a [Li]+ electrostrictive ionic field forces reorientation of [NO3]
– anions,
removing them from H-bonds with the [XA]+ cations. However, when we
come to analyze the number of hydrogen bonds per atom, we see that the
average number of H-bonds per atom in the ionic pair decreases slightly faster
for mixtures of PILs with shorter alkyl chains, since longer cations have more
atoms that do not participate in a hydrogen bond. Nevertheless, it must be
pointed out that, since mixtures of PILs with longer alkyl chains are hydrogen
bonded to a lesser extent, H-bonds breakage is expected to have a deeper
impact on the properties of the mixture the longer the alkyl chain length of
the solvent cation is.
A strong segregation of polar and apolar domains in the mixtures can be
clearly observed in Fig. 2.61, in which we show several snapshots of the simu-
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lation box of 25% of LiNO3 mixed with PAN and BAN. As we previously found
in solutions of LiNO3 in EAN [278], the vast majority of the [Li]
+ cations are
located in the polar regions of the bulk, decreasing the interaction strength
between nitrate anions and ammonium groups and gradually breaking the
strong hydrogen bond network existing in bulk PILs. Moreover, these snap-
shots support the picture of larger apolar domains as the IL cation alkyl chain
length increases, in agreement with the study of Hayes et al. [321].
Further evidence of lithium cations solvation in the bulk system and its
influence on the IL network can be obtained by quantifying spatial structure
through the analysis of the radial distribution function (RDF),
𝑔𝑖𝑗(𝑟12) =
1
𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗
𝑁
􀆩
𝑖,𝑗
⟨𝛿(⃗𝑟1 − ?⃗?𝑖)𝛿(⃗𝑟2 − ?⃗?𝑗)⟩ (2.30)
where 𝜌 is the number density, 𝑁 stands for the number of particles in the
system, 𝑖 and 𝑗 run over all the species, and brackets indicate the ensemble
average. It must be clarified that for the calculations of the RDFs involving
the alkylammonium cation, we only took into account the four atoms in the
ammonium or methyl groups; all RDFs presented in this paper were calculated
by considering the center of mass of the defined groups, except in the case
of hydrogen-oxygen 𝑔(𝑟)’s (of ammonium group and nitrate, respectively), for
which an average of the atomic RDFs was calculated.
The lithium salt concentration dependences of the RDFs involving the ions
of the PILs are presented in Fig. 2.62 and 2.63 for mixtures with PAN and BAN,
respectively. In particular, these two figures show 𝑔(𝑟)’s between (a) [NO3]
–
anion-ammonium group of the IL cation, (b) [NO3]
– anion-methyl group of
the IL cation, and (c) hydrogen-oxygen (of the ammonium group of the IL
cation and the nitrate anion, respectively). In a similar way to that reported for
EAN [278], the strongest coordination is found between [NO3]
– and [NH3]
+.
The strength of this interaction decreases in a more pronounced way than that
between [NO3]
– and IL cation alkyl groups with the addition of lithium salt
to the system, which once again indicates that lithium cations are accommod-
ated into the polar domains of the bulk inducing a rupture of the H-bonds
between IL ions in the nanoregion. Moreover, the position of the first peaks of
the 𝑔(𝑟)’s of the IL components does not vary as the concentration of lithium
salt increases, which indicates that the structure of these liquids is not signi-
ficantly changed by salt addition, except for its hydrogen bond extent in the
polar nanoregions. However, increasing the length of the cation alkyl chain
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does have an impact on the amphiphilic nanostructure of the bulk. Firstly,
the height of the first peak in the RDF between nitrate anion and ammonium
group (Fig. 2.62.a and 2.63.a in this paper, and Fig. 2.a in Ref.[278]) clearly
increases upon increasing the cation alkyl chain, which is indicative of an in-
creasing segregation of the fluid, giving rise to better defined polar domains of
the PILs with alkyl chain length [321]. Additionally, the decrease of the height
of the first peak in the 𝑔(𝑟) between the nitrate anion and the methyl group
(Fig. 2.62.b and 2.63.b in this paper, and Fig. 2.b in Ref.[278]) reveals a reduc-
tion in the coordination between these two groups of atoms, which is due to
the existence of larger and better defined apolar domains. This leads to a looser
nanostructuration, more similar to a sponge, in the mixtures with longer alkyl
chains. Finally, there are no substantial differences in the distance between the
atoms that participate in the hydrogen bond (Fig. 2.62.c and 2.63.c and Fig. 2.c
in Ref.[278]), and we obtained an average 𝑂⋯𝐻 distance of 0.18 nm, in agree-
ment with the conclusions drawn by Bodo et al. [299]. However, the number
of atoms at that distance decreases with the addition of salt, as reflected in the
height of the peak of Fig. 2.63.c.
Fig. 2.64 and 2.65, which show the RDFs involving [Li]+ cations and both
ionic species of the PILs, provide us with further evidence regarding the loc-
ation of lithium cations in the bulk mixtures. The greater height of the peaks
of the RDFs between [NO3]
– anions and [Li]+ and their positions at shorter
distances show that lithiums are mainly coordinated with nitrate anions, as
we found in mixtures with EAN [278]. It is also noteworthy that the interac-
tion of lithium cations with both nitrate anions and the ammonium group of
the IL cations increases as the degree of hydrogen bonding decreases (that is,
as the alkyl chain length of the IL cation increases), which is compatible with
lithium being constrained to lie in progressively more compact, denser polar
nanoregions. In the case of PAN and BAN, the first solvation shell of lithium
cations around nitrates is composed of a double peak (Fig. 2.64.a and 2.65.a) as
in the case of EAN mixtures, which indicates that [Li]+ cations can be found in
two different conformations: bidendate (corresponding to the first peak) and
monodendate (corresponding to the second peak). Although the monodend-
ate conformation is the more abundant independently of the alkyl chain length
of the IL cation, it seems that the relative abundance of this way of coordination
becomes comparable to that of the bidendate conformation when increasing
the length of the IL cation alkyl chain, since the heights of the peaks tend to
become more similar. This is indicative of a compaction of the polar regions
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as the alkyl chain length of the IL cation is increased, ascribed to a decrease in
their volume fraction decrease via a “dilution effect”.
Another interesting tool for shedding light on the bulk structure is the spa-
tial distribution function (SDF), which provides useful information about the
three-dimensional density distribution of atoms around a central molecule. In
this case, the SDFs were determined by fixing a distance from the central mo-
lecule, which corresponds to the position of the first (and also second for calcu-
lations involving lithiums) maximum of the RDFs, and calculating the angular
probability distribution of finding an atom at a specific point in the mixture.
All the reported SDFs correspond to the different species around the nitrate
anions, which are indeed plane molecules. The reference plane corresponds
to the plane of the molecule itself, and all the nitrate anions have been rotated
so that their planes are identically oriented before calculating the correspond-
ing average angular probabilities. Thus, Fig. 2.66 shows the heat maps of the
angular distribution of (a), (b), (e) and (f) lithium cations, (c) and (g) nitrogen
in the [NH3]
+ group of the IL cation and (d) and (h) nitrogen in the [NO3]
–
anion at an specific distance from a central nitrate, for the mixtures of 15% of
LiNO3 with PAN (a-d) and BAN (e-h). The main observed effect of increasing
the alkyl chain length of the IL cation is that, despite the better defined po-
lar and apolar domains the longer the alkyl chains, the polar domains of PAN
and BAN mixtures seem to be, on average, less ordered than those in EAN
mixtures [278]. This is reflected in the much more diffuse heat maps of the dis-
tributions of lithium cations (a, b, e and f) around the nitrates, where we see
that [Li]+ are neither forced to be located in the bisectrix of the angle formed by
two oxygens and the central nitrogen of the anions (bidendate conformation),
nor facing the nitrate oxygens (monodendate conformation). Hence, these two
conformations around a central [NO3]
– are less clearly observed than in mix-
tures with EAN [278]. A similar effect, although slightly less marked in the case
of the nitrogen of the ammonium cation, is observed for both alkylammonium
cations and nitrate anions surrounding a central [NO3]
–. This increase of the
orientational disorder in the nanoregions could be associated with the collapse
of the directional hydrogen bond network inside the polar nanoregions.
The lithium salt concentration dependence of the coordination numbers of
the ions in the mixtures is also an informative variable. The results of numer-
ically integrating the function 4𝜋𝑟2𝜌𝑔(𝑟) (where 𝜌 is the numerical density of
the molecules around an specific central ion, lithium in this case, and 𝑔(𝑟) is
one of the RDFs plotted in Fig. 2.62.a, 2.63.a, 2.64 and 2.65) up to the end of the
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first solvation shell (given by the first minimum of the corresponding RDFs)
are shown in Fig. 2.67. In general, there are no significant differences between
the coordination numbers in solutions of LiNO3 in EAN, PAN and BAN, ex-
cept for the fact that the number of alkylammonium cations solvating a given
lithium slightly decreases with increasing the alkyl chain length, going from 3
in EAN to less than 2.5 in BAN. The reason why this change takes place is the
increase of the thickness of the apolar domains with increasing IL alkyl chain
length, as indicated by bulk liquid correlation length (determined from low 𝑄
Bragg peaks). Additionally, a slight decreasing of the coordination numbers
of alkylammonium cations around a central [Li]+ can be observed upon salt
addition. This could be explained by an increase of the polar domains, since
this kind of expansion would lead to fewer cations in a solvation shell with
the same size. The swelling of the polar domains is due to the increase in the
number of ions in these regions, ascribed to a decrease in the number of H-
bonds. However, the observed increase in density would be associated with
an increase in the ion densities in the polar regions, confirmed not only by an
increase of [NO3]
– densities in the polar regions from 1.25 [NO3]
−/nm3 for pure
PIL to 1.71 [NO3]
−/nm3 from a mixture with 20% of lithium salt, but also by a
shift in the position of the first peak in the anion-anion RDFs as the amount of
salt increases. We can also deduce an expansion of the apolar domains with
the addition of lithium salt, which is suggested by a slight decrease of [CH3]
densities in the apolar regions. On the other hand, in mixtures with PAN and
BAN a central [Li]+ is also surrounded by almost four [NO3]
– in its first co-
ordination layer, and an average of nearly one lithium in its second solvation
shell over the whole miscibility range, as we reported for EAN [278]. This is
in agreement with neutron diffraction [297, 325, 326] and SAXS [323] exper-
iments, which have shown that the underlying bulk nanostructure does not
significantly undergo changes (and ion-ion correlations) as the IL alkyl chain
length is increased.
In order to analyze the behaviour of lithium cations within their first co-
ordination shell, we calculated the velocity autocorrelation functions (VACFs)
of these ions, which are shown in Fig. 2.68. The normalized VACFs are de-
termined as
𝐶(𝑡) =
⟨?⃗?(𝑡) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
⟨?⃗?(0) ⋅ ?⃗?(0)⟩
, (2.31)
where ?⃗?(𝑡) is the velocity of the center of mass of the molecule at time 𝑡
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and the brackets indicate the ensemble average. We have performed high-
frequency calculations (time step = 1 fs) and further verified that the results
are not modified if we increase the saving frequency to 2 fs. The first thing we
observe in the two panels of these figures is that the VACFs are almost identical
for PAN and BAN mixtures, once again reflecting the relative independence of
the solvation environment of lithium on the alkyl chain length of the IL cation,
which can only be explained if the salt cation goes into the polar nanodomains
of the mixture. Moreover, in exactly the same way as it was found in mixtures
with EAN [278], this magnitude shows a clear oscillatory behavior that reveals
that lithium cations experience a rattling motion inside the “cages” formed by
their nearest neighbors, that is, the four nitrate anions that form their first co-
ordination shell. Additionally, these oscillations are in all cases completely
damped out after 0.3 ps. However, in mixtures of LiNO3 with PAN and BAN
we could not find clear trends in the collision times (indicated by the first zero
of the VACF) with the amount of salt, but this is probably due to the uncer-
tainties related to the low number of frames in the trajectories for these short
times.
2.6.5. Conclusions
In the present paper, SAXS and MD simulations have been used with the
aim of elucidating the bulk structure and the solvation process in mixtures of
PAN and BAN with LiNO3 at room temperature. For this purpose, we ana-
lyzed the influence of the amount of salt and of the alkyl chain length of the IL
cation on several properties such as density, the radial distribution function,
coordination numbers, the spatial distribution function, hydrogen bonds and
velocity autocorrelation function.
Like we previously showed for mixtures with EAN in Ref.[278], the bulk
of PAN and BAN is also nanostructured due to the electrostatic, van der
Waals, hydrogen bonding and solvophobic interactions. As a result, charged
groups (nitrate anions and cation head groups) interact to form polar do-
mains, whereas alkyl groups tend to associate into apolar domains. This
nanosegregation of PILs has a deep impact on the solvation of lithium salts,
since their ions are forced to heterogeneously accommodate into the polar
network of the ILs, coordinating mainly with the nitrate anions and giving
rise to crystalline-like structures. In turn, lithium ions in the polar nanodo-
mains progressively erode the hydrogen bond network of the PIL, decreasing
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the extent of hydrogen bonding of the mixtures and inducing orientational
disorder in their polar nanodomains. This effect is more pronounced for PILs
whose cations have longer alkyl, chains due to the lower degree of hydrogen
bonding among their constituents.
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Figure 2.56 Small angle X-ray scattering data from binary mixtures of (a) pro-
pylammonium and (b) butylammonium nitrate-LiNO3 at ambient conditions.
The legend refers to lithium salt content expressed in molar fraction. Data have
been vertically shifted for clarity purposes.
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Figure 2.57 Small angle X-ray scattering data from MD simulations of BAN
mixed with 10% of LiNO3. The inset shows the experimental heights of the
low-Q peaks vs. the corresponding MD predictions for the various studied
concentrations of mixtures with PAN and BAN. The dashed line corresponds
to perfect agreement.
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Figure 2.58 Characteristic spatial sizes (𝐷) extracted from small angle X-ray
scattering data from binary mixtures of ethyl-, propyl- and butyl-ammonium
nitrate/LiNO3 (EAN, PAN and BAN, respectively) at ambient conditions. The
three lines are parallel, with the gradient obtained by a linear fitting to the
EAN-LiNO3 trend excluding the 0.055 molar fraction value.
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Figure 2.59 Simulated and experimental densities at 𝑇 = 298.15 K of EAN
(squares), PAN (dots) and BAN (triangles) mixed with lithium salts with a
common anion as a function of the lithium salt concentration. Data for EAN
were taken from Ref.[278].
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Figure 2.60 (a) Concentration dependence of the average number of hydrogen
bonds per molecule for solutions of LiNO3 with EAN (blue), PAN (red) and
BAN (green). (b) Concentration dependence of the average number of hydro-
gen bonds per atom in the ionic pair for solutions of LiNO3 in EAN (blue),
PAN (red) and BAN (green). The lines are guides for the eye. Data for EAN
were taken from Ref.[278].
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Figure 2.61 Snapshots of the simulation box of the mixtures of 25% of LiNO3
with PAN (a-c) and BAN (d-f) at 298 K. The representations of the bulk struc-
ture include: (a) and (d) the whole system, (b) and (e) nitrate anions, am-
monium group of the IL cation (polar domain - red) and lithiums (blue), (c)
and (f) chain of the IL cation (apolar domain - green) and lithium ions (blue).
The relative size of lithium has been exaggerated for clarity.
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Figure 2.62 RDFs of (a) nitrate anion-ammonium group, (b) nitrate anion-
methyl group and, (c) hydrogen-oxygen (of the ammonium group and the
nitrate anion) as a function of the lithium salt concentration in solutions of
LiNO3 in PAN at 298.15 K.
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Figure 2.63 RDFs of (a) nitrate anion-ammonium group, (b) nitrate anion-
methyl group and, (c) hydrogen-oxygen (of the ammonium group and the
nitrate anion) as a function of the lithium salt concentration in solutions of
LiNO3 in BAN at 298.15 K.
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Figure 2.64 RDFs of (a) lithium-nitrate anion, (b) lithium-ammonium group
and, (c) lithium-lithium as a function of the lithium salt concentration in solu-
tions of LiNO3 in PAN at 298.15 K.
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Figure 2.65 RDFs of (a) lithium-nitrate anion, (b) lithium-ammonium group
and, (c) lithium-lithium as a function of the lithium salt concentration in solu-
tions of LiNO3 in BAN at 298.15 K.
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Figure 2.66 SDF plots of lithium first (a), (b), and second peaks, (e) and (f), ni-
trogen in the ammonium group of the alkylammonium cation (c) and (g), and
nitrogen in the nitrate anion (d) and (h) as a function of the angular position
around a central nitrate anion in mixtures of a 15% of LiNO3 with PAN (a-d)
and BAN (e-h). The distance at which SDFs were calculated corresponds to
the first (or second in the case of lithium cations) maximum of the RDFs: (a)
and (e) the first peak (0.24 nm) in Fig. 2.64.a and 2.65.a, respectively; (b) and
(f) the second peak (0.31 nm) in Fig. 2.64.b and 2.65.b, respectively; (c) and (g)
the first peak (0.34 nm) in Fig. 2.62.a and 2.63.a, respectively; (d) and (h) the
first peak (0.50 nm) in anion-anion RDFs.
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Figure 2.67 Concentration dependence of the coordination numbers of lithium
cations (black squares-PAN, grey squares-BAN), nitrate anions (red circles-
PAN, pink circles-BAN), and alkylammonium cations (dark blue pentagons-
PAN, light blue pentagons-BAN) surrounding a central lithium cation in mix-
tures of PAN and BAN with LiNO3. The number of nitrate anions around a
central alkylammonium cation (dark green stars-PAN, light green stars-BAN)
and vice versa (violet triangles-PAN, orange triangles-BAN) are also included.
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Figure 2.68 Evolution of the lithium cations VACFs with the amount of lithium
salt in mixtures with (a) PAN and (b) BAN. The insets show the concentration
dependence of the collision time.
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2.7. Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Structure of the
Graphene–Ionic Liquid/Alkali Salt Mixtures Interface.
In order to complete the research plan of this thesis, we analized the be-
haviour of inhomogeneous mixtures of ILs with alkali salts confined between
two graphene walls. This is one of the first computational works that focus on
IL doped with lithium salts near interfaces, since most of the simulations per-
formed up to know had explored the electric double layer in ILs using probes.
To achieve this goal we carried out MD simulations of [Bmim][BF4] mixed
with lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4) and potassium tetrafluoroborate (KBF4)
between two charged and uncharged graphene walls [327]. The analysis of the
structure revealed the formation of cation and anion layers in the proximities
of the surface whose ion densities are greater than in the bulk. In addition, the
average orientation of [Bmim]+ cations was found to change from 36° with re-
spect to the normal to larger angles the larger the charge of the walls. The free
energy profiles provided us with very useful information concerning electro-
chemical applications, since large energy barriers associated to the ion layers
in the electric double layer are predicted, and lithium and potassium cations
seem to be able to reach the negative surface only for high amounts of salt.
Once again, we see that the addition of salt to the mixture has little effect on
the distribution of the IL ions in the proximities of both charged and uncharged
walls. The distribution of lithium and potassium cations is mainly determined
by the formation of the ionic aggregates that salt cations form with the anions
in their first solvation layer instead of by the electrode potential.
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2.7.1. Paper VII: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the Structure
of the Graphene–Ionic Liquid/Alkali Salt Mixtures Interface;
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 16 (2014) 13271-13278.
Trinidad Méndez-Morales,1 Jesús Carrete,1,2 Martín Pérez-Rodríguez,3
Óscar Cabeza,4 Luis J. Gallego,1 Ruth M. Lynden-Bell5 and Luis M. Varela1
We performed molecular dynamics simulations of mixtures of 1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate with lithium tetrafluorobate and
potassium tetrafluorobate between two charged and uncharged graphene
walls, in order to analyze the structure of the well-known formation of layers
that takes place on liquids under confinement. For this purpose, we studied
the molecular density profiles, free energy profiles for bringing lithium and
potassium cations from the bulk mixture to the graphene wall and the orient-
ational distributions of imidazolium rings within the first adsorbed layer as a
function of salt concentration and electrode potential. The charge densities in
the electrodes were chosen to be zero and ±1 e/nm2, and the salt molar per-
centages were %𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡=0, 10 and 25. We found that the layered structure extends
up to 1 − 2 nm, where the bulk behaviour is recovered. In addition, whereas
for the neutral surface the layers are composed of both ionic species, increas-
ing the electrode potential, the structure changes to alternating cationic and
anionic layers leading to an overcompensation of the charge of the previous
layer. We also calculated the distribution of angles of imidazolium rings near
neutral and charged graphene walls, finding a limited influence of the added
salt. In addition, the average tilt of the imidazolium ring within the first layer
goes from 36∘ with respect to a normal vector to the uncharged graphene wall
to 62∘ in the presence of charged walls. The free energy profiles revealed that
lithiums and potassiums are adsorbed on the negative surface only for the
highest amount of salt, since the free energy barriers for approaching this
electrode are considerably higher than 𝑘𝐵𝑇 .
1Grupo de Nanomateriais e Materia Branda, Departamento de Física da Materia Condensada, Univer-
sidade de Santiago de Compostela, Campus Vida s/n E-15782, Santiago de Compostela, Spain
2CEA, DRT, 38054 Grenoble, France
3Departamento de Física Aplicada, Universidade de Vigo, Lagoas-Marcosende s/n E-36310,
Vigo, Spain
4Facultade de Ciencias, Universidade da Coruña, Campus A Zapateira s/n E-15008, A Coruña, Spain
5University of Cambridge, University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge, UK CB2 1EW
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2.7.2. Introduction
During the last decades there has been an increasing interest in room tem-
perature ionic liquids (RTILs), salts composed entirely of ions with melting
points below 100 ∘C, mainly due to their fascinating physical and chemical
properties and their potential use in several fields. These key properties can
be controlled with the appropiate selection of cations and anions, which con-
tributes to their reputation as “green solvents” and makes them promising
candidates for a great number of applications, ranging from biological uses,
synthesis and catalysis, to lubrication or heat storage. In particular, they are
known to show high ionic conductivity, low vapour pressure that makes them
practically non-flammable and wide electrochemical window; which provide
them with a huge potential in electrochemical applications such as supercapa-
citors, solar cells or lithium batteries, among others.
Regarding electrochemical devices, the choice of the electrolyte employed
when producing a lithium battery is of crucial importance and the possibility
of improving not only the efficiency, but also the safety of these devices by ap-
plying ILs as electrolytes, has led to a vast number of studies during the last few
years [47, 234, 236, 241, 328–330]. Since ILs are practically non electroactive, any
attempt to use them as electrolytes in lithium batteries requires mixing of the
IL with a suitable lithium salt, resulting in a mixture of three or four ions. At
this point, the main aspects that need particular attention for optimum battery
operation are: firstly, a detailed picture of the solvation processes of lithium
ions in the bulk IL and, secondly, the influence of these lithium salts on the
well-known solvation layers formed at the electrode/IL interface. Although
both aspects play a fundamental role in the performance of lithium batteries,
they still remain as open questions and a deeper understanding is required.
Concerning lithium environment in bulk IL mixtures, very few publica-
tions have focused on the structural and dynamic properties of lithium salts
doping aprotic ionic liquids (AILs) (see Ref.[228] and references cited therein)
and, to our knowlegde, only two papers have been reported for protic ionic
liquids (PILs) [278, 305].
On the other hand, due to the fact that understanding the influence of the
nature of the IL ions, temperature and applied electrode potential on the prop-
erties of the electric double layer is of paramount importance for theoretical
and practical purposes, as indicated in some influential experimental [331]
and computational [69] results, much theoretical, computational and exper-
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imental research devoted to this issue is needed. In spite of this, it must be
said that even though great progress has been made towards a fundamental
understanding of the behaviour of ILs at charged interfaces, this question has
been much less extensively studied than bulk properties. In this case, the ana-
lysis of the differential capacitance (DC) as a function of the electrode potential
has been regarded as a helpul source of information about the electric double
layer behaviour and, up to now, many experimental [332–335] and computa-
tional [336–345] studies have reported bell-shaped or camel-shaped DC curves.
From the theoretical point of view, Kornyshev stressed [346] that the Gouy-
Champman-Stern theory could not be applied to these dense ionic systems, in
which the effects of ionic correlations and overscreening are important [347].
The author proposed a mean-field theory (MFT) to interpret the potential de-
pendence of the double-layer capacitance at a planar metal/IL interface. How-
ever, last year Gebbie et al. [348] reported a controversial picture in which
ILs would behave as dilute electrolyte solutions due to the existence of a very
limited amount of unpaired ions in ILs. Their reported results for the force
between colloidal particles immersed in bulk ILs was interpreted as showing
that the screening of charged surfaces by ILs takes place through the forma-
tion of both bound (Stern) and diffuse electric double layers, where the latter
is composed of effectively dissociated ions. Hence, the essentials of screening
in ILs are still in need of more stable foundations.
In addition, the arrangement and the orientations of the ions at the IL/elec-
trode interface, with a multiple layer organization at the surface, have been ex-
perimentally investigated by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) [349–
351], scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [350, 352, 353], a surface force ap-
paratus (SFA) [354, 355], X-ray reflectivity [356] and X-ray spectroscopy studies
[357]. By contrast, several groups concluded that some ILs do not show inter-
facial layering, but only a single ion layer of enhanced electron density [358–
360].
Since the formation of the electric double layers is a highly complicated
phenomena, experimental mesurements can be complemented by atomistic
simulations in order to shed some light into the structure of the electrode/IL
interface. In addition, due to their lower cost as compared to experimental re-
search, computer simulations are an essential tool for performing systematic
studies of ILs and designing new and improved materials. Thus, many groups
have focused up to now on the interface behaviour of IL/solid systems from
a computational perspective [361–367], molecular dynamics (MD) being the
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most widely employed technique. For example, Pinilla et al. [368, 369] em-
ployed MD simulations to study the behaviour of 1,3-dimethylimidazolium
chloride ([DMIM][Cl]) confined between two charged (±0.12 e ⋅ nm−2) and
neutral parallel walls. Their simulations revealed a clear structure of layers
with a high-density peak at the proximities of the walls followed by weaker
oscillations toward the bulk system, as well as a rearrangement of the ions
with increasing field strength. In addition, they determined that cations at
the interface tend to orient their rings tilted around 70∘ with respect to the
surface. More recently, Lynden-Bell et al. [67, 68] investigated the properties
of [DMIM][Cl] near charged graphene surfaces. They also reported the forma-
tion of several alternating layers of cations and anions with ion densities higher
than in the bulk even at the non-charged electrode surface. Regarding the ori-
entation of the ions, the authors found that, at the neutral electrode, the pref-
erential orientation of the cations is parallel to the surface, whereas near the
negative electrode some of them tend to be perpendicular to the surface. They
concluded that the IL provides excellent electrostatic screening at distances
longer than 1 − 2 nm.
In spite of the number of studies that have explored the electric double
layer structure in ILs using probes, to our knowledge only one publication
has been reported focusing on IL/lithium salt mixtures near interfaces.
In this case, Smith et al. [370] performed atomistic MD simulations of a
lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) surface in contact with a mixture of 1-ethyl-
3-methylimidazolium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide ([EMIM][FSI]) with a 22.6%
of lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide (LiFSI). They observed a free energy bar-
rier for bringing [Li]+ cations from the bulk system to the surface of around
16 kJ ⋅ mol−1.
In this work we performed MD simulations of mixtures of 1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIM][BF4]) (chosen by elec-
trochemical interest and because its bulk properties had been analyzed
previously [228]) with lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4) and potassium tetra-
fluoroborate (KBF4) confined between two parallel graphene surfaces, with the
aim of gaining some insight into the structure of IL/alkali salts electrolytes at
the proximities of charged and neutral electrodes. Molecular density profiles,
free energy profiles for bringing [Li]+ and [K]+ cations from the bulk mixture
to the graphene wall and imidazolium orientational distributions within the
first adsorbed layer were analyzed as a function of salt concentration and
electrode potential.
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The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2.7.3, we provide a detailed
account of the simulation method. In section 2.7.4, we present and discuss the
results obtained and concluding remarks are offered in section 2.7.5.
2.7.3. Simulation details
We performed MD simulations of [BMIM][BF4] doped with either LiBF4
or KBF4 enclosed between two flat graphene walls using Gromacs 4.5.4 pack-
age [70]. In order to avoid the system being “trapped” in a local minimum
due to the well-known high viscosity of ILs, the temperature investigated was
𝑇 = 450 K, and the molar percentages of salt considered in the mixtures were
%𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 = 0, 10 and 25. The number of lithium/potassium salt molecules was cal-
culated for each situation by considering each ionic pair as a single unit in the
calculation of mole fractions.
The fixed graphene walls had charges and a Lennard-Jones (LJ) center on
each carbon seat and they were built with the help of the Visual Molecular Dy-
namics (VMD) package [78]. The charges on the carbon atoms of the graphene
sheets were chosen to give wall charge densities of +1 e ⋅ nm−2 and −1 e ⋅ nm−2
in the left and right electrodes, respectively (and zero in the uncharged case).
Their LJ parameters were 𝜎𝐶 = 3.55 ⋅ 10−1 nm and 𝐶 = 2.9288 ⋅ 10−1 kJ ⋅ mol−1.
The graphene sheets were placed parallel to the XY-plane in such a way that
one electrode was kept at 𝑍 = 0 and the other one was located at positive val-
ues of 𝑍 at the distance needed to obtain the bulk density in the middle of
the rectangular box used to emulate a semi-infinite slab geometry. All three
coordinates of these carbon atoms were frozen at their initial values and the
electrodes were held rigid with a carbon bond length of 𝑙𝐶𝐶 = 0.142 nm. Peri-
odic boundary conditions were applied in all directions and the graphene elec-
trodes were considered as periodic molecules in order to couple to themselves
through the periodic boundary conditions. A slab of vacuum was left outside
the confining sheets for avoiding artificial influence from periodic images, as
shown in Fig. 2.69.
We employed the OPLS-AA force field in order to carry out the paramet-
rization of the ions. This all-atom version of the OPLS force field, in which
every hydrogen atom bonded to carbon is modeled explicitly, was developed
by Jorgensen [153] for different organic liquids. The functional form of the
OPLS force field takes the standard form
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Figure 2.69 Schematic representation of the simulation box for the pure IL
along the 𝑍 direction. The liquid is confined between two walls separated
10.48 nm, and whose sides measure 4.2 nm. The system is periodically re-
peated every 16 nm in the 𝑍 direction.
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which includes intramolecular interactions such as bond stretching, angle
bending, dihedral torsion, as well as van der Waals and Coulombic interac-
tions. The parameters employed in eqn (2.32) are the force constants 𝐾 , the
nominal values 𝑟0 and 𝜃0, the Fourier coefficients 𝑉 , and the partial atomic
charges 𝑞 fixed on each atom center. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝑖𝑗 represent the LJ radii and po-
tential well depths, respectively, which are obtained from parameters for each
type of atom by using geometric combination rules 𝜖𝑖𝑗 = 􀅻𝜖𝑖𝑖𝜖𝑗𝑗 and 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 􀅻𝜎𝑖𝑖𝜎𝑗𝑗.
The imidazolium cation was modeled by using the all-atom representation of
the CH2 and CH3 groups in the alkyl chain, as well as that of the methyl group
attached to the imidazolium ring, and its parameters were assigned according
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to the values reported by Sambasivarao and Acevedo [154]; while lithium and
potassium cations were modeled by a single site of charge +1 and LJ paramet-
ers taken directly from Gromacs database. As for the anion, [BF4]
– was mod-
elled as a set of 5 sites with partial charges of +1.776 for the boron atom and
−0.544 for the fluorine atoms [155]. The electronic polarizability for both the
graphene walls and the electrolyte was not taken into account in our study,
since even though polarizability has been found to have a deep impact on
dynamic properties of ILs, Yan et al. [371] showed that the major structural
properties of the IL/vacuum interface for both polarizable and non polariz-
able models were similar. Long-range electrostatic interactions were treated
by using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) [77] method with a FFT grid spacing
of 12 nm, a 1.1 nm cut-off distance for the real space sum and cubic inter-
polation; together with Yeh-Berkowitz corrections for our slab geometry [79,
80]. A cut-off radius of 1.1 nm was used for LJ interactions, and a neighbor
updated for the nonbonded interactions was made up to this same distance
from the central ion and was updated every ten simulation steps. The Linear
Constraint Solver (LINCS) algorithm [159, 160] with a fourth-order expansion
of the constraint coupling matrix was used to fix all the bond lengths.
Initial configurations were relaxed for 106 steps using a conjugate gradients
algorithm in order to remove bad contacts resulting from the initial random
configuration of ions. The maximum step size and the tolerance were set to
0.01 nm and 1 kJ/(nm ⋅ mol), respectively. For each molar percentage of salt,
the system was heated during 100 ps from 450 K to 1000 K in the NVT en-
semble,followed by a run of 100 ps; cooling it gradually to 450 K during fur-
ther 100 ps. Following annealing, each mixture was equilibrated for 30 ns at
450 K and the resultant configurations were taken as the initial configurations
for the production runs. The time step of the simulations was 2 fs. The tem-
perature was controlled by using the V-rescale thermostat [161]. Cations and
anions were separated in two (or three) baths with temperature coupling con-
stants of 0.1 ps. The results of an additional 10 ns–long simulations in the NVT
ensemble were used for obtaining structural information about the systems.
2.7.4. Results and discussion
In order to shed some light on the structure of the electric double layer at
the interface between ILs-alkali salts mixtures and planar electrodes, Fig. 2.70
and 2.71 show, as a function of the distance from the surface, the number dens-
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ity of [BMIM]+ and [BF4]
– ions near positively (a), negatively (b) and neutrally
(c) charged graphene walls for mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 and KBF4,
respectively. For this calculations, the positions of the imidazolium cations
and tetrafluoroborate anions were computed by considering the carbon atom
between the two nitrogens of the imidazolium ring (𝐶2) and the boron atom
(𝐵1), respectively. The density profiles for [Li]
+ and [K]+ cations were not in-
cluded since their heights are much lower than those of the ions of the IL, but
the positions of their peaks can be inferred from the free energy profiles shown
in Fig. 2.74 below. One remarkable feature shown in Fig. 2.70.c and 2.71.c is
that, even in the absence of an applied field, the graphene surfaces have an
effect on the structure of the liquid. The formation of layers near a neutral
graphene wall can be clearly observed in both systems, in which the density
of the mixture is much higher than in the bulk. These oscillations of the dens-
ity in the interfacial area are progressively damped out until values for bulk
mixtures are recovered at around 1.5 nm within three layers from the surface.
Such layering behaviour has been reported previously in many computational
studies [67, 68, 361–366, 368, 369]. In addition, the layers of the dense region are
composed of both ionic species of the IL, [BMIM]+ cations and [BF4]
– anions,
with the presence of imidazoliums approaching slightly closer to the wall and
a larger local density of the tetrafluoroborates, probably due to their smaller
size. However, there are neither [Li]+ nor [K]+ cations in the first contact layer
at any amount of salt (they are firstly located at 0.7 nm); thus, the concentration
of adsorbed lithiums and potassiums is zero in contact with neutral graphene.
The highly inhomogeneous layering of the IL in the neighborhood of the
graphene electrode is also observed for charged electrodes. Besides, the sur-
face charge induces molecular reorganization. In comparison with the un-
charged surface, the first layer slightly changes its position and moves towards
the graphene wall, but its height considerably increases. Moreover, this first
peak is composed only of cations in the proximities of the negatively charged
electrode (−1 e ⋅ nm−2) and, in the same way, composed only of anions in the
vicinities of the positively charged surface (+1 e ⋅ nm−2). For the latter, the
local density is much higher than that of cations near the negative wall, since
the first layer can accommodate more tetrafluoroborates due to their smaller
size. However, it seems that they do not approach the electrode more than
the imidazoliums do. As a result, there are neither adsorbed [BMIM]+ cations
on the positive wall nor [BF4]
– anions adsorbed on the negative surface, and
it also results in positive and negative charge densities near the negative and
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Figure 2.70 Number density (in nm−3) for the [BMIM]+, (C2), and [BF4]
–, (B1),
ions near positive (a), negative (b) and neutral (c) as a function of the distance
to the graphene walls in mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4.
the positive electrode, respectively. This excess of positive/negative charge
that overcompensates the electrode charge attracts ions of the opposite ionic
species, giving place to the formation of a lower second peak of negative/pos-
itive density, respectively. Again, this second layer that overcompensates the
charge on the first layer attracts another layer with opposite charge density and
so on, until the bulk behavior is reached and all the oscillations are completely
smoothed out. In this case, the alternating layers of cations and anions persist
up to approximately 2.0 nm for both electrodes and the region where oscil-
lations take place comprises 5 layers. It can be seen that the addition of salt
has little effect on the [BMIM]+ and [BF4]
– density profiles near both charged
and uncharged electrodes. On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 2.74 be-
low, near the positively charged surface (Fig. 2.70.a and 2.71.a) lithium and
potassium cations are found at 0.47 and 0.49 nm respectively, between the first
anionic layer and the second cationic layer, whereas the behaviour in the vi-
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Figure 2.71 Number density (in nm−3) for the [BMIM]+, (C2), and [BF4]
–, (B1),
ions near positive (a), negative (b) and neutral (c) as a function of the distance
to graphene walls in mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with KBF4.
cinities of the negatively charged electrode (Fig. 2.70.b and 2.71.b) is slightly
different. In this case, for the lowest concentration of salt, 10%, [Li]+ and [K]+
cations are located at around 0.9 nm in the third cationic layer. This shows that
the formation of the previously reported anionic aggregates that lithium and
potassium form with the anions in their first solvation shell [228, 278] is not
avoided by the electrode potential or the presence of the surfaces, and it has
the greatest impact on the organization of these cations. The picture slightly
changes for the highest simulated amount of salt, 25%, for which both lithium
and potassium cations approach the negative graphene surface up to 0.21 nm
and 0.28 nm, respectively. Those distances are closer to the negative electrode
than the first cationic layer, meaning that for lithium/potassium cations to be
adsorbed on the graphene wall a considerable amount of salt must be added
to the IL, which has a great importance for redox processes.
This behaviour can be clearly observed in Fig. 2.72, in which we show the
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structure of the electric double layer near the negative graphene wall for mix-
tures of [BMIM][BF4] with a 25% of LiBF4 (left) and KBF4 (right). It can be ob-
served that, in both cases, the first layer consists of a dense layer of imidazolium
cations that overcompensates the wall charge. This first layer is then followed
by a second one of tetrafluorobate anions due to overcompensations of the
charge in the previous layer. Even though the greatest amount of [Li]+ and
[K]+ cations is found in the third cationic layer, some of them are able to ap-
proach the wall more closely than any other ionic species for this concentration
of salt.
Taking all this information into account, we considered the orientations of
imidazolium cations in the first layer of cations in order to know more details
of the electric double layer in this kind of systems. The orientational structure
of the ring can be analysed in terms of the angle 𝜃 between the vector normal
to the walls (parallel to the Z-axis) and a vector normal to the imidazolium
ring. In Fig. 2.73 we plot the probability distribution functions for the ring
orientations as a function of | cos 𝜃|. Note that positive and negative values
of cos 𝜃 are equally likely as the ring is flat and that a uniform distribution
of orientations in space would give a flat distribution as a function of cos 𝜃.
Fig. 2.73 shows the distributions in the first layers of cations near (a) positively
charged walls (up to 1.0 nm), (b) negatively charged walls (up to 0.45 nm)
and (c) neutral walls (up to 0.65 nm). In addition, in Table 2.7 we include the
average values of cos2 𝜃 for the [BMIM]+ cations in the first cation layer near
the walls. The results show that the average angle between normal to ring is
of about 36 ∘ with the normal vector to the neutral wall. Charging the walls
results in a new average angle of 62 ∘ between the ring of the cation and both
positive and negative walls. These results are in good agreement with those
reported by Baldelli near charged IL-metal interface from 𝑆𝐹𝐺 spectra [359].
We observe in Fig. 2.73 that at uncharged electrodes the most probable con-
figuration for imidazolium rings is to lie nearly flat on the surface, although
there exist a continuous distribution of orientations extending even to orient-
ations perpendicular to the wall. The influence of the added salt in this distri-
bution is almost negligible for uncharged walls. However, charging the wall
leads to new configurations for the rings. Near the positively charged wall,
the most probable configuration of the [BMIM]+ rings is that in which they are
normal to the wall, but there is a broad range of orientations with the prob-
ability distribution decaying smoothly to include configurations in which the
rings lie flat against the charged surface. In this case, added salt increases the
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Figure 2.72 Snapshots of the structural organization of the ions near negatively
charged graphene walls from simulations of [BMIM][BF4] doped with a 25%
of LiBF4 (a) and a 25% KBF4 (b). The relative size of lithium (dark pink) and
potassium (violet) atoms has been exaggerated for the purpose of clarity. Col-
our coding for the rest of the atoms is as follows: green, carbons; dark blue,
nitrogens; light blue, fluorines; and light pink, borons. Hydrogens have been
removed for the purpose of clarity.
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Figure 2.73 Probability distribution of | cos 𝜃| for the [BMIM]+ cations in the
first layer near positively (a), negatively (b) and neutrally (c) charged graphene
walls for mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 and KBF4.
dispersion of the distribution function and chains laying flat to the charged
electrode are more likely. On the other hand, near the negatively charged
electrode, although a significant fraction of the rings lie flat on the surface,
there is a large region of almost constant probability extending from 66∘ to
90∘. Moreover, low-angle orientations are scarcely probable as indicated by
the minima of 𝑓 (| cos 𝜃|) near | cos 𝜃| = 0.9. These minima are displaced to-
wards higher angles with salt addition, and more ions are allowed to lie flat to
the interface in these circumstances.
Finally, in Fig. 2.74 we determined the free energy profiles for bringing a
lithium or potassium cation from the bulk to the graphene electrode by
𝐴(𝑧) = −𝑘𝑇 · ln 􀈃
𝜌𝐶𝑙(𝑧)
𝜌𝐶𝑙(𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘)
􀈆 . (2.33)
We can observe that these curves show oscillations due to the layering be-
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Table 2.7 Average values of cos2(𝜃) for the [BMIM]+ cations in the first layer of
cations near positively (a), negatively (b) and neutrally (c) charged graphene
walls for mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 and KBF4.
< cos2 𝜃 >
neutral +1 e/nm2 −1 e/nm2
0.0 % 0.68 0.24 0.20
10.0 %-LiBF4 0.67 0.23 0.22
25.0 %-LiBF4 0.69 0.26 0.22
10.0 %-KBF4 0.62 0.26 0.21
25.0 %-KBF4 0.72 0.25 0.28
haviour of the IL in the proximities of the wall. Additionally, the height of the
barriers impeding the cations of the salt from approaching the walls generally
decreases with the amount of salt in the mixtures. Independently of the elec-
trode potential, the highest barriers are found for the lowest concentration of
[Li]+ cations, 10%, going from 12 kJ ⋅ mol−1 in the neutral wall to 25 kJ ⋅ mol−1
in the unfavourable positively charged wall. The values of the free energy bar-
riers near the neutral wall are comparable to that obtained by Smith et al. [370]
of around 16 kJ ⋅ mol−1 for LiFSI doping [EMIM][FSI]. Another remarkable fea-
ture is that, as we said previously, both [Li]+ and [K]+ cations can be adsorbed
on the negative electrode only at high concentrations of salt due to the occur-
rence of very high free energy barriers at ca. 0.5 nm that they must overcome
for getting to the wall. This is probably due to the dense layer of imidazolium
cations that causes a very high energy barrier for the salt cations to approach
the negative wall. We get a divergence partly due to the calculation procedure,
so the physical barrier is expected to be very high compared to 𝑘𝐵𝑇 . Moreover,
we can also observe in Fig. 2.74.b the differences in position and depth of the
first minima associated with both cations, for potassium being deeper than for
lithium, and the displacement of their barriers in Fig. 2.74.a, which are associ-
ated with their different radii.
2.7.5. Conclusions
Using MD simulations, we have analyzed the behaviour of mixtures of
[BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 and KBF4 confined between two parallel charged and
uncharged graphene walls, in order to clarify the potential use of ILs as electro-
lytes in electrochemical devices. Although for the technical reasons described
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Figure 2.74 Free energy profiles for lithium and potassium cations approach-
ing graphene surfaces with positive (a), negative (b) and neutral (c) charge
densities for mixtures of [BMIM][BF4] with LiBF4 and KBF4.
in the corresponding section the calculations in this paper were performed at
450 K, it is expected that our results will also be representative of the behaviour
of the systems considered at somewhat lower temperatures. Accordingly, they
can be useful for practical applications of those systems; for example, as super-
capacitors or batteries.
Number density profiles in the 𝑍 direction show, even for the uncharged
electrodes, the formation of a layered structure with ion densities higher than
in the bulk in the proximities of the surface. This layers were found to be com-
posed of both ionic species of the IL, with the imidazolium cations approxim-
ating slightly closer to the electrode. In addition, [BMIM]+ rings within the
first layer tend to be oriented in such a way that they form an average angle of
around 36∘ with the wall and, in this case, there are no lithium or potassium
cations absorbed on the walls.
As the electrode potential increases, a systematic rearrangement of the ions,
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in which tetrafluorobate anions segregate toward the positive electrode and
away from the negative wall and imidazolium cations show the opposite be-
haviour, takes place. In neutral graphene interface, [BMIM]+ cations orient
with an average angle of 36∘ with respect to the normal vector to the surface,
and upon charging they tend to be preferentially oriented in a more perpen-
dicular fashion, forming an average angle of 62∘ with both the positive and
the negative electrode due to the high density of cations screening the negat-
ively charged electrode and the first layer of cations in the positively charged
one. Once again, we see the formation of layers near the electrode when the
electrode is charged. These layers are formed mainly by cations near the neg-
ative electrode and anions near the positive electrode. Oscillations of charge
were clearly observed to a depth of 2 nm. Moreover, the fact that we observe
the same average angles in the first layer of cations with the negative and the
positive electrode shows that the charge of the positive electrode is overcom-
pensated by the layer of anions. This is the result of a delicate balance between
screening and packing. We also observed that only for a salt concentration of
25% were [Li]+ and [K]+ able to reach on the negatively charged electrode, but
the free energy barriers for these cations approaching the negative wall are
considerably higher than 20𝐾𝐵𝑇 .
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3Conclusions
Research is to see what everybody else has seen, and to think
what nobody else has thought.
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
1. The interaction of aprotic ILs with molecular solvents such as water and
alcohols has been analyzed using molecular dynamics simulations. The
results revealed that water molecules tend to clusterize in the polar do-
mains of the IL, the degree of clusterization being greater for the more
hydrophobic anions. However, alcohol molecules do not form any kind
of network and were found to be homogeneously distributed in the struc-
ture of the IL.
2. Single-particle dynamics of these mixtures has been also investigated.
The study of velocity autocorrelation functions has shown a rattling mo-
tion of water molecules in the cavities formed by their heavier neigh-
bours, whereas alcohol molecules do not experience any kind of oscillat-
ory behaviour and diffuse much more easily than their water counter-
parts.
3. Neither water molecules nor alcohol ones are able to destroy the nanose-
ggregated structure of the ILs. Instead, they adapt to it and become solv-
ated in the most favorable regions of the mixture, giving rise to a micro-
scopic picture named nanostructured solvation.
4. In order to use ILs as electrolytes in electrochemical devices, the solva-
tion processes of alkali salts when mixed with protic and aprotic ILs have
been characterized. In both cases, the location of salt cations in the po-
lar regions of the systems due to a strong correlation with the anions
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3. Conclusions
has been predicted. The formation of stable kinetic entities composed
of salt cations and the anions in their first coordination layer has been
confirmed.
5. A gradual disruption of the well-known network of hydrogen bonds of
the protic ILs with the addition of salt has been obtained. This effect has
been found to be more pronounced for those protic ILs whose cations
have longer alkyl chains, which is due to their lower degree of hydrogen
bonding.
6. Salt cations fit to the IL structure being solvated in the polar nanoregions
of the mixture and forming solid-like structures, which ultimately leads
to phase separation. This also fits no the nanostructured solvation pic-
ture.
7. The study of mixtures of protic ILs with lithium and potassium salts con-
fined between two parallel charged and uncharged graphene walls has
been carried out in order to analyze the structure of the interfacial charge
distribution for these mixtures. The formation of an overscreening in-
duced layered structure at the interface with ion densities different from
those in the bulk has been reported regardless the potential electrode.
8. A systematic rearrangement of the ions, in which anions are segregated
towards the positive electrode and cations toward the negative one, as
the charge of the walls increases, has been found. Both lithium and po-
tassium cations have shown to be more influenced by the presence of
anions in their first coordination shell when it comes to distribute them-
selves in the system than by the electrode potential. These cations adapt
to the IL structure and they induce only very limited destructuring of the
interfacial layers.
9. Very high energy barriers for the salt cations to approach the negative
wall have been observed, due to which lithium and potassium cations
can be adsorbed on the negative electrode only at high concentrations of
salt.
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